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Chapter 1 
 

Photochromic molecules 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
In this chapter, the concept of photochromism is introduced. After a general 

introduction into photochemistry and photochromism, various popular classes of 
photochromic molecules are discussed. Their properties are summarized using 

information from computational and ultrafast spectroscopic studies reported in the 
literature. Finally, this chapter considers the immobilization of photochromic molecules 
by means of self-assembly and how this affects their photochromic behavior. 
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1.1 Photochemistry and photochromism 
Photochemically driven processes are important as well as ubiquitous. Plants use 
it to convert light to energy through a process known as photosynthesis. 
Animals use it to detect light with their eyes and synthesize vitamin D3. Ozone 
in the earth’s stratosphere, which absorbs a large part of the Sun’s UV light, is 

formed photochemically. It is safe to say that life as we know it would not be 
possible without photochemistry. 
 

A typical photochemical process starts with the absorption of a photon (Figure 
1.1). The energy absorbed in this way can cause the excitation of an electron 
from an occupied orbital, often the one highest in energy (the HOMO), to an 

unoccupied orbital, often the one that is the lowest in energy (the LUMO). From 

here on, multiple processes are possible, the majority of which are photophysical 
in nature rather than photochemical. For example, the system may relax from 

its excited state back to its ground state through the emission of a photon. This 

can take place in a direct fashion (fluorescence) or via a state with a different 

multiplicity (phosphorescence). Alternately, the excess energy may be released to 

the medium as heat in a process known as internal conversion. 

 

 

Figure 1.1 Simplified view of the photoexcitation of an electron from the HOMO to the 

LUMO. 

A photoexcited system can undergo a photochemical process (i.e. a 

photoinduced change in structure) if the above mechanisms for relaxation are 

not easily accessible and/or less favorable. Two types of photochemical reactions 
can be distinguished. The first are adiabatic reactions, in which the reaction is 

confined to a single potential energy surface (Figure 1.2, left). When such a 

reaction is complete, relaxation to the ground state surface can take place by one 
of the mechanisms described above. The second and more common are diabatic 

reactions, in which the reaction involves two potential energy surfaces (Figure 

1.2, right). These reactions are often more complex in nature – intersections 
between the two potential energy surfaces may exist and can play an important 
role in the determining whether the photochemistry is productive or not. 
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Figure 1.2 Potential energy surfaces diagram of an adiabatic photoreaction (left) and a 

diabatic photoreaction (right). ‘R’ is reactant, ‘P’ is product. 

A special type of photochemical reactivity that has interested chemists for 
decades is photochromism.1 Photochromism is defined as the reversible 

photochemically driven transformation of a system between two isomers with 
different UV/vis absorption spectra (Scheme 1.1). Molecules exhibiting this 
behavior attract much interest as they can be used as molecular switches2 in 
larger systems, for example in organic electronic devices3 or optical data storage.4 

 

 

Scheme 1.1 Reversible photochemically driven interconversion between two isomers. 

In the next section, popular classes of organic photochromic molecules will be 
discussed. 

1.2 Popular classes of organic photochromic molecules 
1.2.1 Spiropyrans 
Spiropyrans consist of two fused heterocyclic rings, one of which is a pyran 

derivative (Scheme 1.2).5,6 Irradiation with light, typically in the UV region, 
induces the conversion of a spiropyran into a zwitterionic merocyanine isomer, 
which absorbs strongly in the visible region. Irradiation with visible light 
induces the conversion from merocyanine isomer back to the spiropyran isomer. 

Depletion of the merocyanine isomer also proceeds thermally, though examples 
of thermally stable merocyanine isomers have been reported.7 In addition, 
examples of spiropyrans that are sensitive to other stimuli, such as redox 

potential8 and pH,9 have been described. 
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Scheme 1.2 Photochromic reactivity of a spiropyran. 

Based on computational chemical studies on simplified spiropyran models, it 
has been proposed that the photoinduced merocyanine formation takes place 

along a (π→π*) excited state that is able to relax to the ground state through a 

conical intersection.10,11 However, a more recent study on a complete spiropyran 

model suggests that conical intersections do not play a role in this reaction.12,13 

Instead, the initially obtained (π→π*) excited state is able to undergo internal 

conversion into a (π→σ*) excited state, after which relaxation takes place from a 

valley with a narrow S1−S0 energy gap (Figure 1.3). Also, the process was 
determined to be virtually barrierless, which is in agreement with experimental 
observations.14	

 

 

Figure 1.3 Formation of the merocyanine isomer is the result of a S0→S1 excitation. 

Though multiple conical intersections between the S0	and	S1 energy profiles exist (left), it 

has been found that the process is more likely to travel via a hydrogen-out-of-plane 
(HOOP) geometry that lies close to one-bond-flipping (OBF; simultaneous C–O 

elongation and α dihedral torsion) path (right). Reprinted with permission from Liu, F.; 
Kurashige, Y.; Yanai, T.; Morokuma, K. J. Chem. Theory Comput. 2013, 9, 

4462−4469. Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 
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1.2.2 Azobenzenes 
Azobenzenes consist of two phenyls attached to a central azo moiety (Scheme 
1.3).15 The trans isomer is typically the lowest in energy and can be converted to 

the cis isomer upon irradiation with UV light which, based on computational 

studies16 as well as transient Raman experiments,17 is believed to result in 

excitation to the S1(n→π*) or S2(π→π*) state (the latter of which relaxes rapidly to 

the S1 state).17 Rotation of the two phenyl groups with respect to the central 
N=N moiety then allows the system to proceed through a conical intersection 

and subsequently results in the formation of the cis isomer.16,18,19 

 

 

Scheme 1.3 a) Photochemical reactivity of an unsubstituted azobenzene. b) Potential 

energy surface of an unsubstituted azobenzene as calculated with linear-response time-

dependent DFT (LR-TDDFT). The oval indicates the location of a minimum energy 
crossing point. Reprinted with permission from Crecca C. R.; Roitberg, A. E. J. Phys. 
Chem. A 2006, 110, 8188−8203. Copyright 2006, American Chemical Society. 

The reverse reaction can be induced by photoirradiation in the visible region as 
well as thermally. However, depending on the substitution pattern on the two 
phenyls, the thermal relaxation can take place through two mechanisms: an out-

of-plane rotation around the central N=N bond or an in-plane inversion on one 
of the nitrogen atoms (Scheme 1.4).20 Which of these is the predominant 
mechanism hereby depends on the substitution pattern on the phenyl rings.21,22 

A third mechanism which involves S0→T1→S0 intersystem crossing has also been 
suggested.23 This mechanism has a very low thermal barrier but whether it is the 

predominant mechanism depends on the strength of the S0–T1 spin orbit 
coupling of the system. 
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Scheme 1.4 The two adiabatic thermal relaxation pathways for azobenzenes. 

1.2.3 Diarylethenes 
Diarylethenes are a class of photochromic compounds that consist of two 

aromatic groups connected to a central olefin,24 similar to azobenzenes. 
However, through the use of a cyclic olefin photochemical excitation cannot 
result in cis–trans isomerization. Instead, the compound will undergo a 

conrotatory six-electron electrocyclization which results in the formation of a 
ring-closed isomer (Scheme 1.5). Contrary to that which is typically the case for 
spiropyrans and azobenzenes, the photochemical product is thermally stable 
and thus requires irradiation with visible light in order to switch it back to the 

open-ring isomer. For several systems reported, chromism can also be induced 
electrochemically.25 The most popular molecular design for diarylethenes is 
comprised of two thiophene moieties, typically substituted as in Scheme 1.5. 

These systems are referred to as dithienylethenes. 
 

 

Scheme 1.5 Photochemical reactivity of a simplified diarylethene. 

The photochemical switching of dithienylethenes has been the topic of various 
studies, both theoretical and experimental. Both the ring closing and ring 
opening reactions are believed to proceed through a conical intersection that 

connects the S1 and S0 potential energy surfaces (Figure 1.4).26,27 The ring 
opening reaction has been found to display strong temperature dependence at 
low temperatures, indicating that a barrier is present.28 This barrier has also been 

predicted theoretically.26,27 It has been reported that changes in the substitution 
pattern of the thiophene moieties reduce the height of the barrier (see also 
chapters 3 and 4).29,30,26 
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Figure 1.4 Potential energy surfaces of a simplified diarylethene, as obtained at the 

CASPT2//CASSCF(10,10)/6-31G(d) level. Ring closing is essentially barrierless whereas 
ring opening displays a small energy barrier. Reprinted with permission from Perrier, A.; 

Aloise, S.; Olivucci, M.; Jacquemin, D. J. Phys. Chem. Lett. 2013, 4, 2190−2196. 
Copyright 2013, American Chemical Society. 

1.2.5 Hemithioindigos 
Hemithioindigo photochromic switches consist of a hemithioindigo moiety and 

a hemistilbene moiety joined at the central olefin.31 The Z-isomer is typically the 

lowest in energy but can be converted to the E-isomer by irradiation with UV 

(Scheme 1.6), which takes place with a concomitant bathochromic shift in the 

UV/vis absorption spectrum. The reverse E→Z isomerization can be induced by 

irradiation at a longer wavelength but can for some systems also takes place 
thermally. 
 

 

Scheme 1.6 Photochemical reactivity of a hemithioindigo. 
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The body of literature describing the photoreactivity of hemithioindigos is much 
smaller than that describing aforementioned photochromes. As such, detailed 
knowledge of the photochemical processes involved is somewhat limited. Using 

time-resolved spectroscopy and computational chemistry, de Vivie-Riedle and 
co-workers found that both photoisomerization processes are devoid of thermal 
barriers.32 They were able to locate various conical intersection connecting the S0 

and S1 potential energy surfaces, two of which are believed to lead to E→Z and 

Z→E isomerization whereas others function as pathways for rapid nonradiative 

decay. In addition, they found that the photochemical behavior stems from the 

weakly heterosymmetric biradicaloid character of the olefin33 and that this 
character (and thus the photochemical behavior) is highly dependent on the 
choice of substituents (e.g. electron donating or electron withdrawing). This is in 

agreement with findings regarding the switching behavior of push-pull 
azobenzene systems22 and has implications for the design of overcrowded alkene 
photoswitches and motors (vide infra). 

 

1.2.6 Overcrowded alkenes 
Lastly, a class of photochromic compounds that displays rotation around a 
sterically crowded central olefinic bond should be mentioned. The 

photochromism displayed by these systems is reminiscent of that of stilbene, the 
hydrocarbon analogue of azobenzene (Scheme 1.7). However, while for stilbene 
the photochemical cis−trans isomerization has to compete with photochemically 

induced electrocyclization,24a overcrowded alkenes are able of repetitive cis−trans 

isomerization as their sterics and/or substitution patterns effectively suppress the 
competing electrocyclization process. 

 

 

Scheme 1.7 Photochemical reactivity of stilbene. 

Bistricyclic aromatic enes (BAEs), one subclass of overcrowded alkenes, consist of 
two aromatic tricyclic moieties connected through a central olefin (Scheme 
1.8a). Steric interactions force the these systems to be nonplanar and allow them 

to adopt various conformations, whereby interconversion between these 
conformations can be achieved photochemically, thermally, and/or 
electrochemically (Scheme 1.8b−e).34,35 
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Scheme 1.8 a) Basic structure of a BAE, and four important conformational 

interconversions: b) E−Z isomerization, c) enantiomerization, d) conformational 

inversion, and e) syn→anti isomerization. 

When considering the photochemical reactivity of BAEs, considerable 

information can be obtained from the archetypical stilbene compound which 
has been studied extensively through computational and spectroscopic methods. 

Early CASPT2 studies suggest that the trans→cis photoisomerization of stilbene 

starts with a S0→S2 excitation,36 however, more recent computational LR-TDDFT 

studies,37 spin-flip TDDFT,38 and XMCQDPT2 studies39 suggest an S0→S1 

excitation is the first step. After photoexcitation, the system has to overcome a 
low thermal barrier (experimentally determined to be ~14 kJ/mol)40,41 before it 
relaxes to the ground state through a minimum energy crossing point (MECP).39 

Irradiation of the cis isomer conversely seems to result in an S0→S1 or S0→S2 

excitation (which were found to be close in energy39) after which an almost 
barrierless relaxation41 to the ground state via a minimum energy crossing 

point39 yields the trans isomer. 

 
A second subclass of overcrowded alkenes that can be distinguished consists of 
systems that have a larger aromatic system, such as tetrahydrophenanthrene and 
dihydrotetraphene moieties.42 Compared to BAEs, the resulting increase in steric 

crowding reduces the number of observable conformations to four 
diastereomers. In addition, the increased steric crowding inhibits 
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conformational inversion as depicted in Scheme 1.8c, causing the system to be 
able to isomerize only between two pseudoenantiomeric states (Scheme 1.9). 
Such systems are typically referred to as chiroptical switches.42,43 

 

 

Scheme 1.9 Photochemical reactivity of a chiroptical molecular switch. By choice of 

substituent for R1 and R2, the two pseudoenantiomers will have nonidentical UV/vis 
absorption spectra, making it possible to selectively address one isomer. 

When a chiroptical switch is modified by the introduction of a stereogenic 
center next to the central olefin, the resulting system will behave very 
differently: instead of displaying reversible two-way switching, it will be capable 

of making a complete rotation around the central olefin (Scheme 1.10).43 The 
origin of this behavior is that the stereogenic center causes the product of the 
photochemical E−Z isomerization, often referred to as the ‘unstable form’, to lie 

significantly higher in energy. For the majority of systems, thermally induced 
E−Z isomerization in the reverse direction is not possible (see also chapter 7) 

and, as such, these can only relax by undergoing an irreversible, thermally 

driven helix inversion.43 Repeating the E−Z isomerization and subsequent helix 

inversion causes the system to return to its original state at which point one full 
rotation has been made. Systems which display this behavior are known as 

‘(rotary) molecular motors’. Those consisting of two tetrahydrophenanthrene 
moieties are referred to as ‘first-generation’ whereas those with a single 
xanthene/fluorene moiety (such as the one depicted in Scheme 1.10) are referred 

to as ‘second-generation’. 43 
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Scheme 1.10 Rotary cycle of a second-generation molecular motor. 

Computational studies into the photochemically driven E−Z isomerization of 

the second-generation motor depicted in Figure 1.5 have shown that 
photoirradiation causes the excitation of an electron to the anti-bonding π 

orbital of the central olefin.44 After excitation, relaxation from the S1 PES to the 
S0 PES can then proceed through one of two minimum energy conical 
intersections (MECIs) that were located not far from the ground state geometries 

(Figure 1.5).44,45
 For either isomer, the path on the S1 PES from its Frank–Condon 

state towards a nearby conical intersection seam was almost barrierless, 
indicating quick relaxation to the ground state (which is partially in agreement 

with spectroscopic studies46). Furthermore, it was found that the quantum yield 

for the stable→unstable photoisomerization was 2.3 times that of the reverse 

process,45 which is in agreement with the experimentally observed 
stable/unstable ratio at the photostationary state.47 Conical intersections were 
also found to play a significant role in the photochemical behavior of a first-

generation system.48 
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Figure 1.5 Contour plots of the S0 (left) and S1 (right) PES of the molecular motor 

depicted above. Herein, ‘MS0’ and ‘PS0’ correspond to the unstable and stable isomers, 

respectively. ‘MS1’ and ‘PS1’ correspond to minima on the S1 PES that are geometrically 
the closest to MS0 and PS0, respectively. ‘CI1’ and ‘CI2’ indicate positions of minimum 

energy crossing points between the S0 and S1 surface. Reprinted with permission from 
Kazaryan, A.; Lan, Z.; Schäfer, L. V.; Thiel, W.; Filatov, M. J. Chem. Theory Comput. 
2011, 7, 2189−2199. Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. 

1.3 Photochromism in self-assembled monolayers 
There is a desire to immobilize the photochromic systems on surfaces for use in 

several applications, such as molecular electronics. The most popular approach is 
through self-assembly,49,50 in which a layer of the molecules of interest is formed 
by their spontaneous adsorption on the surface. However, various studies on 

self-assembled monolayers (SAMs) of photochromic molecules have shown that 
immobilization can have a significant effect on the molecule’s photochemical 
behavior.  

 
One commonly proposed rationale for altered photochemical behavior upon 
immobilization is electronic interaction between the surface and the monolayer. 

Feringa, van Wees, and co-workers found for a series of three dithienylethenes 
that, upon immobilization, one system could only be switched from the ‘closed’ 
to the ‘open’ isomer whereas the other two systems retained their ability to 
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switch bidirectionally (Scheme 1.11).51 It was hypothesized that the LUMO of 
the ‘problematic’ system may lie close to the LUMO of the gold substrate it was 
immobilized on, allowing energy transfer to the substrate to take place. This 

rationale was subsequently confirmed in a study employing ultrafast 
spectroscopy that showed that, after excitation, energy transfer to the gold 
would take place on the picosecond timescale.52 These observations show that 

small changes in the structure of a photochrome can have a large effect on its 
photochemical behavior when immobilized. The topic of quenching of 
photochemistry by the surface is discussed further in chapter 4. 
 

 

Scheme 1.11 The three photochromic systems studied by Feringa, van Wees, and co-

workers (ref. 51). 

In addition, there have also been reports of monolayers that show diminished 
photochromic performance due to steric hindrance that is the result of tight 
packing. This latter phenomenon has been observed for azobenzenes,53 which 

undergo a large change in shape upon cis−trans isomerization. Consequently, a 

sterically crowded monolayer may slow down or even fully inhibit azobenzene 
photochromism. It should be noted that, in some studies, delocalized excitonic 

coupling has been suggested to play as role as well.53c,54 
 

1.4 Aim and outline of this thesis 
The work described in this thesis explores how photochromic systems behave, 
can be modified, and can be adapted for use in applications that go beyond basic 

photochromism in solution. Important aspects that will hereby be addressed are 
how certain modifications to the molecular structure affect photochromic 
behavior and how immobilization can be achieved without altering this 

behavior. 
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Chapter 2 provides an introduction into computational quantum chemistry 
which, in addition to various spectroscopic methods, will be used throughout 
this thesis to gain insight in molecular properties and processes. Its aim is to 

introduce basic concepts in quantum chemistry, explain the most popular 
theories for the study of individual molecules, and discuss applications that are 
potentially useful for a (physical) organic chemist. 

 
In chapter 3, the photochromic behavior of an asymmetric dithienylethene is 
studied. This is compared with the behavior of related systems and a rationale is 
provided for differences observed. 

 
Chapter 4 focusses on the immobilization of one symmetric and two asymmetric 
dithienylethenes on a gold substrate. One of the main aspects hereby 

investigated is whether or not the photochromic properties of the asymmetric 
dithienylethenes are retained upon immobilization. 
 

In chapter 5, it is attempted to improve the immobilization of photochromic 
systems by the use of a tripodal anchoring group. Compared with the anchoring 
group used in chapter 4, the tripodal group is designed to provide more control 

over the position and orientation of the photochromic unit with respect to the 
surface while at the same time separating it from the surface by a larger distance. 
The stability of the tripodal anchor and its effect on photochromic behavior are 

investigated in solution as well as after self-assembly on gold. 
 
Chapter 6 presents a dithienylethene substituted with chiral side groups which is 
used as a dopant in order to induce a cholesteric liquid crystalline phase in a 

nematic phase. It is demonstrated that the dopant shows the highest values of 
helical twisting power so far for dithienylethene-based dopants. 
 

Chapter 7 is a medley of three computational studies. First, a method is 
investigated for studying the thermal E−Z isomerization displayed by 

overcrowded alkenes and molecular motors. Secondly, the spectroscopic 

properties and switching behavior of a double azobenzene switch are 
investigated. Finally, the spectroscopic and thermochemical behavior of 
hemithioindigo switches is investigated. 
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Chapter 2 
 

An introduction into 

computational chemistry 
 
 

 
 
This chapter provides an introduction into the field of computational chemistry. It 

introduces basic concepts in quantum chemistry, explains the most popular theories for 
describing molecular systems, and discusses applications that can be useful to 

(physical) organic chemists. Computational chemistry will be used through this thesis 
to augment spectroscopic studies. It is also the main topic of chapter 7, in which it is 
used to study various molecular systems. 
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2.1 Introduction 
Computational chemistry can be a valuable tool to the (physical) organic 
chemist. It can be used to study the characteristics of individual molecules, 
interactions between molecules (such as bonding), and the response of 

molecules to external perturbations (such as an electric field). In this chapter, 
commonly used theories and methodologies in computational chemistry will be 
discussed. The purpose of this discussion is to introduce the concepts that are 

used in this thesis, but also to serve as a general introduction to computational 
chemistry that is geared towards organic chemists, hopefully sparking their 
interest in this field of chemistry and making them consider utilizing 

calculations in their own research. It is for this second purpose that, in order to 
provide a more complete view on computational chemistry, this chapter will 
discuss a few concepts that have not been used in the research discussed in this 
thesis. 

 
Because this chapter is geared towards (physical) organic chemists, it has been 
attempted to make the explanation of each theory as intuitive as possible, 

minimizing the need for prior knowledge of quantum chemistry. In the process, 
the mathematical equations that underlie each theory will be avoided as much 
as possible. Instead, these can be found in various textbooks that have been 

written on this topic. Obviously, ‘dumbing down’ a theory has the drawback 
that people might misunderstand its scope, which can be dangerous as each 
theory has its limitations which one must understand prior to use. For this 

reason, this chapter will try explain how each theory can be applied and where 
its strong points and limitations lie. Readers who would like to learn more about 
the quantum chemical basis underlying each theory are encouraged to read 

Introduction to Computational Chemistry by Frank Jensen (2nd edition, 2007, Wiley 

& Sons). 
 

It is unfortunately not possible to provide a complete overview of the field of 
computational chemistry – it is simply too big. For this reason, a few topics are 
not discussed. The most important of these are force field methods (which treat 
atoms by means of classical mechanics), semi-empirical methods (typically 

parameterized, simplified versions of Hartree−Fock theory), valence bond theory 
(which considers individual bonds instead of molecular orbitals), and solvation 
models (that model the effect of a solvent shell on the molecular system under 

investigation). Furthermore, as this chapter is focused towards (physical) organic 
chemists, it focusses primarily on studying individual molecules. For this reason, 
methods popular in solid state physics as well as methods for simulating 

ensembles of molecules (such as Monte Carlo methods and molecular dynamics) 
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will not be covered. Finally, relativistic effects will be largely ignored as they 
usually play only a minor role in organic chemistry. 
 

The next section will introduce the basic approximations commonly made in 
computational chemistry and introduce one of the basic theories, namely 
Hartree−Fock theory. 

 

2.2 Basic approximations and the Hartree−Fock method 
2.2.1 Basic approximations 
The key to computational quantum chemistry is to obtain the wave function of 

the system that is being investigated (Ψ). The wave function describes the 

quantum mechanical behavior of the system. When the wave function is 
assumed to be independent of time and when relativistic effects are ignored, it 

can be obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation: 
 

ĤΨ EΨ 

 
Obtaining the exact wave function of a system is however incredibly complex. 
Already, we have made two important approximations: we have assumed the 

wave function to be independent of time, and we have ignored relativistic 
effects. Still, the complexity of molecular systems requires us to introduce 
additional approximations if we want to be able to solve the Schrödinger 

equation. A third important approximation we will make is the 
Born−Oppenheimer approximation.1 In this approximation, it is assumed that 

because nuclei move with much lower velocities than electrons, they can be 

considered to be stationary with respect to the electrons. This is a sensible 
assumption and it simplifies the problem even further – by fixing the positions 
of the nuclei, we do not have to account for the effect of the movement of 

nuclei on electrons. Furthermore, the Born−Oppenheimer approximation allows 
us to define a potential energy surface (PES) on which each point corresponds to a 

certain set of positions for the nuclei and where each such point has a unique 

electronic wavefunction. As an example, Figure 2.1 shows the PES for the 
dissociation of a diatomic molecule where the x-axis displays the positions of the 

nuclei (the bond) and the y-axis displays the energy of the system. 
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Figure 2.1 An example of a one-dimensional potential energy surface for a diatomic 

molecule. 

A given system will have several of these surfaces, each corresponding to a 
unique electronic state. It is hereby also assumed that the wave function of our 

system is restricted to one PES. In other words, we assume that there is no 
coupling between surfaces (i.e. distinct electronic states). For this reason, the 

Born−Oppenheimer approximation is sometimes also referred to as the adiabatic 

approximation.2 

 
We have now arrived at the point where we can solve the Schrödinger equation 

for a one-electron system such as H2
+. Also, we are only one step away for 

solving it for a system containing more electrons. For an n-electron system, we 

can now construct the wave function from so-called Slater determinants,3 

mathematical expressions that describe the wave function in terms of molecular 
orbitals and the positions of electrons in these orbitals. The spin of each electron 
is also described, whereby the Pauli exclusion principle, which states that no two 

electrons may occupy the same quantum state, is obeyed. It should be noted 
that an exact description of Slater determinants is beyond the scope of this text, 
but they play an important role in the theories that will be discussed in the next 

few sections. 
 
If we are now to construct the wave function starting from only one Slater 
determinant, we may be able to derive the Hartree−Fock method. 

 

2.2.2 Hartree−Fock 
Hartree−Fock is a theory that, despite some significant drawbacks, is very 

important in quantum chemistry. As said, the Hartree−Fock wave function is 
constructed from only one Slater determinant. This is actually yet another 
approximation, one that actually does not always give good results as will be 
discussed later on. The molecular orbitals are typically expressed in terms of a set 
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of known functions, the so-called basis set (one well-known example being the 

6-31G set from Pople and co-workers). Basis sets will be explained later on in this 
chapter. 

 
A wave function that satisfies the Hartree−Fock equations unfortunately cannot 
be constructed in one step as each individual orbital can only be determined 

when all other orbitals are known. Because of this complication, the 
Hartree−Fock procedure start with first ‘guessing’ a trial wave function. Then, 
starting from the trial wave function, the molecular orbitals are ‘optimized’ 

iteratively in order to improve the description of the wave function (Figure 2.2). 
Hereby, use is made of the so-called variational principle, which implies that the 

‘best’ orbitals are the ones which give the lowest energy. Using this principle, 

the optimization procedure will search for the best set of orbitals by trying to 
lower the energy of the system as far as possible. For this reason, one will 
typically see the energy of the system decrease with each iteration. 
 

 

Figure 2.2 Simplified representation of the SCF procedure. 

When the energy has reached a minimum, the orbitals (and therefore the wave 
function) are said to have reached self-consistency and the wave function 

calculation is said to have converged. The procedure itself is often referred to as 

self-consistent field (SCF). It should be noted that the term SCF is sometimes used 

as a synonym for Hartree−Fock, but this is not recommended as there are other 
methods that employ an iterative orbital optimization procedure. 

 

2.2.3 Wavefunction types 
With Hartree−Fock, different types of wave functions can be used, an overview 
of which is given in Figure 2.3. When the system is closed shell, having an even 

number of electrons which are all paired (in other words, a singlet system with 
only doubly occupied orbitals), a restricted wave function is normally used. In 

this type of wave function, each electron pair is forced to be in one orbital. If the 

system is open shell, it is possible to choose an unrestricted wavefunction.4,5 

Hereby, electrons of different spins (α and β) are allowed to occupy spatially 

different molecular orbitals. This gives the wave function more ‘flexibility’, i.e. it 
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might be able to describe systems for which a restricted wave function does not 
suffice. However, an unrestricted wave function has the drawback that it can be 
‘contaminated’ by contributions from higher lying states. For example, a singlet 

state can be contaminated by triplet, quintet, etc. states which means that the 
wave function no longer corresponds to that of a pure singlet state. Similarly, a 
doublet state can be contaminated by quadruplet, sextet, etc. states. The amount 

of spin contamination in the wave function is given by the average value of S2 for 

which the correct value can be calculated with the formula 
 

S S S 1  
 

where S is the angular spin momentum. Thus, for a doublet system, S2  should 
equal 0.75. When, for example, a value of 0.76 is found, the amount of spin 

contamination is negligible. However, a significantly larger value indicates 
serious spin contamination. In such a case, an unrestricted wavefunction is not 
appropriate for describing the system and a different method should be used. 
 

A second type of wave function that can be used for open shell systems is the 
restricted-open shell wave function,6 in which all doubly occupied orbitals are 

described as with a restricted wave function. This wave function type is used less 

than the unrestricted wave function as it has the drawback that the converged 
solution has no unique set of orbitals. This has a few important consequences, 
such as that the orbital energies obtained by this method are virtually 

meaningless, and that methods that build upon the restricted-open 
Hartree−Fock wave function (such as those discussed in the next section) have to 
choose a unique set of reference orbitals. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 a) A restricted wave function for a singlet system. b) An unrestricted and 

restricted-open wave function for a doublet system. 
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2.2.4 Shortcomings of Hartree−Fock 
So far, we have seen that by making a number of approximations, we are able to 
define the Hartree−Fock model. In addition, we have seen that the iterative 
optimization of the Hartree−Fock orbitals decreases the energy of the wave 

function till no further decrease is possible, at which point the calculation is 
considered to be converged. However, if we were to compare the energy 
obtained with Hartree−Fock with the energy corresponding to the exact solution 

to Schrödinger equation,a we would find that the Hartree−Fock energy is 
significantly higher. How is this possible? Are some of the approximations we 
made earlier perhaps incorrect? 

 
Indeed, some of our approximations are incorrect. In principle, we are able to 
decrease the energy of our system further by using a basis set consisting of more 
functions, but even if we would keep increasing the size of our basis set, we 

would eventually reach a lower limit (Figure 2.4). This energetic limit is called 
the Hartree−Fock limit, and it is typically still quite far from the exact solution to 

the Schrödinger equation. Approaching the exact solution more closely requires 

that we examine the approximations made so far and decide to reject one or 
more of them. 
 

The approximation that is the largest source of error in Hartree−Fock theory is 
the assumption that a single Slater determinant is able to give an accurate 
description of our system. This is generally not the case as the use of a single 

Slater determinant simplifies the way in which electrons interact with each 
other. Specifically, instead of considering each electron-electron interaction 
individually, Hartree−Fock only considers the interaction of each electron with a 

mean field of electrons. It is for this reason that the energy calculated with 
Hartree−Fock is too high, whereby the increase in energy due to this error in the 
Hartree−Fock model is generally referred to as the electron correlation energy. If 

this energy were to be added to the Hartree−Fock energy, the resulting energy 
would be identical to that of the exact solution to the Schrödinger equation 
(Figure 4).  
 

                                                         
a Actually, this ‘exact solution’ is not fully exact, as the time independency approximation 

and Born-Oppenheimer approximation still apply and relativistic effects are not 
considered. However, for the sake of simplicity we will from here on refer to this solution 

as the exact solution. 
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Figure 2.4 The calculated energy can be brought closer to that of the exact solution by 

increasing the basis set quality. A method for recovering electron correlation energy is 
needed to get below the Hartree−Fock limit. 

The missing electron correlation is often seen as consisting of two parts. The 
dynamic correlation is the part missing due to not considering individual electron-

electron repulsions. Several methods exist for recovering this part, though it is 
difficult to recover all of the missing dynamic correlation as this is 
computationally too expensive for all but the smallest of systems. Typically, 
only a part of the dynamic correlation is recovered, which already gives a 

marked improvement over results obtained with Hartree−Fock. 
 

The static correlation is the part that is missing due to a fundamentally wrong 

description of the system by Hartree−Fock. This can happen in a number of 
cases, most prominently those where degeneracy plays a role. Consider heavy 

elements, which can have degenerate orbitals, or a case where two electronic 
states are energetically close to each other, such as in the vicinity of a conical 
intersection. An example of a small-sized system that displays degeneracy is the 

dissociation of the dihydrogen molecule. Figure 2.5 shows the dissociation PES 
as obtained at three levels: restricted Hartree−Fock (RHF), unrestricted 
Hartree−Fock (UHF), and the exact solution to the Schrödinger equation. As can 

be seen, RHF performs reasonable well around the equilibrium bond length. The 
energy at equilibrium might not be as low as that of the exact solution (due to 
missing dynamic correlation energy), but the shape of the PES is correct. 

However, at bond lengths over 1.25 Å, the shape of the PES begins to diverge 
from that of the exact solution. The reason for this is that, at this bond length, 
the two 1s orbitals become degenerate. UHF may perform better than RHF 

because it can account for a limited amount of static correlation. 
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Figure 2.5 H2 dissociation curves, as obtained from restricted Hartree−Fock, 

unrestricted Hartree−Fock, and the exact solution to the Schrödinger equation. 

In the next two sections, various methods that account for electron correlation 
will be discussed. As these methods improve upon the Hartree−Fock model, they 

are commonly referred to as post-Hartree−Fock methods. 

 

2.3 Recovering dynamic electron correlation 
2.3.1 General considerations 
As we have seen in our discussion of the Hartree−Fock model, the energy of a 

system as calculated with Hartree−Fock is generally too high because individual 
electron-electron repulsions are not considered. If we are to bring our energy 
closer to that of the exact solution to the Schrödinger equation, we need to 
recover this dynamic correlation energy.b The three most prevalent methods for 

achieving this are configuration interaction, Møller−Plesset perturbation theory, and 

coupled cluster. These methods share the characteristic that they generally start 

from a converged Hartree−Fock wave function. That makes sense as the 

Hartree−Fock description of the system is often already a good description – in 
many cases, it is only the dynamic correlation that is not accounted for. The 
three methods can therefore be seen as improving upon the Hartree−Fock model 

                                                         
b A critical reader may notice that our discussion on solving the Schrödinger equation is 

currently primarily focused on lowering the energy of our system. The reason for this lies 
with the variational principle, which states that a more accurate wave function always 

corresponds to a lower energy. Because of this principle, we can use a lowering of the 
energy as an indication that the description of the system is being improved (though only 

for theories that are variational). 
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instead of representing fundamentally different approaches to solving the 
Schrödinger equation. 
 

As the short-comings of Hartree−Fock theory originate from its use of a single 
Slater determinant, the most obvious way to improve upon Hartree−Fock is to 
add more of these Slater determinants. The three methods for recovering 

electron correlation discussed herein work this way. Building on the 
Hartree−Fock reference Slater determinant, they construct additional 
determinants in which, with respect to the reference determinant, one or more 
electrons have been excited from an occupied orbital to a virtual orbital.c These 

excited Slater determinants are denoted by the number of electrons that has been 

excited. In Singles (S), only one electron has been excited; in Doubles (D), two 

electrons have been excited; in Triples (T), three electrons have been excited, and 

so on. Formally, there are no restrictions on the spin state – excited Slater 
determinants may be singlet, triplet, etc. However, only determinants with spin 
states corresponding to the spin state of the system will typically be used. Figure 

2.6 provides a few examples of excited Slater determinants. Note that ‘excitation’ 
in this context only applies to additional Slater determinants that are used. It 
should not be confused with the electronic excitation of an atom or molecule. 

 

 

Figure 2.6 Example of excited Slater determinants that can be constructed based on a 

reference determinant. 

What may be obvious at this point is that the excitation of electrons to virtual 

orbitals allows one to construct an incredibly large number of excited Slater 

                                                         
c In computational chemistry, unoccupied orbitals are called virtual orbitals. As molecular 
orbitals are constructed from basis functions, the number of virtual orbitals increases with 

the number of functions in the basis set (i.e. the size of the basis set). 
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determinants. The number of Singles (S) is still small, but the number of higher 
excited determinants increases factorially with each increase in excitation level. 
If all possible determinants were to be used in the post-Hartree−Fock calculation, 

both dynamic and static electron correlation would be completely taken into 

account (provided the basis set has an infinite amount of functions) and the 
wave function obtained would correspond to that of the exact solution (see also 

Figure 2.7). However, from a computational standpoint such a calculation would 
be too demanding for all but the smallest systems. This is especially true because 
post-Hartree−Fock methods require large basis sets to give accurate results, 

whereby a large number of basis functions leads to a large number of virtual 
orbitals (which in turn increases the number of excited determinants that can be 
constructed). 
 

In order to limit the number of determinants, methods designed for recovering 
dynamic correlation typically limit the excitation level of the Slater 
determinants used in the calculation. In practice, the use of determinants with 

excitations higher than D already have a serious computational cost, though 
they can be used for small systems. Determinants with excitations above Q are 
rarely employed. In addition to limiting the excitation level, the number of 

determinants can be decreased further by not allowing excitations from certain 
orbitals. It is, for example, common not to excite electrons from the atomic 
cores (these core are then said to be frozen in the calculation), which is a sensible 

approximation since the core orbitals are typically unimportant in chemical 
reactivity. 
 

As methods for recovering dynamic electron correlation often use a 
Hartree−Fock determinant as the reference, it is extremely important to note 
that these methods depend on the Hartree−Fock wave function already being a 
good description of the system. If this is not the case, for example when static 

electron correlation plays an important role (which is the case for systems 
involving degeneracy), these methods might not give sensible results. 
Nonsensical results might also be obtained when a spin-contaminated UHF wave 

function is used as a reference. 
 
Finally, it should be noted that methods based on an ROHF reference 

determinant are possible and exist, but are more complex in their design as they 
have to choose a unique set of orbitals to use a reference (recall that ROHF does 
not provide a unique set of orbitals). 
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2.3.2 Configuration interaction 
The configuration interaction (CI) method7 is the oldest method for treating 
electron correlation and is, just as with Hartree−Fock, based on the variational 
principle. With CI, linear combinations of multiple Slater determinants are used 

to construct so-called configurational state functions (CSFs) which, in turn, are 

used to construct the wave function. As discussed earlier, a calculation that 
would include all possible excited Slater determinants (i.e. when there is no limit 

to the excitation level) would treat electron correlation fully and provide an 
answer identical to the exact solution. Such a calculation is called a full CI 

calculation and, as was also discussed, is typically too demanding as the amount 

of Slater determinants and, therefore CSFs, is too large. It is thus necessary to 
limit the excitation level. CI methods in which the excitation level is limited are 
commonly referred to as truncated CI methods. An overview of several common 

truncated CI methods and their relation to Hartree−Fock and the exact solution 
is given in Figure 2.7. 
 

 

Figure 2.7 The relation of the energy of various truncated CI methods with that of 

Hartree−Fock and the exact solution. ‘CBS’ stands for complete basis set, a set with an 
infinite amount of functions. 

When we limit the amount of determinants to single excitations, we obtain the 

CI with Singles (CIS) model. This model does not provide an improvement over 

Hartree−Fock with respect to the energy, but it does provide an improvement 
when calculating molecular properties (in which the change in wave function 

upon an external perturbation is assessed). In addition, CIS can be used for 
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‘crude’ excited state calculations.d Actually, we hereby touch upon an interesting 
characteristic of CI. The mathematical model behind CI makes it very easy to 
calculate excited states, which is not the case with the other two methods 

discussed in this section. However, it should be noted that since the reference 
orbitals are typically from a Hartree−Fock calculation of the ground state, the CI 
method can be considered to be ‘biased’ against excited states. 

 
A marked improvement over Hartree−Fock is obtained when doubly excited 
determinants are used, which gives rise to the CI with Doubles (CID) method. We 

could hereby choose to include Singles as well (which in the presence of Doubles 
do provide an energetic improvement) as this has only a marginal impact on the 

total computational cost. This gives us the well-known CISD model. CISD 

typically accounts for a large amount of the dynamic correlation, and is able to 
include a small fraction of static correlation as well (due to the presence of 
Singles). If Triples are also included, the CISDT model is obtained, which 
recovers more electron correlation but has a much higher cost than CISD. 

Similarly, the inclusion of Quadruples gives the CISDTQ model, which gives 
results very close to those of a full CI calculation. In practice, CISD is the most 
commonly used method due to the high computational cost associated with CI. 

The computational cost of CISD generally scales as N6 with an increase in the 

number of basis functions (where N is the number of basis functions) while 

CISDT and CISDTQ scale as N8 and N10, respectively. 

 
It should be mentioned that the CI method has two important drawbacks, 
which are best introduced by an example. Consider the case of a CID calculation 

on helium atoms. For a system consisting of a single helium atom, this means 
that determinants used are doubly excited with respect to the reference 
determinant. For a system consisting of two helium atoms, this would lead to 

determinants in which one helium atom is doubly excited, those in the other 
helium atom is doubly excited, and those in which both atoms are singly 
excited. However, determinants in which both atoms are doubly excited at the 

same time are not possible as such a configuration would count as a quadruple 
excitation. For this reason, the CID energy of two non-interacting helium atoms 
does not equal twice the CID energy of a single helium atom. This problem is 

commonly referred to as size inconsistency. More generally formulated, a method 

is size inconsistent when the calculated energy of a system of two (or more) non-
interacting fragments is different from the energy that is obtained when these 

                                                         
d Here, we are talking about the electronic excitation of an atom or molecule. 
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fragments would be calculated separately. Truncated CI methods are all size 
consistent. 
 

A second drawback to CI is size inextensiveness, which is a concept that is closely 

related to size inconsistency. It is said that a method is size inextensive when the 
energy of a system of two or more non-interacting fragments changes when the 

distance between these fragments is changed. It is a more difficult term to 
explain, but an important consequence of the size inextensiveness of CI is that 
CI recovers increasingly less electron correlation for increasingly large systems. It 

should be stressed that these two drawbacks only apply to truncated CI. Full CI 
is fully size consistent and size extensive. 

 

2.3.3 Møller−Plesset perturbation theory 
A second approach to recovering dynamic electron correlation is perturbation 
theory. In perturbation theory, it is assumed that a problem can be solved 
starting from a related problem that is already solved. Starting from a reference 
wave function, such a perturbation can be of the following form: 

 

Ĥ 	Ĥ 	λV 
 

Here, Ĥ0 is the reference Hamiltonian, V is the perturbation to Ĥ0, λ is the 

perturbation parameter which determines the strength of the perturbation, and 

Ĥ is the result of this perturbation. This perturbation scheme can be written as 

an expansion of the following form: 
 

E λ E λ E λ E λ E 	…	

 

where E	 is the energy to be known, E0 is the energy of the reference wave 

function, and E1,	 E2, and	 E3 are the first-order, second-order, and third-order 
correction to the energy. In Møller−Plesset perturbation theory,8 one of the most 

common applications of perturbation theory in quantum chemistry, it is 
attempted to obtain the energy of the exact solution to the Schrödinger 
equation by applying perturbations (usually) to a Hartree−Fock reference wave 

function. 
 
The lowest Møller−Plesset correction order capable of recovering dynamic 

electron correlation is the second order, which is commonly referred to as the 
MP2. This method uses the first-order corrected wavefunction to recover an 
already large amount of dynamic correlation at a modest computational cost. 
Similarly to CI, MP theory makes use of excited Slater determinants; at the MP2 
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level, only contributions from Doubles are considered. MP2 scales approximately 
as N4 to N5 with an increase in the number of basis functions, which makes this 

method applicable to medium to large size systems. 

 
The next MP order is MP3, which, as for MP2, also uses a first-order corrected 
wavefunction, but is able to recover more electron correlation. As for MP2 only 

Doubles are considered, however, the cost of MP3 is noticeably higher than that 
of MP2 as MP3 scales as N6. In practice, MP3 usually does not provide a 

significant improvement over MP2, and as a consequence it is used less. 

 
Table 2.1 Overview of MP methods.

Møller−Plesset order Determinants used Uses nth-order Ψ 

MP2 D first-order
MP3 D first-order
MP4 S, D, T, Q second-order
MP5 S, D, T, Q second-order

MP6 S, D, T, Q, 5, 6 third-order
MP7 S, D, T, Q, 5, 6 third-order

 
A second-order correction to the wave function is used starting at the fourth MP 
order. This order, denoted as MP4, uses contributions from S, D, T, and Q 

determinants and scales as N7. Alternatively, it is possible to exclude the T 

contributions (which are computationally the most demanding), which gives 
rise to the MP4(SDQ) model. MP4(SDQ) scales as N6 and is moderately more 

expensive than MP3 while recovering significantly more correlation energy. The 
next step up, MP5, also uses the second-order corrected wave function, and uses 
the same determinants as MP4. This method, however, scales as N8 and is 

therefore only suitable for small systems. Finally, MP orders beyond MP5 exist, 
but because of the high computational cost, MP5 and higher methods are rarely 
used. Table 2.1 provides an overview of MP levels. 

 
From this discussion, it can be seen that an nth-order correction to the wave 

function allows for MP orders up to 2n+1. In other words, after each two 

successive MP orders, a higher order corrected wave function is used for the next 
two MP orders. For some systems, this can result in an oscillatory behavior of the 
calculated energy when increasingly higher MP order methods are used. In 

Figure 2.8, this behavior is shown for the lithium fluoride molecule. It can be 
seen here that MP2 sort of ‘overestimates’ the amount of correlation energy. 
MP3 consequently reduces this amount, but with MP4 (which is the first MP 

order to use the second-order wave function) the amount of correlation energy is 
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again much higher, after which it is again somewhat decreased at the next MP 
order. 
 

 

Figure 2.8 Energies of a lithium fluoride molecule as calculated with the lowest order 

Møller−Plesset methods. 

The above behavior of Møller−Plesset theory highlights an important 
characteristic of this method: contrary to Hartree−Fock and configuration 
interaction, MP theory does not follow the variational principle. This means that 

increasingly higher MP orders may not give an increasingly lower energy. 
Actually, we hereby touch upon an important drawback of MP theory: there is 
no guarantee that the use of increasingly higher MP orders causes the 

convergence to a certain answer. For the lithium fluoride example in Figure 2.8 
we do see the energy converge to a certain value, but this is not always the case. 
One of the reasons for this is that perturbation theory assumes the reference 

wave function is already a good description, and that the perturbation needed is 
thus only small in some sense. In cases where the Hartree−Fock wave function is 
far from the exact solution, for example in cases where static correlation plays in 
important role, MP theory can therefore lead to nonsensical results. This is to a 

large extent also true for configuration interaction, but while the use of more 
determinants in CI (CIS, CISD, CISDT, and ultimately full CI) will eventually 
cause one to reach the exact solution, this is not the case for MP theory. It is also 

for this reason that higher MP methods such as MP5 and MP6 find little use. CI 
methods (and CC methods, see below) with a similar cost often give more 
accurate results. It should be noted though that MP theory is size consistent as 

well as size extensive. 
 
Finally, a commonly used empirical modification to MP theory should be 

mentioned. The electron correlation recovered in MP2 (and MP3) can in 
principle be categorized as belonging to one of two types: that originating from 
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opposite-spin interactions and that originating from same-spin interactions. 
Investigations into the deficiencies of MP2 have shown that the contribution 
from opposite-spin interactions is usually underestimated while that from same-

spin interactions is usually overestimated. This has led to the development of 
the spin component scaled (SCS) MP2 method,9 in which the individual spin 

contributions are scaled by empirically established parameters: 6/5 for the 

opposite spin correlation and 1/3 for the same spin correlation. SCS-MP2 often 
provides results more accurate than those of MP2, though the degree of 
improvement over MP2 fluctuates heavily with the type of system being 

calculated. Other parameters have been suggested,10 leading to variations like 
SCSN-MP211 and SOS-MP2.12 An SCS scheme has also been proposed for MP3, 
leading to the SCS-MP3 method13 which, as of yet, has not been used 
extensively. 

 

2.3.4 Coupled cluster 
A third class of methods for treating dynamic correlation that will be discussed 
here are the coupled cluster (CC) methods.14 CC methods can be seen as being 

related to Møller−Plesset theory – whereas MP theory uses excited Slater 
determinants of multiple types (S, D, T, etc.) to provide a correction of a given 
MP order, CC methods use only determinants of a given type to provide a 

correction of all orders. Like MP theory, CC methods do not follow the 

variational principle but are size consistent as well as size extensive. Generally 
speaking, CC methods outperform MP theory and truncated CI methods in 

terms of accuracy but do so against a higher computational cost. 
 
As is the case for CI, CC methods do not improve upon Hartree−Fock when only 

contributions from Singles are included. Thus, the lowest level CC method that 
can be used is CCD. Inclusion of Singles consequently leads to the CCSD 
method, which scales as N6 with the size of the basis set and which is 

computationally more demanding than CISD. The inclusion of Triples leads to 
the CCSDT method which, due to its very high computational cost, can be 
applied only to small systems. As with CI, contributions from increasingly 

higher excited determinants can be included in CC. If this were done, the 
resulting calculated wave function would approach that of the exact solution 
until at some point, when contributions from all determinants would be 
included, the exact solution would be reached. 

 
Some variations on CC methods which attempt to lower the cost of CC 
calculations should be mentioned. One of the most important variations is to 

calculate the contribution of Triples and higher determinants perturbatively and 
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add these to the CC results. Various such methods exist, but the CCSD(T)15 
method is perhaps the most commonly used one. It should hereby be noted that 
a perturbative treatment of certain types of determinants is not unique to CC 

methods. This approach can (and has) also be applied to CI, leading to methods 
such as CIS(D).16 
 

Table 2.2 Overview of CC methods and related methods.

D contributions S,D contributions S,D,T contributions 

CCD
QCID 

CCSD
BD 

QCISD 

CCSDT
BDT 

QCISDT 

S contributions with 
perturbative D 
contributions 

S,D contributions 
with perturbative T 

contributions 

S,D,T contributions with 
perturbative Q 
contributions 

CCS(D) CCSD(T)

BD(T) 
QCISD(T) 

CCSDT(Q)

BDT(Q) 
QCISDT(Q) 

 
Methods that are very closely related to CC are Brueckner theory and quadratic 

configuration interaction. Brueckner theory optimizes the reference orbitals in 

such a way that contributions of Singles is exactly zero.17,18 For this reason, 
Brueckner Doubles (BD) gives results similar to those of CCSD at a similar cost, 

while results of BD(T) are typically equivalent to those of CCSD(T). Quadratic 

configuration interaction (QCI) is a method that was developed to overcome the 
size inextensiveness of CI.19 QCI methods are very similar to CC methods with 
respect to both results and cost. Typically, hardly any difference is found 

between results from CCSD(T), BD(T), and QCISD(T) calculations. Table 2.2 
provides an overview of all CC methods and related methods discussed so far. 
 

2.3.5 Concluding remarks 
When comparing all post-Hartree−Fock methods discussed so far, they can 
roughly be ordered as follows, in order of increasing accuracy: 
 

HF << MP2 < CISD < MP4(SDQ) ∼ CCSD < MP4(SDTQ) < CCSD(T) < CCSDT 

 
Here, each CC method can be substituted for a QCI or Brueckner method of the 

same level, as these typically give very similar results. As an increase in accuracy 
comes at the cost of increased computational requirements, the MP2 method is 
arguably the most interesting to an organic chemist. The more accurate methods 
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are typically too complex for an averaged sized molecular system, though a 
simple energy calculation might be feasible with some. 
 

2.4 Multi-configurational SCF methods 
2.4.1 General considerations 
As mentioned in our discussion of the Hartree−Fock model, there are systems 
which cannot be described properly by a restricted Hartree−Fock wave function. 
Hereby, the error in the description is commonly referred to as static electron 
correlation. Most often, such difficult systems involve degenerate orbitals, the 

dihydrogen dissociation system of Figure 2.5 being an example of such a system. 
An unrestricted wave function might be able to provide a better description, but 
can only include a limited amount of static correlation. Furthermore, methods 

for recovering the dynamic correlation energy, for example truncated CI, often 
do not perform much better for these systems, though some of them are able to 

account for a limited amount of static correlation. However, the full CI method 

is able to account fully for both static and dynamic correlation. This raises a 
question: why is it that a truncated CI method such as CISD cannot fully 
account for static correlation while full CI can? Are there perhaps CSFs that are 

important for describing static correlation, but which are missing from truncated 
CI? 
 

This is indeed the case, which brings us to the topic of multi-configurational self-

consistent field (MCSCF) methods. MCSCF methods can be seen as a variation on 

truncated CI, where it is the determinants important for static correlation 

(instead of those important for dynamical correlation) that are included in the 
calculation. In addition, being SCF methods, these methods use an iterative 
optimization procedure that improves the orbitals. These methods are therefore 

able to handle very complex cases, but unfortunately also require a lot of skill to 
use. While the methods discussed so far can often be used as black box methods, 
this is not case for MCSCF methods as problems can arise with the selection of 
important CSFs, the SCF convergence procedure, and other aspects of MCSCF 

calculations. 
 

2.4.2 CASSCF 
As we now know that certain CSFs can be used to describing static correlation 

effects, the next question is: how do we select only those CSFs that are 
important? A very popular approach to this problem is the complete active space 

SCF method, commonly abbreviated as CASSCF.20 Alternatively, this theory is 

also known as fully optimized reaction space MCSCF (FORS-MCSCF)21 which differs 
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only in its technical implementation.22 In CASSCF, molecular orbitals are 
partitioned into two spaces: an active space and an inactive space (Figure 2.9a). 

The active space contains all occupied and virtual orbitals that are important 

when accounting for static correlation and these are treated in a full CI 
calculation. The inactive space contains all orbitals which are considered not 
important, and these are treated in an RHF-like manner. This ‘combination’ of 

full CI with a Hartree−Fock like description makes CASSCF a variational method. 
In addition, CASSCF is both size consistent and size extensive, provided that the 
active space is chosen in such a way that its composition remains constant 

throughout all calculations. 
 
As might be evident, the active space cannot include a large number of orbitals, 
otherwise the calculation would become too costly (see Table 2.3). An active 

space consisting of 14 electrons and 14 orbitals – which is denoted as 
CASSCF(14,14) – already requires a significant computational cost. For large 
systems consisting of many orbitals and electrons, this means that the largest 

part of the dynamic correlation energy will remain unaccounted for. Methods 
for recovering this dynamic correlation energy will be discussed later on in this 
section. 

 
Table 2.3 Active spaces size vs the number of singlet CSFs. 

Active space size 
(electrons, orbitals) 

Number of singlet CSFs 

(2,2) 3
(4,4) 20

(6,6) 175
(8,8) 1 764

(10,10) 19 404

(12,12) 226 512
(14,14) 2 760 615
(16,16) 34 763 300

 
In addition to describing static correlation effects, CASSCF is often also used for 

excited state calculations. The reason for this lies in its ability to optimize the 
molecular orbitals. Recall our earlier discussion of the CIS method. During this 
discussion, we noted that CI methods are able to calculate excited states, but 
that these calculations can be considered as ‘biased’ because the Hartree−Fock 

reference orbitals correspond to the ground state. Contrary to Hartree−Fock, 
CASSCF is able to optimize its orbitals not only for the ground state, but also for 
excited states. In addition, it is able to optimize its orbitals in such a way that 
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they provide for a balanced description of multiple electronic states as once, a 
procedure known as state-averaged CASSCF (SA-CASSCF). State-averaged orbitals 

are necessary when studying interactions between states, such as conical 

intersections or avoided crossings, as such studies usually require an equally 
good representation of the states involved. Some QC programs can also average 
the orbitals over states of different multiplicity, which is useful for example 

when studying spin-orbit coupling. 
 

 

Figure 2.9 a) Example of a complete active space consisting of 6 electrons in 6 orbitals. 

b) Active spaces employed in RASSCF and QCAS-SCF, two variations on CASSCF. 

2.4.3 Reducing the amount of CSFs 
As noted, the size of the active space cannot be chosen to be too large, otherwise 
the calculation will become unmanageable. For this reason, several methods 
based on CASSCF have been developed that attempt to reduce the amount of 

CSFs. Two of such methods are depicted in Figure 2.9b. In restricted active space 

SCF (RASSCF),23 the active space is partitioned into three restricted actives spaces: 

RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3. RAS1 has the restriction that only a limited number of 

electrons is allowed to be excited to RAS2 and RAS3. RAS2 has no restrictions, 
any number of its electrons may be excited to RAS3. RAS3 has the restriction 
that it may only contain a limited amount of electrons. In addition, any number 
of excitations is allowed within each RAS. This approach can be used to reduce 

the amount of CSFs considerably, but has the disadvantage that it is no longer 
size consistent and size extensive. A related method, named QCAS-SCF,24 uses a 
different approach where the active space is reduced to a product of smaller 

active spaces where no excitations from one active space to any other active 
space are allowed. 
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One last approach worth mentioning is occupation restricted multiple active space, 

or ORMAS.25 ORMAS allows one to set up any number of spaces, where each 

space has a certain minimum and maximum occupation number and excitations 
between spaces are allowed. This method thus provides much freedom in the 
choice of active space, and can be used to reproduce results of other methods 

such as RASSCF. Because of the flexibility of the method, it is not depicted in 
Figure 2.9. It should be noted that ORMAS can also be used as a CI only method, 
for which both Hartree−Fock and MCSCF wave functions can be used as the 

reference wave function. 
 

2.4.4 Dynamic correlation in MCSCF 
As we have seen earlier, dynamic correlation is important for an accurate 

description of the wave function. For this reason, various methods exist which 
attempt to recover this dynamic correlation, starting from a MCSCF reference 
wave function (Table 2.4). The simplest of these is multi-reference CI (MRCI), 

which typically starts at the MRCID or MRCISD level as considering Singles only 

does not recover much dynamic correlation. Needless to say, MRCI is a very 
costly method – the number of CSFs involved is roughly equal to the number of 
CSFs of the (non-MR) CI method multiplied by the number of CSF of the MCSCF 

reference wave function. This makes MRCI only applicable to very small 
systems. However, when it can be applied it yields a very accurate wave 
function. As with other truncated CI methods, MRCI is not size consistent and 

size extensive. 
 
Because of the cost of MRCI, a more viable method for recovering the dynamic 

correlation is perturbation theory. The development of such a method is not 
trivial as a reference wave function has to be chosen prior to the perturbation 
(similar to that done for a ROHF wave function). Currently, several such 

perturbation theory methods are available, which differ mainly in their choice of 
reference wave function. Some of the more generally used methods are 
CASPT2,26 MRMP2,27 and NEVPT2,28 which all apply a MP2-like correction to the 
reference wave function. 
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Table 2.4 Popular methods capable of recovering dynamic correlation based on 

an MCSCF wave function. 

Single-state PT2 Multi-state PT2 Configuration interaction 

CASPT2

MRMP2 
NEVPT2 

MS-CASPT2

MCQDPT2 
QD-NEVPT2 
XMCQDPT2 

XMS-CASPT2 

MRCIS

MRCISD 
MRCISDT 

 
Dynamic correlation is also important for the study of excited states. Not only 
the energy, but also the shape of the ground/excited state surfaces can 

sometimes not be described accurately by MCSCF alone. To this extent, multi-
state MR-PT methods have been developed. These methods are able to use 
several CASSCF states in the formation of each ‘real’ MR-PT2 state, which makes 

them capable of describing highly challenging systems that are not well 
described by CASSCF alone. Well-known, related methods are multi-state 
CASPT2 (MS-CASPT2),29 second-order multi-configurational quasi-degenerate PT 
(MCQDPT2),30 and quasi-degenerate NEVPT2 (QD-NEVPT2),31 which are the 

multi-state versions of the three (single-state) MRPT2 methods above. It should 
be noted that an improvement on the above multi-state methods was recently 
presented as the XMCQDPT2 method32 (and also applied to MS-CASPT2 as XMS-

CASPT233). 
 
An example of a system for which CASSCF does not work well is shown in Figure 

2.10, which displays the dissociation curve of the lithium fluoride molecule. LiF 
is a very difficult case for QC methods (it is sometimes regarded as a ‘benchmark’ 
system). In the equilibrium geometry the bond in LiF is predominantly ionic, 

whereas the molecule dissociates into neutral atoms (which is typical for 
diatomic molecules in the gas phase). This means that, during the dissociation 
process, the first excited state (in which the bond is covalent) will decrease in 

energy and at some point ‘cross’ the surface that corresponds to the ionic bond. 
However, rather than actually crossing, the symmetry of the molecule causes the 
formation of an avoided crossing. As can be seen, SA-CASSCF predicts that this 
avoided crossing is located around 4.5 Å. The XMCQDPT2 method however 

places the avoided crossing around 6.5 Å and, in addition, predicts that the 
energy difference at this crossing is much smaller than was calculated by 
CASSCF. The surfaces calculated by XMQDPT2 are virtually identical to surfaces 

calculated by MRCISD. 
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Figure 2.10 PESs of the two lowest states for the dissociation of lithium fluoride, as 

calculated with SA-CASSCF (solid, grey), XMCQDPT2 (dashed), and MRCISD (solid, 
thin). 

2.5 Density Functional Theory 
2.5.1 Describing a system in terms of electron density 
A common factor of the methods discussed so far is that they provide 

information on the system being investigated by determining the wave function 
of the system. Density functional theory (DFT), another prevalent theory in 

computational chemistry, is based on a different approach. In DFT, it is assumed 

that the energy of a system is dependent completely on the electron density of 

that system (ρ). Hereby, ‘functional’ is a mathematical concept, namely a 

function that depends upon one or more variables which are functions 
themselves. 

 
Several models have been suggested for how to use the electron density in 
calculating the energy of a system. The most important of these is Kohn−Sham 

(KS) theory,34 a model that is closely related to Hartree−Fock theory. In KS, it is 
assumed that the kinetic energy of a system can be separated into two parts: a 
part that can be calculated exactly and which accounts for the majority of the 
energy, and a small part that acts as a correction term. This correction is needed 

because KS uses molecular orbitals to represent the electron density. Just as with 
Hartree−Fock, these orbitals are assumed to be non-interacting. However, in 
reality there will be interactions, which means there is an error in the model. 
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The small correction term hereby serves to correct for this error.e A general DFT 
energy expression in KS theory can be written as follows: 
 

E ρ T ρ 	E ρ J ρ E ρ  
 

Here, T ρ  is the kinetic energy functional calculated from a single Slater 

determinant, E ρ  is the nucleus-electron attraction functional, J ρ  is the 

Coulomb functional, and E ρ  is the exchange−correlation functional. The 

exchange−correlation (XC) functional contains the remaining part of all 
electron-electron interactions not covered by the first three functionals, and it is 
this part of the equation that functions as the correction term. 

 
The problem with the XC functional, however, is that the exact form of this 
functional is unknown. The other three functionals are known exactly, but the 

XC functional will have to be approximated. We hereby arrive upon one of the 
major challenges in DFT, which is to design an XC functional that approximates 
the unknown exact XC functional. XC functionals are further discussed in the 

next section. 
 
As mentioned, KS theory is closely related to HF theory, both in its formulation 

as well as its implementation in various QC programs. Just as with HF, KS-DFT 
employs an iterative orbital improvement procedure that starts from a trial wave 
function. Furthermore, KS-DFT is a single-determinant method and uses the 

same wave function types as Hartree−Fock (restricted, unrestricted, and 
restricted-open). However, unlike Hartree−Fock, it is able to describe electron 
correlation and thus does not necessarily require a post-Hartree−Fock-like 
method to obtain energies close to those corresponding to the exact solution of 

the Schrödinger equation. It should be noted though that the single-
determinant approach may adversely affect results for systems in which static 
correlation plays an important role. In order to properly treat such systems, 

several Kohn−Sham-based procedures have been proposed, one example being 
spin-restricted ensemble-referenced Kohn−Sham (REKS).35 These procedures have 

currently not yet found widespread use. 

 

2.5.2 Exchange−correlation functionals 
As mentioned, one of the important goals in the field of DFT is to design an 
exchange−correlation functional (from here on referred to simply as ‘functional’, 

                                                         
e This error is actually somewhat reminiscent of the missing electron correlation error in 

Hartree−Fock theory. 
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as is common in literature) that is as close to the exact, unknown functional as 
possible. As a result, over the years, many different functionals have been 
proposed. In earlier years, it was common to design the exchange part and the 

correlation part of the functional separately, after which these different 
exchange and correlation functionals could be combined to form various XC 
functionals. In more recent years, functionals have been proposed for which the 

exchange and correlation parts were constructed together. 
 
An important aspect of functional design is parameterization. Parameters can be 

included to improve the performance of a functional by optimizing the 
parameters in such a way that the results with the functional are closer to 
experimental data. The number of parameters used is different for each 
functional and depends upon the design philosophy behind its construction. 

Most functionals use at least a few parameters to improve their performance, but 
the use of too many may lead to overfitting – a case where the functional works 
well only for systems related to those included in the benchmark experimental 

data. A few functionals are also designed to be non-empirical, and can thus be 
considered to be ab initio.f 

 

Below follows an overview of some of the widely used functionals, categorized 
by the fundamental variables they rely on (see also Table 2.5). Such a 
categorization is referred to as Jacob’s ladder,36 where each step higher on the 

ladder corresponds to an increase in the number of these fundamental variables. 
The idea behind this metaphor is that each step up the ladder is one step closer 
to the ‘heaven of chemical accuracy’ (the exact, unknown functional).g A step is 

hereby often referred to as a rung. 

  

                                                         
f It should be noted here that these functionals do contain parameters, however, these 
have a physical basis (hence, they are non-empirical). 
g Jacob's Ladder is the ladder to heaven that Jacob dreams about in the Book of Genesis. 
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Table 2.5 The classification of XC functionals by Jacob’s ladder.

Rung Variables Classification Examples 

1 ρ local density
approximation 

LSDA, PZ86, VWN 

2 ρ, ρ GGA BLYP, PW91, PBE, HCTH, KT2 

3 ρ, ρ, 2ρ or τ meta-GGA TPSS, τ-HCTH, M06-L 

4 ρ, ρ, 2ρ or τ, 

exact exchange 

hybrid or hybrid 
(meta)-GGA 

B3PW91, B3LYP, PBE0, TPSSh, 
M05, M06 

5 ρ, ρ, 2ρ or τ, 

exact exchange, 
virtual orbitals 

1 OEP, B2PLYP, B2GP-PLYP, 
mPW2PLYP, DSD-PLYP, XYG3 

1 There does not seem to be a consensus on a name for the fifth rung. OEP and related
methods are often referred to as generalized random phase approximations, but the fifth rung 

is often also associated with double hybrid functionals. 

 

2.5.3 The first rung – local density approximation functionals 
On the first rung of Jacob’s ladder, functionals only use the local density as 

information. It is hereby assumed that this density varies very slowly, making it 
possible to consider the density at a given point as a uniform electron gas. 

Examples of widely used exchange functionals on this rung are LDA (local 
density approximation) and LSDA (local spin density approximation, also 
referred to as ‘Slater’ sometimes),34,37 two very similar functionals that are 

actually identical for closed-shell systems. Well-known correlation functionals of 
this rung have been proposed by Vosko, Wilk, and Nusair38 (VWN, who 
proposed several functionals), Perdew and Zunger39 (PZ81), and Perdew and 

Wang40 (PW). In general, functionals of this rung are not that accurate for 
molecular systems, but do give good results for solid state systems (where the 
electron density is delocalized throughout the solid and a uniform gas 

assumption is thus appropriate). 
 

2.5.4 The second rung – GGA functionals 
On the second rung, it is no longer assumed that a uniform gas description is 

appropriate. This is done by making the functional depend not only on the 

density, but also the gradient (i.e. the first derivative) of the density ( ρ). Such 

functionals are referred to as generalized gradient approximation (GGA) 

functionals. One of the most popular GGA exchange functionals has been 
proposed by Becke41 (abbreviated B or B88), and consists of a one-parameter 

correction (based on the gradient of the density) to LSDA. This single parameter 
was obtained by fitting against data available for noble gas atoms. Another 
popular exchange functional is the OPTX functional by Handy and Cohen42 (O), 
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which employs two parameters. Correlation functionals of the GGA form have 
also been proposed. One of the most employed correlation functionals is a four-
parameter functional proposed by Lee, Yang, and Parr in 198843 (LYP). 

 
A series of non-empirical GGA exchange−correlation functionals has been 
proposed by Perdew and co-workers. Two of these are PW9144 (Perdew−Wang 

1991), and PBE45 (Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof, proposed in 1996). The individual 
exchange and correlation parts of these functionals have also been used in 
combination with other exchange or correlation functionals, leading to 
combinations such as BPW91 and PW91LYP. The exchange part of PW91 has 

been modified by Adamo and Barone to improve its description of weak 
interactions, leading to the mPW91 functional.46 
 

Other popular GGA functionals are based on the B97 functional, proposed by 
Becke in 1997. This functional is originally of the fourth-rung (i.e. hybrid), but 

has been reparameterized to a GGA functional by several researchers. Such 

reparameterizations are B97-D by Grimme47 (the ‘D’ in this functional will be 
explained later on) and the HCTH family of functionals by Handy and co-
workers.48 

 
A last family of GGA functionals that should be mentioned is the KT family, 
proposed by Keal and Tozer, which is designed for the calculation of NMR 

chemical shifts. KT1 and KT2 consist of LDA exchange and VWN correlation 
plus an additional gradient term,49 whereby the difference between KT1 and KT2 
only lies in their parameters. KT3 consists of LDA and OPTX exchange, LYP 
correlation, and an additional gradient term.50 KT3 performs slightly worse than 

KT1 and KT2 with respect to calculating NMR chemical shielding constants, but 
is an improvement for other properties, such as atomization energies and 
reaction barriers. 

 

2.5.5 The third rung – meta-GGA functionals 
On the third rung are the so-called meta-GGA functionals that depend not only 

on the local density and its first derivative, but also on its second derivative (the 

Laplacian, 2ρ). Alternatively, a meta-GGA functional can depend on the kinetic 

energy density (τ) as this contains the same information. Several meta-GGA 

functionals have been proposed. τ-HCTH is the τ-dependent member of the 
HCTH family of functionals.51 TPSS is a non-empirical meta-GGA functional that 

can be viewed as the successor to the PBE functional.52 A final example of a 
meta-GGA functional is M06-L,53 which is a pure meta-GGA analogue of the 
fourth-rung M06 functional. 
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2.5.6 The fourth rung – hybrid functionals 
In the case of a system with non-interacting electrons, the unknown, exact XC 
functional can be reduced to only an exchange functional (as there is no 

correlation to describe). Furthermore, the exact exchange functional for such a 

system would no longer be unknown – it would actually be identical to 
Hartree−Fock theory being applied to the KS orbitals. Because of this relation 

between Hartree−Fock theory and the exchange part of the XC functional, it has 
been attempted to improve XC functionals by adding a portion of Hartree−Fock 
theory to them. The resulting functions are called hybrid functionals (the term 

hyper GGA is also used). This approach has been proven to be very successful, so 

much even that the inclusion of this exact exchange in XC functionals has 

become common practice in functional design. 

 
One of the first hybrid functionals is B3PW91, proposed in 1993 by Becke,54 
which has the following form: 

 

E 1 a b E 	aE 	bE 1 c E _ cE  
 

with a = 0.72, b = 0.20, and c = 0.81 (determined by fitting to experimental 

data). Here, the exchange part consists of 20 % exact exchange as well as a slight 
excess of LSDA exchange (recall that B88 consists of LSDA plus a gradient-

dependent correction) while the correlation part has a slight excess of PW91 
LDA correlation. A well-known variation on this functional, that has surpassed 
the popularity of the original, is the B3LYP functional in which PW91 is 

replaced with LYP and PW LDA is replaced with VWNh. Despite the emergence 
of newer, more accurate functionals, B3LYP remains one of the most frequently 
employed functionals to this day. 

 
Many other hybrid functionals, both hybrid GGA and hybrid meta-GGA, have 
been proposed. Some of these are hybrid versions of functionals discussed 

earlier, such as B1PW91, mPW1LYP, PBE055 (also known as PBE1PBE) and the 

recently proposed PBE0-1/3,56 TPSSh,52 and τ-HCTH-hybrid.51 Others are new 

functionals designed to include a portion of exact exchange. B97, proposed by 
Becke,57 is a 10-parameter hybrid GGA functional that has been reparameterized 
several times (giving, for example, the B9858 and B97-148a functionals). The 

M0559 and M0660 functionals by Zhao and Truhlar are heavily parameterized 
hybrid meta-GGA functionals, including 25 and 34 parameters, respectively. 

                                                         
h Commonly, the VWN1 RPA or VWN5 functional is used. 
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2.5.7 The fifth rung 
Up until this point, only information from occupied KS orbitals has been used. 
The next rung on Jacob’s ladder would be to use information from virtual KS 

orbitals, similar to that which post-Hartree−Fock methods use. One early 
attempt at a fifth-rung method are the optimized effective potential (OEP) 

methods,61 which can be viewed as self-consistent KS-MPx. Experience with OEP 

(as well as related methods) is as of yet limited, but there are reports that these 
methods show significant errors even for small systems and are thus probably 
flawed.61 

 
Much more successful are functionals of the double hybrid type.62 Such 

functionals use an MP2-like term in the correlation part of the functional. One 

of the first double hybrid functionals proposed is B2PLYP, published by Grimme 
in 2006,63 which has the following form: 
 

E 1 a E 	a E 1 a E a E  
 

with ax = 0.53 and ac = 0.27. It should be noted that this approach is not 

completely self-consistent. Instead, the KS orbitals are first determined without 
the MP2-like term (this functional could be denoted as B2LYP), after which the 

optimized orbitals are subjected to the MP2-like treatment. The results from the 
perturbation are then added to those obtained with B2LYP, thus yielding the 
B2PLYP result. After B2PLYP was published, various modifications to the 

functional were proposed in order to optimize its accuracy. The resulting 

functionals use different values for ax and ac (e.g. B2K-PLYP64 and B2GP-PLYP65), 

different exchange and/or correlation parts (e.g. mPW2PLYP66), and sometimes 

use spin-component scaling for the MP2-like term (e.g. DSD-BLYP67 and DSD-

PBEP8668). Another suggested approach is to use a true MP2-based correction 

(based on an HF reference) instead of an MP2-like correction based on KS 
orbitals, examples of such a functional being MC3BB and MC3MPW (the first 
proposed double hybrid functionals).69 Finally, it has been suggested to make the 

double hybrid functional fully non-self-consistent, i.e. first determine the KS 

orbitals with a different functional (such as B3LYP) and then use these orbitals 
for each term of the double hybrid functional (an example of such a functional 

being XYG370). In general, the accuracy of double hybrid functionals has been 
found to be higher than that of hybrid functionals, but this comes at a 
significantly higher computational cost. 
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2.5.8 Common problems with DFT 
If the unknown, exact XC functional would be known, DFT would be an exact 
method. However, all currently proposed functionals are merely approximations 
to this exact XC functional. As a result, cases exist where these functionals 

generally have difficulties in giving an accurate description. 
 
One such a difficult case for current functionals is London-dispersion forces. For 

example, noble gas atoms in reality show a slight attraction to each other. Many 
functionals, however, predict that the interaction between such atoms is 
repulsive. This error is generally caused by the fact that functionals of the first 

three rungs depend only on the local density and derivatives thereof (and 
possibly the kinetic energy density). Hybrid functionals and double hybrid 
functionals usually perform better in such cases, though there is still room for 
improvement. The dependence on the local density also causes problems in the 

case of charge-transfer systems. A third example of a difficult area that should be 
mentioned is systems with loosely bound electrons, such as anions and Rydberg 
statesi. 

 
Various methods have been proposed to make up for these deficiencies, two of 
which will be discussed below. These are the empirical dispersion correction 

scheme and the long-range correction scheme. 

 
The empirical dispersion correction scheme, proposed by Grimme,71,47 is a 

correction that is calculated based on the interatomic distances in the system, 
hereby using various predetermined coefficients. It does not use information 
from the KS orbitals, nor adds information to them. A dampening function is 

employed to suppress the correction at small interatomic distances, as this could 
lead to singularities or double-counting effects. Various versions of the scheme 
have been proposed, which are generally referred to as D1, D2, D3, and D3BJ 

(D3 with a dampening function proposed by Becke and Johnson). 
 
The empirical dispersion correction scheme has been found to be very 
successful. Many functionals perform better when the correction is used, even 

for systems in which long-range interactions do not play a significant role.72 
Some functionals were even designed to be used with the correction scheme, 
whereby parameters of the functional and the correction scheme were optimized 

simultaneously. Examples of such functionals are the GGA B97-D, SSB-D,73 and 

                                                         
i A Rydberg state is an electronic state in which an electron occupies a highly diffuse 

orbital. 
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S12g74 functionals, the hybrid S12h74 and ωB97X-D75 functionals (the latter of 

which also uses the long-range correction scheme discussed below), and the 
double hybrid DSD-PLYP functional. 
 
When considering wave function based methods, it has been shown that the 

importance of dynamic correlation decreases rapidly with increasing electron-
electron distances. This implies that at large electron-electron distances 
Hartree−Fock should be able to provide an accurate description. Based on this 

rationale, a long-range correction (LC) scheme has been proposed76 in which the 
amount of exact exchange in a functional is not constant, but instead depends 
on the electron-electron distance. Functionals following this scheme are often 

also referred to as being range-separated. 

 

 

Figure 2.11 The amount of exact exchanged used at various electron-electron distances 

for the LC-ωPBE (solid) and CAM-B3LYP (dashed) functionals. 

Various LC functionals have been proposed, two of which are considered in 

Figure 2.11. For the LC-ωPBE functional,77 which is based on PBE, the amount of 

exact exchange ranges from 0 to 100 %. This implies that the functional is an 
almost pure GGA functional at close electron-electron distances while, at long 

distances, the exchange part of the functional is almost fully exact. For the 
CAM-B3LYP functional,78 which is based on B3LYP, the amount of exact 
exchange ranges from 19 to 65 %, values that were determined by fitting to 
experimental data. Other examples of functionals that use the LC scheme are 

ωB97X-D, M11,79 and a pure meta-GGA version of M11 (M11-L)80 in which the 

exact exchange is replaced with a second meta-GGA functional that is optimized 
for long-range descriptions. It is important to note that it has been found that 
LC functionals on average do not always perform better than ‘normal’ hybrid 

functionals. For calculations on systems in their ground state, they might 
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actually perform slightly worse. However, for excited state calculations (i.e. 

TDDFT, which will be discussed later on), the performance of LC functionals is 
usually superior in the case of charge-transfer and Rydberg states. 

 

2.6 Time-dependent HF and DFT 
So far, a few methods for calculating excited electronic states have been 
discussed. Configuration interaction (with a single-determinant reference wave 
function) can be used to calculate the properties of excited states, but does so 

using ground state orbitals. The related MCSCF-based methods are more 
advanced, as these methods are able to optimize their orbitals for any state. In 
addition, these methods can also describe interactions between states by 

optimizing the orbitals for several states at once. 
 
Another important approach towards calculating excited electronic states is 

based on calculating the time-dependent response of the wave function upon an 

external perturbation. In its most simple form, such an approach considers 
merely the linear response of a system to the perturbation. This has the benefit 

that knowledge of the wave function after the perturbation is not needed; only 
knowledge of the wave function prior to the perturbation (i.e. the ground state 

wave function) is needed.j When applied to a Hartree−Fock reference wave 

function, this approach is referred to as random phase approximation (RPA) or 

time-dependent Hartree−Fock (TDHF). When the reference wave function is from a 

DFT calculation, the approach is called time-dependent DFT (TDDFT).81 When 

applied to a coupled cluster wave function, the approach is often called equation-

of-motion coupled cluster.82 

 

In general, the accuracy of TDHF is higher than that of the cheaper CIS method 
(which can be viewed as an approximation to TDHF). TDDFT is often more 
accurate than TDHF and has become a very popular method for the calculation 

of vertical excitation energies and oscillator strengths as well as the calculation 
of excited state geometries. It is however important to note that linear response 
TDHF and TDDFT do suffer from difficulties in describing the region around 

conical intersections on the PES.83 Modifications of the TDDFT method, such as 
spin-flip TDDFT,84 have been proposed in order to overcome this limitation. 
 
                                                         
j It should be noted that, in principle, the time-dependent response approach described 

here is not limited to the calculation of excited states, but can be used for calculating other 
properties, such as hyperpolarizabilities. Furthermore, the perturbation does not have to be 

an electric one, it may for example also be magnetic. 
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Popular functionals for TDDFT often use a large portion of exact exchange, one 
example being the BH&HLYP functional which consists of 50 % B88 exchange 
and 50 % exact exchange. This is because such functionals perform better for the 

description of states with a strong charge-transfer character. It is also for this 
reason that range-separated functionals such as CAM-B3LYP are a popular choice 
for TDDFT. Double-hybrid functionals are rarely used for TDDFT though, 

because the use of such a functional would require a TD-MP2-like calculation 
which is computationally very expensive. Therefore, it has been proposed to 
replace the TD-MP2-like calculation with a CIS(D)k one.85 However, this CIS(D) 
calculation is merely used as a correction to the calculated excitation energies, 

and does not improve other properties such as transition dipole moments 
(which are instead calculated using a single hybrid functional). 
 

A last method that should be mentioned is the Tamm−Dancoff approximation 
to TDDFT, commonly abbreviated as TDDFT/TDA.86 This method relates to 
TDDFT as CIS relates to TDHF, and is cheaper than TDDFT. It has also been 

reported that TDDFT/TDA is more robust than TDDFT for chemically more 
complex systems.86,87 
 

2.7 Basis sets 
2.7.1 Describing molecular orbitals 
All of the theories discussed so far have in common that they make use of 
molecular orbitals. These orbitals are typically described using a combination of 
known functions, the so-called basis set. If an infinite number of these basis 

functions would be used, this description would be fully accurate and the basis 

set would be complete. However, this is not possible for actual calculations and as 

a result a limited number of functions has to be used. The use of a basis set can 

therefore be seen as (yet) another approximation that is made in computational 
chemistry. 
 
We have seen before that the computational cost of various methods increases 

rapidly with the number of basis functions. As a result, one would like to limit 
the number of basis functions as much as possible without compromising the 
accuracy of description of the molecular orbitals too much. For this reason, early 

computational chemists studying molecular systems made use of Slater-type 
                                                         
k CIS(D) is a method that applies a perturbative Doubles correction to CIS state energies. 
Compared to CISD, this method is cheaper as well as more suitable for the calculation of 

excited states. See: Head-Gordon, M.; Rico, R. J.; Oumi, M.; Lee T. J. Chem. Phys. Lett. 1994, 

219, 21−29. 
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orbitals (STOs) that were centered on the nuclei (Figure 2.12). An STO has the 

advantage that it accurately describes the cusp of the orbital close to the core 
while providing an exponential decay at longer distances from the core. 

However, the use of STOs has an important drawback from a mathematical 
point of view: with STOs, not all calculations can be performed analytically.l 
 

The solution to this problem is to replace STOs with Gaussian-type orbitals 

(GTOs). GTOs have a different shape than STOs. However, by combining 
multiple GTOs, the shape of each STO can largely be reproduced (Figure 2.12). 

(This practice of combining GTOs into one function is called contracting.) One of 

the first basis sets to use this principle is the STO-3G basis from Pople and co-
workers, which uses 3 GTOs to reproduce each STO.88 Figure 2.12 shows this for 

the 1s orbital of a hydrogen atom. As can be seen, the shape of the STO is 

approximated well at intermediate to long distances. However, the cusp of the 
STO at close distances is not reproduced well. Despite this drawback, GTO basis 

sets have become very popular in the modeling of molecular systems and QC 
programs that work with STOs are nowadays in the minority. 
 

 

Figure 2.12 The STO-3G basis set for hydrogen. Three GTOs (dashed) are combined to 

form one function (solid, grey) which approximates an STO (solid, thin). 

2.7.2 Anatomy of a basis set 
The simplest STO or GTO basis set (with functions centered on the nuclei) uses 
one contracted function for each atomic orbital. For hydrogen and helium, this 

                                                         
l To be specific, for systems consisting of more than two atoms it is not possible to 

calculate many of the two-electron integrals analytically.  
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means that a single basis function is employed to create the 1s orbitals. For first-

row atoms, only five functions are needed: two s functions (which provide 

descriptions for the 1s and 2s orbitals), and one set of p functions (for the 2px, 

2py, and 2pz orbitals). For second-row atoms, three s functions and two sets of p 

functions are needed. For third-row atoms, four s functions, 3 sets of p functions, 

and one set of d functions are needed. And so on. Such a basis set is called a 

minimal set. 

 

The quality of the basis set can be improved by doubling all basis functions, 
which gives a so-called double zeta (DZ) basis set. Such a basis set is much more 

flexible than a minimal set is. However, due to the increase in functions it is also 
computationally much more expensive. For this reason, the core functions are 

usually not doubled, which makes sense as chemical processes typically involve 
only the valence orbitals. The resulting set is often referred to as being split 

valence, though the term DZ is also used for these sets. The quality of the set can 

be further improved by tripling (TZ) or quadrupling (QZ) the number of basis 
functions. 
 

A DZ, TZ, or QZ set as described above is still not able to produce accurate 
molecular orbitals for the majority of systems. Specifically, it lacks the flexibility 
needed to allow orbitals to exhibit a certain degree of asymmetry. The flexibility 

can be increased by adding polarization functions, which are higher angular 

momentum functions used for polarizing functions of one momentum lower. 
For example, an s function can be polarized by a p function, a p function can be 

polarized by a d function, a d function can be polarized by a f function, and so 

on (see Figure 2.13). Multiple polarization functions of various angular 
momentums can be added to a basis set this way. 

 

 

Figure 2.13 A p function that is polarized by a d function. 

This raises the following question: what is the optimal amount for polarization 
functions for a basis set? There is no straightforward answer to this, but for main 

group elements many modern basis sets typically consist of one less set of 
functions with each increase in angular momentum. For example, a TZ set is 
usually of the 3s2p1d type for hydrogen, and of the 4s3p2d1f type for carbon. 

Sets for transition metals usually follow this form approximately (as they 
contain more d functions in order to describe the d valence orbitals). Sets that 
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have far less polarization functions, such as 4s3p1d, can be considered to be 

underpolarized, which may have an adverse effect on the accuracy. Conversely, 
a set such as 3s2p2d2f can be considered to be overpolarized. 

 
Many basis sets, both GTO and STO, do not provide a good description of the 
electron density far from the nuclei. This originates from a lack of diffuse (i.e. 

broad) functions being present in the set. Typically, the absence of such 
functions hardly affects the accuracy. However, in some cases, an accurate 
description of the electron density at long distances is important, for example 

when studying van der Waals interactions. For such cases, a basis set is typically 
augmented with diffuse functions which are kept uncontracted (i.e. they are kept 

as separate functions) as this increases the flexibility of the set. When a set has 

only diffuse functions of the s and p angular momentums it is said to be 

minimally augmented. Some sets on the other hand employ diffuse functions of 

all angular momenta that are already in the set (causing 4s3p2d1f to become 

5s4p3d2f). 

 

2.7.3 Effective core potentials 
When the molecular system being studied contains heavy elements, the use of a 

basis set as described above has two important drawbacks. First of all, heavy 
elements consist of many orbitals which means that a large number of basis 
functions is needed to describe the element properly. However, typically the 

core orbitals of an element are chemically not interesting, so this is not very 
economical in terms of computational resources. Secondly, for heavy elements 
relativistic effects play an important role, and these cannot easily be described.m 

 
A solution to these drawbacks is to replace the basis functions that describe the 
core orbitals of an element with a function that is designed to model the 

element’s core. Various such functions have been suggested, but the most 
popular of them is the effective core potential (ECP, also referred to as 

pseudopotential, PP). ECPs as implemented in most QC programs can account for 

the scalar relativistic effects while some of the more recent implementations are 
also able to include spin-orbit effects. In the past decades, various ECPs have 
been suggested, some even for light elements (solely for the purpose of reducing 

computational cost). 
 

2.7.4 Popular basis sets 
The text below discusses a few popular families of basis sets. 

                                                         
m Methods capable of calculating relativistic effects are beyond the scope of this text. 
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The STO-3G, 3-21G, 6-31G, and 6-311G sets 

The STO-3G, 3-21G, 6-31G, and 6-311G sets by Pople and co-workers are very 

popular as they use a relatively small amount of basis functions and are thus 
quite economical. The STO-3G set, where 3G refers to the amount of Gaussian 
functions in the contraction, was designed to approximate the shape of STOs as 

well as possible. The 3-21G set is a cheap double zeta set that uses 3 Gaussian 
functions for the core and 2 + 1 Gaussian functions for the valence orbitals.89 
Instead of trying to approximate STOs, this set was designed to give as low 

energies as possible in HF calculations (using the variational principle to 
optimize the basis set). The 6-31G set90 and the 6-311G set91 (which is a triple 
zeta set) follow the same design principle. It should be noted that these sets all 
use combined sp functions for the description of the valence orbitals instead of 

separate s and p functions. Also, the 6-311G set for second-row atoms was 

proposed by McLean and Chandler.91b 
 

Polarization functions are available for the 6-31G and 6-311G sets and are 
indicated in brackets, e.g. 6-311G(2df,2p), where the first part (‘2df’) denotes 

polarization functions on Li and heavier, and the second part (‘2d’) denotes 

polarization functions on H and He. For the 3-21G set, a single set of d functions 

is available only for second-row atoms. Diffuse functions are available for the 3-
21G, 6-31G, and 6-311G sets and are denoted by ‘+’ signs (such as 6-31++G). ‘+’ 

indicates diffuse functions are added to Li and heavier. ‘++’ indicates diffuse 
functions are added also to H and He. These diffuse functions are of the s and sp 

type only (i.e. minimal augmentations). 

 
Dunning’s correlation consistent cc-pVXZ sets 

When the size of a basis set grows from minimal to DZ to TZ to QZ and so on, its 

results will come increasingly close to that obtained with a (hypothetical) 
complete basis set (CBS). However, the speed with which a system will converge 
towards the CBS limit depends on the method used. Specifically, HF and KS-DFT 

converge much faster than post-HF methods. The correlation consistent sets by 

Dunning and co-workers were designed to provide rapid as well as smooth 
convergence towards the CBS limit for post-HF methods by recovering as much 

electron correlation as possible.92 In order to achieve this, the s and p functions 

were optimized using HF while the polarization functions were optimized at the 
CISD level. The resulting sets are known as cc-pVDZ, cc-pVTZ, cc-pVQZ, cc-

pV5Z, etc. Polarization functions are included in each set while diffuse functions 
can be added separately (and are denoted by an ‘aug-’ prefix). 
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Some important variations on the cc-pVXZ sets should be mentioned. For the 
elements Al – Ar, the cc-pV(X+d)Z sets are available which contain an extra set of 
d functions designed to improve the smoothness of the convergence towards the 

CBS limit (important if one would like to extrapolate the results towards CBS).93 
The cc-pVXZ-PP sets, available for most elements in the range Cu – Rn, contain 
ECPs that describe the core orbitals and include relativistic effects.94 Finally, the 

cc-pwCVXZ sets should be mentioned,95 which contain extra functions in order 
to improve the description of core-valence electron interactions (typically, basis 
sets are designed primarily for describing valence-valence interactions). 

 
Jensen’s polarization consistent pc-X sets 

The correlation consistent basis sets provide rapid and smooth convergence for 

post-HF methods. However, for HF and KS-DFT calculations their convergence 
towards the CBS may be suboptimal. Jensen has proposed a family of sets that is 
based on the correlation consistent sets and that is optimized using HF 
calculations only: the polarization consistent sets.96 The smallest is pc-0, which is a 

small DZ basis set without polarization functions. The pc-1, pc-2, pc-3, and pc-4 
sets are of the DZ, TZ, QZ, and 5Z type, respectively, all with polarization 
functions included. As with the correlation consistent sets, diffuse functions can 

be added separately and are denoted with the ‘aug-’ prefix. Two variations on 
the pc-X sets are the pcS-X sets97 and the pcJ-X sets,98 which are designed for the 
calculation of NMR shielding constants and spin-spin coupling constants, 

respectively. 
 
Ahlrichs’ and Weigend’s SVP and XZV sets 

Ahlrichs, Weigend, and co-workers have designed various sets of the DZ, TZ, and 
QZ type. The first of these are def-SV(P), def-TZVP, and def-QZVP.99 Polarization 
functions are included in the design, but their number can be increased to 

achieve results closer to the CBS limit, yielding the def-SVP, def-TZVPP, and def-
QZVPP sets. In 2005, these sets where updated to improve their convergence 
towards the CBS limit as well as include ECPs for the elements Rb – Rn.100 These 

sets are denoted by the prefix ‘def2-’. In turn, the ‘def2-’ sets for Rb – Rn were 
recently improved to give the ‘dhf-’ sets.101 None of these sets contain diffuse 
functions, nor have Ahlrichs, Weigend, and co-workers proposed any such 
functions. However, partial augmentations optimized for the calculation of 

molecular response properties have been proposed by Rappoport and Furche102 
(the SV(P)D/SVPD/XZVPD/XZVPPD sets) while general purpose minimal 
augmentations have been proposed by Truhlar and co-workers (the ‘ma-’ sets).103 

It is also common practice to augment the def2/dhf sets with diffuse functions 
from the correlation consistent sets described above. 
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2.8 Studying molecular systems 
So far, this chapter has mainly focused on explaining the theory behind several 
methods and how methods relate to each other. In this section, various 
common practices in computational studies on organic molecules are described. 

 

2.8.1 Geometry optimizations towards a minimum 
Comparable to the SCF procedure in Hartree−Fock theory, the location of a 
minimum (a ‘stable’ geometry) on the potential energy surface is a step-wise, 

iterative process. For the optimization of molecular geometries, a quasi (or 
pseudo) Newton−Raphson method is most commonly used. In order to explain 
quasi Newton−Raphson optimizations, it is necessary to introduce two concepts. 

First of all, the optimization in each step requires the calculation of the gradient, 

which is the first derivative of the energy on a certain point on the PES. Also 
needed is the second derivative of the energy, which is called the Hessian matrix 

(or force constant matrix). The gradient and Hessian are both used by the 

optimization algorithm to ‘drive’ the starting geometry across the PES towards 
its intended goal, e.g. the nearest minimum. Figure 2.14 shows a schematic 

representation of a quasi Newton−Raphson optimization. 
 

 

Figure 2.14 Simplified representation of a quasi Newton−Raphson geometry 

optimization procedure. 

Starting from a certain geometry, the first step in the optimization procedure is 
to obtain the Hessian. The most accurate would be to calculate the Hessian at 
the level at which the optimization is performed, e.g. at the RHF/6-31G(d) level. 

However, this is typically quite expensive. Fortunately, the optimization 
procedure doesn’t require the precise Hessian. Instead, it may also be 
approximated, though this usually causes the whole procedure to require more 

iterations to converge. The cheapest is hereby to ‘guess’ a Hessian, and this is 
done most frequently. When a Hessian has been obtained, the next steps are the 
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calculation of the energy of the system (for RHF this is done using the SCF 
procedure discussed earlier) followed by the calculation of the gradient.n 
 

When the gradient is known, it is checked to see if a stationary point on the PES 
has been reached. If this is not the case, the optimization algorithm will use the 
calculated gradient and Hessian to determine a new geometry. Next, with a new 

geometry known it is possible to recalculate the Hessian. However, it is often a 
better choice to update the Hessian, because a) if the starting Hessian was 
guessed, the updated Hessian is actually closer to exact Hessian than a new 
guess, and b) if the exact Hessian was calculated, it is almost always too 

expensive to recalculate it for every step. Finally, with a new geometry and 
Hessian known, a next iteration can be performed, starting with calculating the 
energy. 

 

2.8.2 Vibrational analysis and thermochemistry 
When the optimization procedure has fulfilled the convergence criteria, a 
stationary point on the PES has been found. However, such a point does not 

necessarily correspond to a minimum. This is because the convergence criteria 
typically only require the gradient to become close to zero. This is the case at the 
bottom of a minimum, but also when on a saddle point. 

 
To investigate the nature of the stationary point found, one can calculate the 
Hessian at the same level used for the geometry optimization. In other words, if 

the geometry optimization was for example performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 
level, the calculation of the Hessian should be done at the same level. The 
calculated Hessian can then be used to produce a list of vibrational modes that 

provides information about the stationary point found. If this point should 
correspond to a minimum, the list should not contain any imaginary vibrational 
modes (often printed as modes with a negative wavenumber). Furthermore, the 
wavenumbers of the six modeso that correspond to rotations and translations of 

the system should be close to zero. 
 
When the above analysis shows that the stationary point is indeed a minimum, 

the vibrational data provided by the Hessian may be used for calculating 
thermochemical data. The energies calculated by all theories discussed so far 
have in common that they provide the energy of the system in absence of any 

                                                         
n If the exact Hessian was calculated, these would already be known for the current 
geometry. 
o Five modes if the molecule is linear. 
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atomic movement. This is, however, not realistic – atoms are never motionless, 
not even at 0 K. As a result, the real energy of the system lies above the 
calculated energy. The energy of the system at 0 K, the so-called zero-point energy, 

is as follows: 
 

E 	E 	E ,  

 

where ESCF is the calculated energy (called the SCF energy for SCF methods) and 

Evib,0K	 is the vibrational contribution to the zero-point energy. At T > 0 K, the 

thermal energy of the system is as follows: 
 

E 	E E E E  
 

where Erot,	 Etrans, and	 Evib	 are the rotational, translational, and vibrational 

contributions to the energy at a given temperature. The corresponding enthalpy 
is as follows: 
 

H 	E 	RT 
 

In addition, the Hessian can be used to obtain the entropy of the system, and 
thus allows one to calculate the system’s Gibbs free energy. 
 

It should be noted that vibrational data from the Hessian uses an important 
approximation, namely that all vibrations are harmonic. However, in reality 
vibrations are anharmonic, as is shown in Figure 2.15 for the stretching 

vibration of a dihydrogen molecule. Because of this, vibrational data from the 
Hessian has a (typically minor) error that is also present in the thermochemical 
data. The thermochemistry can be improved by scaling the vibrational 
contributions to the energy by a predetermined factor or by the use of an ad hoc 

correction scheme (several have been proposed).104 In addition, it is possible to 
obtain vibrational data from higher-order derivatives. 
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Figure 2.15 Potential energy curve of the stretching vibration in the dihydrogen 

molecule, calculated at the full CI/aug-cc-pV5Z level. Shown are the harmonic 
potential curve (gray) and the true, anharmonic potential curve (black). 

2.8.3 Optimization towards a saddle point 
The procedure for a geometry optimization towards a first-order saddle point (i.e. 

a transition state) does not differ much from that of an optimization towards a 

minimum. The flowchart of Figure 2.14 still applies, but there is an important 
difference with respect to the Hessian. As was discussed, for a true minimum all 
vibrational modes will have a frequency with a positive sign. However, on a first-

order saddle point, there will be one vibrational mode with a negative sign, a so-
called imaginary mode. The nature of this mode corresponds to the process to 

which the transition state belongs. For example, the transition state of a bond 

breaking process will exhibit an imaginary mode in which the bond to be 
broken will be stretching. 
 
A question that might arise here is how the optimization algorithm knows 

which saddle point one is looking for. For quasi Newton−Raphson methods, the 
answer is that it does not know, and as a result, one will have to provide a 
starting geometry already close to the saddle point.p Most importantly, in the 

Hessian obtained for this geometry the desired imaginary mode should already 
be present. A guessed Hessian cannot contain any imaginary modes, so one will 
have to either calculate the precise Hessian or use another (possibly cheaper) QC 

method to obtain a Hessian with the required imaginary mode. Starting from a 

                                                         
p This is also true for optimizations towards a minimum, but it is much more important for 

saddle point optimizations as these are typically difficult to locate. 
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reasonable geometry and Hessian, the optimization algorithm will then try to 
maximize the desired imaginary mode while making any other modes positives. 
 

Once a saddle point is found, its nature can be investigated by calculating the 
precise Hessian. Only one imaginary mode may be present and, as before, the 
rotational and translational modes should be (close to) zero. In addition, one 

can investigate whether the transition state found connects the correct two 
minima (i.e. the reactant and product). This can be done with an intrinsic reaction 

coordinate (IRC) calculation, in which the atomic displacements in the imaginary 

mode are ‘followed’ to the closest minima. 
 

2.8.4 Vibrational spectroscopy 
Because the vibrational modes obtained by calculating the Hessian correspond to 

experimentally observed molecular vibrations, they can be used to predict or 
explain experimentally obtained vibrational spectra. However, while the Hessian 
contains information about the frequency of each mode, it does not contain any 
information with respect to the activity of each mode. Thus, these have to be 

calculated separately. 
 
Infrared spectroscopic data is typically cheap to obtain. A vibrational mode is IR 

active only when the vibration causes a change in the molecule’s electric dipole 
moment. As such, obtaining IR activities requires calculating the derivative of 
the electric dipole moment with respect to each vibrational mode. Because this 

has a low cost once the Hessian has already been calculated, many QC programs 
calculate IR activities right after obtaining the Hessian. Often, each IR activity is 
convoluted with a Lorentzian or Gaussian curve in order to obtain a spectrum 

with broadened peaks that resembles the experimental spectrum better (Figure 
2.16). 
 

 
Figure 2.16 IR activities (black) of benzene calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level. 

The spectrum was plotted using Lorentzian curves (gray). 
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Calculating Raman activities is typically more expensive than calculating IR 
activities. A vibrational mode is Raman active when the vibration causes a 
change in the molecule’s polarizability. This requires calculating the derivative 

of the polarizability with respect to an external electric field, which is more 
complex than obtaining the derivative of the dipole moment (needed for 
calculating IR activities). The Raman activities obtained this way are 

independent of the excitation wavelength and might differ from experimentally 
observed Raman intensities. However, one can convert the calculated activities 
to Raman intensities using the formula:105 
 

I
f ν ν S

ν 1 e

 

 

where Ii is the Raman intensity, Si is the Raman activity (Å4 amu–1), vi is the 

wavenumber (cm–1) of the ith vibration, v0 is the wavenumber (cm–1) of the 

excitation laser, h is the Planck constant (J s), c is the speed of light (m s–1), k is 

the Boltzmann constant (J K–1), T is the temperature (K), and f is an optional 
normalization factor that is applied to all peaks. Methods also exist for 

calculating resonance Raman spectra, though these are typically much more 
complex as they require knowledge of excited electronic states of the system. 
 

Because of the harmonic approximation as well as inaccuracies in the theory and 
basis set used, calculated wavenumbers will almost always be at too high 
compared to the wavenumbers observed experimentally. For this reason, it is 

common practice to scale the wavenumbers by a correction factor if one would 
like to compare the theoretical and experimental results. Correction factors have 
been published for various combinations of QC theories (including various XC 

functionals) and basis sets. One list of factors can be found in the 
Computational Chemistry Comparison and Benchmark Database.106 
 
Finally, it should be noted that calculated Raman activities can depend strongly 

on the quality of the basis set. Especially the presence of diffuse functions in the 
set has been found to be important,107 while the size of the basis set (i.e. double 

zeta, triple zeta, etc.) is of lesser importance.108 Wavenumbers and IR activities, 

on the other hand, seem to benefit little from the addition of diffuse functions 
and depend more on the size of the basis set.108 
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2.8.5 NMR spectroscopy 
Various methods exist for the calculation of NMR shielding constants. One of 
the most popular ones is the gauge including/independent atomic orbitals (GIAO) 

method, which is implemented in various QC programs. Some programs also 

allow for the calculation of spin-spin coupling constants, though this requires a 
significant additional computational cost. As was discussed earlier, basis sets 
exists which are designed for the calculation of NMR properties, such as Jensen’s 

pcS-X and pcJ-X sets. Recommending a QC method is however less 
straightforward as some studies into the quality of calculated NMR data 
contradict each other in their recommendations.109,110 However, good choices 

seem to be the KT1,109,111 KT2,109,111 WP04/WC04,q,110 and OPBE112 XC functionals 
as well as the post-Hartree−Fock MP2 method.109 In addition, it is recommended 
to employ a solvation model, especially if one is interested in chemical shifts for 

hydrogen atoms.110 It should be noted that current implementations typically 
have problems describing shielding constants in systems containing heavy 
elements (such as bromobenzene, for which the shielding constant of the carbon 
attached to the bromine will be predicted to be too low). 

 

2.9 Calculation details 
Figure 2.5 – Dissociation curves for H2 
RHF and UHF calculations were performed with Gaussian 09 C.01.113 The ‘exact 
solution’ curve was obtained from a Full CI calculation, performed with Firefly 

8.0.0 beta114 QC program, which is based partially on GAMESS US source code.115 
All calculations used an aug-cc-pV5Z basis set. 
 

Figure 2.8 – Energies of LiF calculated with MP methods 
The LiF geometry was optimized at the MP2/cc-pVTZ level. MPX energies were 
calculated with a cc-pVTZ basis set. The calculations were performed with 
Gaussian 09 C.01. 

 

Figure 2.10 – Dissociation curves for LiF 
SA-CASSCF energies were obtained with a (6,6) active space consisting of the Li 
2s and F 2px, 2py 2pz, 2px’, and 2py’ orbitals and with state averaging over the 

lowest two roots. The SA-CASSCF orbitals were subsequently used as the 
reference for the XMCQDPT2 and MRCISD calculations. XMCQDPT2 
calculations used a 2 × 2 sized model space and an energy denominator shift of 
                                                         
q The WP04 and WC04 functionals are reparameterized versions of the B3LYP functional 
and are optimized to predict hydrogen and carbon chemical shifts, respectively, in 

chloroform. 
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0.02 Hartree. SA-CASSCF and XMCQDPT2 calculations were performed with 
Firefly 8.0.0 beta. MRCISD calculations were performed with the ORMAS 
program in GAMESS US. All calculations used a DZV basis proposed by 

Bauschlicher and Langhoff.116 
 

Figure 2.15 – Potential energy curves for H2 
The ‘anharmonic’ curve is identical to the ‘exact solution’ curve of Figure 2.5. 

The ‘harmonic’ curve was obtained from a Hessian calculation at the same level 
(bond length: 0.74166 Å; force constant: 1151.63 N m–1). 
 

Figure 2.16 – Potential energy curves for H2 
Calculation was performed with Gaussian 09 C.01. The convoluted spectrum 
was plotted with GaussSum 2.2.5 using Lorentzian curves with the full width at 
half maximum (FWMH) set to 10 cm–1. 
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Chapter 3 
 

Synthesis and photochemical 

behavior of an asymmetric 

dithienylcyclopentene 

photoswitch 
 
 
In this chapter, a new synthetic strategy towards substituted symmetric and asymmetric 
dithienylethenes is presented and used to synthesize an asymmetric perhydrogenated 
dithienylethene photoswitch. This dithienylethene is found to exhibit photochemical 

properties similar to its previously reported perfluoro analogue, such as the ability to 
ring open photochemically at low temperatures. However, the efficiency of 

photochemical ring closing was found to be lower. Quantum chemical calculations 
indicate that the lower efficiency is the result of the parallel and antiparallel 
conformations of the open form lying close in energy, hence a significant proportion of 

the molecules in the open form is present in unreactive conformations.* 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
* Part of the synthesis described in this chapter has been published as: Pijper, T. 

C.; Kudernac, T.; Browne, W. R.; Feringa, B. L. J. Phys. Chem. C 2013, 117, 17623 

−17632. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Photochromic molecular switches are a versatile class of organic compounds.1 
Their chemical structure can be alternated by photoirradiation at specific 
wavelengths between (at least) two isomers of the compound with unique 
UV/vis absorption spectra. One class of photochromic switches that has received 

substantial attention are diarylethenes,2 which consist of two aromatic units 
connected by a central olefin. Irradiation of the ‘open form’ isomers of these 
compounds, usually in the UV region, triggers a photochemical 

electrocyclization in which a covalent bond is formed directly between the two 
aromatic units, resulting in the formation of a ‘closed form’ isomer (see Scheme 
3.1 for examples). This closed form typically absorbs strongly in the visible and 

can be switched back to the open form by irradiation with visible light. A 
common choice for the aromatic unit is thiophene; the corresponding 
photochromic systems are generally referred to as dithienylethenes. 

Dithienylethenes are currently investigated for various applications, examples 
being fluorescence modulation,3 conductance switching,4 and providing control 
over the properties of gels5 and liquid crystalline phases.6 

 
One of the most common designs for dithienylethenes employs a perfluoro- or 
perhydrocyclopentene central part and an identical substitution pattern for both 
thiophene moieties, resulting in a symmetric design (Scheme 3.1a). These 

photochromic molecules convert readily from the open form to the closed form 
by UV irradiation. However, the reverse process suffers from low quantum yields 
and has been shown to be inhibited at low temperatures.7 This has been 

attributed to the presence of a conjugated π system in the closed form isomer 
which stabilizes this form and presents a barrier to conversion to the open form. 
Recently, in an attempt to reduce the stabilization of the closed form, a 

dithienylethene with an asymmetric design was reported (Scheme 3.1b).8 This 
system was found to exhibit a higher quantum yield for photochemical ring 
opening and displayed a very low activation energy for this process (2.3 kJ/mol, 

compared to 9.3 kJ/mol for its symmetric analogue), enabling bidirectional 
switching even at 115 K. 
 
A question that arises, however, is whether the improved photochemistry of the 

asymmetric dithienylperfluorocyclopentene will also be displayed by a perhydro 
analogue of this compound. For symmetric compounds, perfluoro and 
perhydrodithienylethenes usually display similar photochemical behavior, the 

only significant difference being that the perfluoro species are less subject to 
switching fatigue.9 However, it is not a priori to be assumed that this relation will 

hold for asymmetric systems – a perhydrocyclopentene will withdraw much less 
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electron density from the π system and, as such, may result in different 
photochemical behavior. For this reason, the synthesis and photochemical 

properties of 3.1, a phenyl-substituted asymmetric dithienylperhydro-
cyclopentene, were investigated in the present study (Scheme 3.1c). It was found 

that the photochemical behavior of 3.1 is substantially different from that of its 
perfluoro analogue. In addition, a new, convergent synthesis towards symmetric 
and asymmetric dithienylethenes is presented. 
 

 

Scheme 3.1 Phenyl-substituted a) symmetric and b) asymmetric 

dithienylperfluorocyclopentenes.8 c) Dithienylethene 3.1, a phenyl-substituted 

asymmetric dithienylperhydrocyclopentene. 

3.2 Results and discussion 
3.2.1 Synthesis 
A convergent synthetic strategy was developed for the synthesis of 

dithienylethene 3.1 that was expected to provide dithienylethenes with different 
substitution patterns and functionalities. It should allow one to prepare 
dithienylethenes that are either symmetric or asymmetric, that contain either an 
perhydro- or perfluorocyclopentene central part, and that are terminated with 

aromatic side groups (Scheme 3.2, in which the side groups are chosen to be 
substituted phenyls). The two central building blocks in this synthesis are 3,5-
dibromo-2-methylthiophene, which can be prepared from commercially 

available 2-methylthiophene in a single step, and 2-chloro-5-iodo-3-
methylthiophene, which can be prepared from commercially available 2-chloro-
3-methylthiophene. Both thiophenes can be connected to an aromatic side 
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group, for example by means of a transition metal mediated cross-coupling 
reaction. The substituted thiophenes can then be connected to the central 
cyclopentene. For 1,2-dibromocyclopentene, this can be achieved by a second 

cross-coupling reaction while, for octafluorocyclopentene, an addition-
elimination reaction can be employed. 
 

 

Scheme 3.2 Convergent synthetic strategy used for the synthesis of 3.1. 

The synthesis of 3.1 is described in Scheme 3.3. Thiophene 3.2 was synthesized 

in 68 % yield through the double bromination of 2-methylthiophene with 
bromine.10 The bromine at the 5-position was then substituted for a phenyl 
group by lithiation and boration, followed by a Suzuki−Miyaura cross-coupling 

reaction with iodobenzene. This provided the substituted thiophene 3.3 in 88 % 

yield. NOESY NMR spectroscopy was used to confirm that the substitution 

pattern was as expected. Thiophene 3.4 was synthesized by the iodination of 2-
chloro-3-methylthiophene by iodine and (diacetoxyiodo)benzene, which 
provided the expected product in good yield.11 Lithiation and boration of 

bromobenzene, followed by coupling to thiophene 3.4, provided thiophene 3.5 

in 58 % yield. Dibromocyclopentene 3.6 was prepared in a three-step, one-pot 

procedure beginning with cyclopentanone.12 Thiophene 3.3 was then coupled to 

3.6, which provided olefin 3.7 in 61 % yield. It was found that 3.7 decomposed 

completely within one day of its preparation. Therefore, 3.7 was used in the 

next synthetic step immediately after purification. Coupling of 3.7 and 3.5 

finally provided dithienylethene 3.1 in 65 % yield. 
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Scheme 3.3 Synthesis of dithienylethene 3.1. 

3.2.2 Photochemical behavior 
UV/vis spectroscopy of dithienylethene 3.1o showed an absorption maximum at 
320 nm and no significant absorption at > 400 nm (Figure 3.1). Irradiation of 

3.1o at 365 nm resulted in the appearance of a new absorption band with a 
maximum at 459 nm, which is indicative2 of the formation of the closed form, 

3.1c. In addition, a decrease in intensity of the band at 320 nm was observed. 
When the photostationary state (PSS) was reached by irradiation at 365 nm, the 
spectrum could be changed further by irradiating at 312 nm. This indicates that 
the open/closed equilibrium at PSS312nm lies further towards the closed form than 

at PSS365nm, which is attributed to differences in the absorption spectra of 3.1o 

and 3.1c at the two irradiation wavelengths employed. Irradiation with visible 
light caused the spectrum to change back to its initial state. The quantum yields 

for ring closing and ring opening (Фc and Фo) were found to be 0.20 (measured at 

365 nm) and 0.25 (measured at 436 nm), respectively. These values indicate that 
ring closing and ring opening are approximately equally favorable and thus 
explain the open/closed ratio at PSS that was observed. They also show 
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differences between 3.1 and its the perfluoro analogue (Scheme 3.1) – for 3.1, 
the photochemical equilibrium slightly favors the open form, while for its 
perfluoro analogue the closed form is favored. This difference is also reflected in 

the open/closed ratios at PSS. For 3.1, the open/closed ratio at PSS312nm was 
determined to be 36 : 64 while for the perfluoro analogue a ratio of 17 : 83 at 

PSS365nm has been reported.8 
 

 

Figure 3.1 UV/vis absorption spectra of 3.1o (solid), 3.1PSS365 (dashed), and 3.1PSS312 

(dotted) at 1.0 × 10–5 M in n-hexane. 

The fluorescence spectrum of dithienylethene 3.1o is shown in Figure 3.2. The 

emission spectrum of 3.1o showed a single maximum at 430 nm. The excitation 
spectrum showed two excitation maxima, at 267 nm and 310 nm. The 
fluorescence quantum yield, measured at an excitation wavelength of 310 nm, 
was determined to be 0.004. The fluorescence lifetime was determined to be < 1 

ns. 
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Figure 3.2 Fluorescence excitation (black) and emission (red) spectra of 3.1o in n-

hexane. The UV/vis absorption spectrum is also shown (blue). 

The photochemical switching of dithienylethene 3.1 was also investigated by 1H 

NMR spectroscopy (Figure 3.3). Irradiation of 3.1o at 312 nm resulted in several 
spectral changes. The signals originating from the hydrogens of the two 
thiophene moieties shifted from 7.09 and 6.99 ppm to 6.47 and 6.06 ppm, 
which is attributed to the loss of aromaticity in the thiophenes upon 

photochemical ring closing. Similarly, the signals of the two methyl groups 
attached to the thiophenes shifted from 2.06 and 1.81 ppm to 1.71 and 1.66 
ppm. Finally, the signals from the central cyclopentene shifted from 2.94–2.83 

(2 × CH2) and 2.16–2.08 ppm to 2.55–2.46, 2.34–2.28, and 1.96–1.85 ppm. The 
splitting of the signal at 2.94–2.83 ppm into two separate signals is attributed to 
the loss of rotational freedom around the two thiophene–alkene bonds upon 
photochemical cyclization. Irradiation with visible light reverted the spectrum to 

its original form. 
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Figure 3.3 1H NMR spectra of 3.1o (top) and 3.1PSS312 (bottom), recorded at 400 MHz 

in CD2Cl2. 

Finally, the presence of a thermal barrier for the ring opening process of 3.1 was 
investigated. First, a sample of 3.1o in i-pentane was irradiated at 365 nm until 

the PSS was reached. The sample was then cooled to 120 K and irradiated in the 
visible region using a Xe arc lamp (Newport) equipped with a 480 nm long pass 

filter. The ring opening was monitored by UV/vis spectroscopy at set time 

intervals. In the experiment, it was found that 3.1PSS365 converts to 3.1o fully 
within 4 s. This is in contrast to that found for the symmetric dithienylethene 

4.1PSS365 (see chapter 4), which did not undergo observable ring opening even 
after 60 s of irradiation. This experiment shows that the thermal barrier for the 

photochemical ring opening of 3.1 is significantly lower than that of a 
structurally similar symmetric dithienylethene, as was also found earlier for the 

perfluoro analogue of 3.1. 
 

3.2.3 Discussion of photochemistry and quantum chemical calculations 

Comparing the photochemical behavior of dithienylethene 3.1 with that of its 

perfluoro analogue, it is apparent that the photochemical ring closing of 3.1 is 
somewhat less efficient in that the ring closing quantum yield is lower (0.20, 
against 0.35 for the perfluoro analogue). The efficiency of the ring opening for 
the two dithienylethenes, on the other hand, is comparable – their ring opening 
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quantum yields are similar (0.25 against 0.23) and both molecules ring open 
readily at 120 K. 
 

In order to investigate this difference in efficiency of photocyclization, ground 
state energies and vertical excitation energies of the two dithienylethenes were 
calculated using density functional theory (DFT), the results of which are shown 

in Figure 3.4. From these calculations, it was found that the relative energies of 
the vertically excited S1 states of the two dithienylethenes are similar. For both, 
the energy difference between the S1 state of the open isomer and S1 state of the 
closed isomer is ~40 kJ/mol. Taken together with the minor differences in the 

S0→S1 excitation energies, this suggests that no significant difference in reactivity 

is to be expected (assuming that the substitution pattern on the cyclopentene 
moiety does not affect the location of the conical intersections involved in the 
photochemical reactivity13). However, an important difference between the two 

dithienylethenes is seen for the relative Gibbs energies of the two antiparallel 
(O-AP1 and O-AP2) and the two parallel (O-P1 and O-P2) open form isomers. 
These four isomers interconvert readily, however, only isomer O-AP1 is able to 
undergo photocyclization. For the perfluoro analogue, the relative Gibbs 

energies of these four open form isomers were found to be 0.0 kJ/mol (O-AP1), 
11.9 kJ/mol (O-AP2), 8.6 kJ/mol (O-P1), and 8.2 kJ/mol (O-P2). According to 
Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, this corresponds to a distribution of 92.9 % O-

AP1, 0.8 % O-AP2, 2.9 % O-P1, and 3.5 % O-P2, which signifies that a large 
proportion of the open form is present in the reactive conformation. However, 

for 3.1, the relative Gibbs energies of the four open form isomers were found to 
be 0.0 kJ/mol (O-AP1), 12.5 kJ/mol (O-AP2), 3.3 kJ/mol (O-P1), and ‒0.1 kJ/mol 

(O-P2), which corresponds to a distribution of 42.9 % O-AP1, 0.3 % O-AP2, 
11.4% O-P1, and 45.5 % O-P2 and signifies that a much smaller proportion of 
the open form consists of the reactive O-AP1 isomer. These findings provide a 

rationale for the observed reduced efficiency in photochemical ring closing of 

3.1. 
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Figure 3.4 Relative ground state energies and excitation energies of the conformational 

and constitutional isomers of 3.1 and its perfluoro analogue. C = closed isomer, O-AP = 

open antiparallel isomer, O-P = open parallel isomer. Ground state energies were 
calculated at the DSD-PBEP86-D3BJ/cc-pVTZ//B3LYP-D3/6-311G(2d,2p) level with 

solvation effects calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD(n-hexane) level. Vertical 

excitation energies were calculated at the CAM-B3LYP/6-311+G(2d,2p)/gas-phase level 
using TDDFT. Arrows and dashed lines denote relevant connections between the 

various isomers and states. The relative Gibbs energies of the five ground state isomers 
are given. 

3.3 Conclusions 
A general, convergent synthetic strategy towards substituted symmetric and 
asymmetric perfluoro- and perhydrodithienylethenes is presented in this chapter 

and is employed to synthesize a phenyl-substituted asymmetric 
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dithienylperhydrocyclopentene. Compared to its perfluoro analogue, the 
switching behavior of this dithienylethene is similar though the efficiency of the 
photochemical ring closing process was found to be lower. Quantum chemical 

calculations suggest that this lowered efficiency is the result of parallel and 
antiparallel conformations of the open form lying close in energy. This leads to a 
significant proportion of the open form being in unreactive conformations, thus 

lowering the quantum yield of photocyclization. 
 

3.4 Experimental section 
General experimental 
NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian VXR‐300 or a Varian Unity AS 400, 

operating at 299.97 and 399.93 MHz for 1H NMR, respectively. Chemical shifts 

are denoted in δ‐unit (ppm) relative to CDCl3 (7.26) or CD2Cl2 (5.32) for 1H NMR 

and relative to CDCl3 (77.16) for 13C NMR. The splitting parameters for 1H NMR 
are denoted as follows: s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), q (quartet), dd (double 
doublet), dt (double triplet), m (multiplet), and b (broad). For 13C NMR, peaks 

are assigned as q (primary carbon), t (secondary carbon), d (tertiary carbon), and 
s (quaternary carbon). Infrared spectra were recorded with a PerkinElmer 
Spectrum 400 FT-IR spectrometer equipped with a universal diamond ATR 

sampling pod. Raman spectra were recorded with a PerkinElmer RamanStation 

400F spectrometer at 785 nm. Melting points were determined with a Büchi B‐

545 melting point apparatus. Low resolution mass spectra were obtained with a 
Hewlett-Packard HP 6890 Series GC system in combination with a HP 5973 mass 
spectrometer. High resolution mass spectra were obtained using a Orbitrap XL 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) HR/MS with an APPI (Kr lamp) or APCI ionization 
source. UV-vis spectra were recorded at room temperature using a JASCO V-630 
spectrophotometer with 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvettes. Fluorescence 

excitation and emission spectra were recorded at room temperature using a 
JASCO FP-6200 spectrofluorometer with 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvettes. UV 
irradiation experiments were performed with a Spectroline ENB-280C/FE UV 
lamp (range at ‘365 nm’: 320–380 nm with a maximum at 365 nm; range at ‘312 

nm’: 285–370 nm with a maximum at 312 nm). Irradiation experiments with 
visible light were performed with a Thorlabs OSL1-EC fiber illuminator together 
with a 420 nm long pass filter. All reactions were carried out under a nitrogen 

atmosphere with the exception of lithium-halogen exchange reactions and 
Suzuki−Miyaura cross-coupling reactions, which were carried out under an argon 
atmosphere. Column chromatography was performed on SiO2 (SiliCycle 

SiliaFlash, 230‐400 mesh) using methodology described by Still and coworkers.14 
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All reagents were of commercial grade and were used as received. Solvents for 
spectroscopic measurements were UVASOL (Merck) grade. 
 

Determination of the ratio of open to closed forms at PSS 
A 2 × 10–5 M solution of dithienylethene in ethanol in a quartz cuvette was 
irradiated at 312 nm. When the PSS was reached (as confirmed by UV/vis 
absorption spectroscopy), the sample was concentrated in vacuo, redissolved in a 

99:1 mixture of heptane and isopropanol, and submitted for HPLC analysis. 

Separation of 3.1o and 3.1c was achieved with Chiralcel OD-H (flow rate: 0.5 mL 
min–1) and Chiralpak AD (flow rate: 1.0 mL min–1) columns using a 99:1 mixture 
of heptane/isopropanol as the mobile phase. Retention times on OD-H column: 

tR = 6.0 min (3.1o and 3.1c enantiomer 1), tR = 7.5 min (3.1c enantiomer 2). 

Retention times on AD column: tR = 10.7 min (3.1c enantiomer 1), tR = 13.1 min 

(3.1o), tR = 14.1 min (3.1c enantiomer 2). 

  

Determination of photochemical switching quantum yields 
Quantum yields were determined using a JASCO FP-6200 spectrofluorometer (5 
nm bandwidth) as the irradiation source. An aqueous solution of potassium 

ferrioxalate was used as actinometer.15 A 6.0 mM solution of the actinometer was 
used at 365 nm and a 0.30 M solution at 436 nm. The absorption spectra of 
irradiated samples were recorded with an Analytik Jena Specord S 600 UV/vis 
absorption spectrophotometer. 

 

Determination of the fluorescence quantum yield 
Fluorescence quantum yields were determined for a sample of 3.1o in n-hexane 

using an excitation wavelength of 310 nm. Anthracene in ethanol was used as a 

reference (Ф = 0.27).15 

 

Quantum chemical calculations 
Ground state geometries were optimized with DFT using the B3LYP hybrid 
functional16 (with VWN 1 RPA correlation16c) in combination with the DFT-D3 
dispersion correction scheme17 and a 6-311G(2d,2p) basis set18. Thermochemical 

corrections to the ground state SCF energies were calculated at the same level 

with T = 298.15 K and p = 1 atm. Ground state SCF energies were calculated with 

DFT using the DSD-PBEP86 functional19 in combination with the DFT-D3BJ 
dispersion correction scheme17,20 and a cc-pVTZ basis set.21 The Gibbs energy of 
solvation was calculated with the SMD model22 (solvent: n-hexane) by 

calculating the molecular geometry, SCF energy, and thermochemical correction 
to the energy, both in the gas phase and in solution, after which the difference 
of the resulting energies was taken. For these calculations, the B3LYP functional 
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and the 6-31G(d) basis set23 were used as recommended by Marenich, Cramer, 
and Truhlar.22 Vertical excitation energies were calculated using linear response 
TDDFT with the CAM-B3LYP functional24 and a 6-311+G(2d,2p) basis set.18 The 

TDDFT and B3LYP/6-31G(d) calculations were performed with Gaussian 09 rev. 
C.01.25 All other calculations were performed with Firefly 8.0.0 RC,26 which is 
based partially on GAMESS (US) source code.27 

 

 
 

3,5-Dibromo-2-methylthiophene (3.2).10 Br2 (18.1 g, 113 mmol, 5.8 mL) was 
slowly added to a stirred solution of 2-methylthiophene (5.00 g, 50.9 mmol) in 
acetic acid (120 mL). The resulting mixture was stirred for 20 h, after which 

diethylether (300 mL) was added. The mixture was repeatedly washed with 
saturated aqueous Na2CO3 (200 mL each time) until neutralized. The combined 
aqueous layers were extracted with diethyl ether (200 mL), after which the 
combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. 

Column chromatography (SiO2, pentane, Rf = 0.75) afforded thiophene 3.2 as a 

colorless liquid (8.87 g, 68 %); 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.86 (s, 1H), 2.34 (s, 

3H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 136.0 (s), 132.0 (d), 108.8 (s), 108.6 (s), 14.9 

(q); IR (neat) νmax 3097, 2919, 1533, 1449, 1378, 1304, 1143, 1022, 950, 814, 783, 

691, 625, 586 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3098, 2919, 1450, 1379, 1305, 1160, 1144, 

784, 692, 368, 356, 254, 202, 169, 130, 86 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 258 (M+, 45), 256 

(M+, 80), 254 (M+, 43), 177 (93), 175 (100), 96 (56); HRMS (EI): calcd for 
C5H4Br2S: 253.8395, found: 253.8394. 

 

 
 

3-Bromo-2-methyl-5-phenylthiophene (3.3). A stirred solution of 3,5-dibromo-

2-methylthiophene (3.2, 2.00 g, 7.81 mmol) in THF (80 mL) was cooled to –80 
°C. n-BuLi (1.6 M solution in hexane, 8.60 mmol, 5.4 mL) was added dropwise, 

after which stirring was continued for 30 min. Tributyl borate (1.98 g, 8.60 
mmol, 2.3 mL) was added dropwise and stirring was continued for 30 min, after 

which the reaction mixture was allowed warm to rt slowly. At rt, the mixture 
was stirred for 1 h. Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a stirred mixture of 
iodobenzene (4.78 g, 23.4 mmol, 2.6 mL), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)-

palladium(0) (271 mg, 0.234 mmol), ethylene glycol (0.6 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 
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(2 M, 20 mL), and THF (24 mL) was heated to 70 °C. The crude boronic ester was 
added and the resulting mixture was heated at 80 °C for 16 h. The mixture was 
diluted with diethylether (200 mL) and washed with water (2 × 150 mL). The 

combined aqueous layers were extracted with diethylether (200 mL), after which 
the combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. 

Column chromatography (SiO2, heptane, Rf = 0.45) provided thiophene 3.3 as a 

white solid (1.75 g, 88 %); mp 73.9–74.0 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.51 

(d, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 7.37 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 7.28 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 7.11 (s, 1H), 

2.42 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 141.1 (s), 133.6 (s), 133.4 (s), 128.9 

(d), 127.7 (d), 125.5 (d), 125.2 (d), 109.9 (s), 14.8 (q); IR (neat) νmax 3064, 3023, 

2919, 1600, 1539, 1498, 1468, 1444, 1327, 1299, 1072, 1032, 1007, 947, 827, 

791, 753, 686 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3063, 2919, 1600, 1539, 1500, 1470, 1443, 

1226, 1189, 1166, 1155, 1033, 998, 710, 245, 196, 173 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 254 

(M+, 100), 252 (M+, 99), 173 (65); HRMS (APPI): calcd for C11H10BrS ([M + H]+): 
252.9681, found: 252.9678. 

 

 
 

2-Chloro-5-iodo-3-methylthiophene (3.4). 2-Chloro-3-methylthiophene (1.00 
g, 7.54 mmol) was dissolved in dichloromethane (20 mL) and the resulting 
solution was cooled to 0 °C. Iodine (1.06 g, 4.18 mmol) and 
(diacetoxyiodo)benzene (1.47 g, 4.55 mmol) were added successively, after 

which the mixture was shielded from light and stirred for 4 h at rt. diethylether 
(100 mL) was added and the mixture was washed with 10 % aqueous Na2S2O3 (2 
× 50 mL). The combined aqueous layers were extracted with diethylether (50 

mL), after which the combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and 
concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography (SiO2, cyclohexane, Rf = 0.8) 

provided thiophene 3.4 as a light yellow liquid (1.60 g, 82 %); 1H NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 6.96 (s, 1H), 2.15 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 138.6 (d), 

136.4 (s), 128.1 (s), 68.3 (s), 13.4 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2920, 1550, 1441, 1408, 1379, 

1337, 1188, 1069, 1042, 1002, 961, 901, 824, 732, 685, 584, 574 cm–1; Raman 

(neat) νmax 3067, 2920, 1443, 1408, 1379, 1337, 1189, 685, 574, 491, 344, 267, 

241, 211, 137, 87 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 260 (M+, 36), 258 (M+, 100), 223 (33), 133 

(7), 131 (21). 
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2-Chloro-3-methyl-5-phenylthiophene (3.5). A stirred solution of 
bromobenzene (1.74 g, 11.1 mmol) in THF (110 mL) was cooled to –80 °C. n-

BuLi (1.6 M solution in hexane, 12.2 mmol, 7.6 mL) was added dropwise, after 
which stirring was continued for 30 min. Tributyl borate (2.80 g, 12.2 mmol, 3.3 

mL) was added dropwise and stirring was continued for 30 min, after which the 
reaction mixture was allowed warm to rt slowly. At rt, the mixture was stirred for 
1 h. Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a stirred mixture of 2-chloro-5-iodo-3-

methylthiophene (3.4, 3.00 g, 11.6 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)-
palladium(0) (383 mg, 0.332 mmol), ethylene glycol (0.75 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 
(2 M, 27 mL), and THF (33 mL) was heated to 70 °C. The crude boronic ester was 
added and the resulting mixture was heated at reflux for 16 h. The mixture was 

diluted with diethylether (150 mL) and washed with water (2 × 150 mL). The 
combined aqueous layers were extracted with diethylether (100 mL), after which 
the combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. 

Column chromatography (SiO2, heptane, Rf = 0.6) provided thiophene 3.5 as a 

white solid (1.35 g, 58 %); mp 76.7–76.9 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.49 
(d, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 7.36 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 7.28 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 1H), 6.99 (s, 1H), 

2.20 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.4 (s), 135.4 (s), 133.9 (s), 129.1 

(d), 127.8 (d), 125.4 (d), 124.7 (d), 124.2 (s), 13.8 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2921, 1598, 

1560, 1495, 1455, 1378, 1355, 1334, 1204, 1097, 1074, 1047, 1030, 971, 902, 

827, 752, 713, 685 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3063, 2923, 1598, 1561, 1497, 1456, 

1432, 1355, 1231, 1205, 1160, 1032, 999, 715, 576, 498, 282, 219 cm–1; m/z (EI, 

%): 210 (M+, 36), 208 (M+, 100), 173 (50); HRMS (APPI): calcd for C11H10ClS ([M + 

H]+): 209.0186, found: 209.0183. Anal. Calcd for C11H9ClS: C, 63.30; H, 4.35. 
Found: C, 63.41; H, 4.31. 
 

 
 

1,2-Dibromocyclopentene (3.6).12 Cyclopentanone (20.2 g, 0.240 mmol, 21.2 
mL) was added slowly to a stirred solution of phosphorus pentachloride (55.0 g, 
0.264 mol) in toluene (120 mL) over a period of 30 min. The mixture was cooled 
to –20 °C after which bromine (31.3 g, 0.196 mol, 10.0 mL) was added slowly 

over a period of 30 min. Volatiles were removed by concentration in vacuo. The 

residue was dissolved in hexane (40 mL) and cooled to –25 °C. A solution of 
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potassium tert-butoxide (27.8 g, 0.248 mol) in THF (120 mL) was added slowly 

over a period of 30 min after which the mixture was allowed to warm to rt. 
Celite (16 g), water (120 mL), and hexane (80 mL) were added and the resulting 

suspension was filtered over a plug of Celite. The layers were separated, and the 
organic layer dried over MgSO4 and concentrated in vacuo. Purification by 

vacuum distillation (65 °C at 1.2 mmHg) provided olefin 3.6 as a colorless liquid 
(19.1 g, 35%) which was of suitable purity for further reactions. Analytically pure 

3.6 was obtained by preparative TLC (SiO2, heptane); 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) 

δ 2.63 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 4H), 2.12–2.01 (m, 2H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 121.8 

(s), 39.0 (t), 22.4 (t); IR (neat) νmax 2924, 2853, 1724, 1622, 1442, 1309, 1200, 
1106, 1059, 840 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 228 (M+, 24), 226 (M+, 48), 224 (M+, 26), 147 

(49), 145 (55), 65 (100). 
 

 
 

3-(2-Bromocyclopent-1-enyl)-2-methyl-5-phenylthiophene (3.7). A stirred 

solution of 3-bromo-2-methyl-5-phenylthiophene (3.3, 1.75 g, 6.91 mmol) in 
THF (70 mL) was cooled to –80 °C. n-BuLi (1.6 M solution in hexane, 7.60 mmol, 

4.8 mL) was added dropwise, after which stirring was continued for 30 min. 
Tributyl borate (1.75 g, 7.60 mmol, 2.1 mL) was added dropwise and stirring was 

continued for 30 min, after which the reaction mixture was allowed to warm to 
rt slowly. At rt, the mixture was stirred for 1 h. Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a 

stirred mixture of 1,2-dibromocyclopentene (3.6, 6.23 g, 27.7 mmol), 
tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (240 mg, 0.207 mmol), ethylene 

glycol (0.7 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 25 mL), and THF (38 mL) was heated to 
70 °C. The crude boronic ester was added and the resulting mixture was heated 
at 80 °C for 16 h. The mixture was diluted with diethylether (10 mL) and washed 

with water (2 × 10 mL). The combined aqueous layers were extracted with 
diethylether (10 mL), after which the combined organic layers were dried over 
Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography (SiO2, heptane, Rf = 

0.5) provided thiophene 3.7 as a colorless liquid (1.34 g, 61 %); 1H NMR (300 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.55 (d, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.35 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 2H), 7.24 (t, J = 7.2 Hz, 

1H), 7.13 (s, 1H), 2.86–2.78 (m, 2H), 2.69–2.62 (m, 2H), 2.43 (s, 3H), 2.14–2.03 

(m, 2H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.1 (s), 136.7 (s), 135.6 (s), 134.6 (s), 
134.5 (s), 128.9 (d), 127.2 (d), 125.6 (d), 123.7 (d), 118.9 (s), 41.1 (t), 37.0 (t), 

22.6 (t), 15.1 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2916, 2849, 1597, 1498, 1442, 1308, 1223, 1154, 

1073, 1030, 947, 894, 838, 754, 708, 689 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3058, 2917, 
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2850, 1644, 1598, 1552, 1500, 1468, 1443, 1377, 1241, 1185, 1157, 1033, 1001, 
765, 709, 378 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 320 (M+, 100), 318 (M+, 97), 239 (22). It was 

found that 3.7 decomposed with time. Therefore, 3.7 was used in the next reaction step 

within 24 h of preparation. 
 

 
 

2-Methyl-3-(2-(3-methyl-5-phenylthiophen-2-yl)cyclopent-1-enyl)-5-
phenylthiophene (3.1). 2-Chloro-3-methyl-5-phenylthiophene (3.5, 876 mg, 
4.20 mmol) was dissolved in THF (45 mL). n-BuLi (1.6 M solution in hexane, 

4.62 mmol, 2.9 mL) was added dropwise, after which stirring was continued for 
45 min. Tributyl borate (1.06 mg, 4.62 mmol, 1.2 mL) was added dropwise and 

stirring was continued for 45 min. Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a stirred 

mixture of 3-(2-bromocyclopent-1-enyl)-2-methyl-5-phenylthiophene (3.7, 1.34 
mg, 4.20 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (146 mg, 0.126 
mmol), ethylene glycol (0.45 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 18 mL), and THF (26 

mL) was heated to 70 °C. The crude boronic ester was added and the resulting 
mixture was heated at reflux for 16 h. The mixture was diluted with pentane 
(100 mL) and washed with water (2 × 100 mL). The combined aqueous layers 

were extracted with pentane (100 mL), after which the combined organic layers 
were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography 

(SiO2, heptane/ethyl acetate 200:1, Rf = 0.4) provided dithienylethene 3.1 as a 

colorless oil (1.13 g, 65 %); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.54–7.49 (m, 4H), 7.33 

(t, J = 7.8 Hz, 4H), 7.22 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.06 (s, 1H), 6.96 (s, 1H), 2.93–2.84 

(m, 4H), 2.14–2.06 (m, 2H), 2.06 (s, 3H), 1.79 (s, 3H); 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

CD2Cl2) δ 7.54–7.49 (m, 4H), 7.33 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 4H), 7.22 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 2H), 7.09 

(s, 1H), 6.99 (s, 1H), 2.94–2.83 (m, 4H), 2.16–2.08 (m, 2H), 2.06 (s, 3H), 1.81 (s, 

3H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 141.7 (s), 139.9 (s), 136.7 (s), 135.8 (s), 135.4 
(s), 135.3 (s), 135.0 (s), 134.7 (s), 134.6 (s), 132.4 (s), 128.88 (d, 4C), 127.2 (d), 

127.1 (d), 126.4 (d), 125.4 (d, 4C), 124.2 (d), 39.8 (t), 39.1 (t), 23.0 (t), 15.3 (q), 

14.5 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2914, 1597, 1498, 1436, 1314, 1199, 1155, 1072, 1030, 

903, 836, 752, 687 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3060, 2914, 1623, 1598, 1550, 1499, 
1462, 1438, 1234, 1199, 1000 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): calcd for C27H24S2: 413.1392, 

found: 413.1384. 
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Dithienylethene 3.1c. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 7.55–7.48 (m, 4H), 7.41–

7.29 (m, 6H), 6.47 (s, 1H), 6.06 (s, 1H), 2.55–2.46 (m, 2H), 2.34–2.28 (m, 2H), 

1.96–1.85 (m, 2H), 1.71 (s, 3H), 1.66 (s, 3H); Raman (neat) νmax 1572, 1535, 1305, 

1261, 1000 cm–1. 
 

3.5 Full IR, Raman, and NOESY spectra 
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Chapter 4 
 

The effect of immobilization on 

gold on the temperature 

dependence of photochromic 

switching of dithienylethenes  
 
 
In this chapter, the properties and switching characteristics of one symmetric and two 
asymmetric dithienylethene photochromic switches immobilized on gold are reported. 
Self-assembled monolayers of the three dithienylethenes were formed on roughened gold 

bead substrates and were studied by surface enhanced Raman spectroscopy. These data 
are compared to SERS spectra obtained by aggregation of colloidal gold, solid state 

Raman spectra, and Raman spectra calculated using density functional theory. 
Asymmetric dithienylethenes were earlier found to display a thermal barrier to 
photochemical ring opening in solution that is lower than that displayed by symmetric 

dithienylethenes (see chapter 3). In this chapter, it will be shown that when 
immobilized on a gold surface, the asymmetric dithienylethenes in fact display a higher 
thermal barrier than that of their symmetric counterparts. In addition, it will be shown 

that photochemical ring closing of asymmetric dithienylethenes is inhibited when 
immobilized on gold.* 

 
 
 
 

 
* This chapter has been published as: Pijper, T. C.; Kudernac, T.; Browne, W. R.; 
Feringa, B. L. J. Phys. Chem. C 2013, 117, 17623−17632. 
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4.1 Introduction 
Over the past decades, photochromic molecular switches1 have received 
considerable attention due to their potential in applications as diverse as organic 
electronic devices,2 optical data storage,3 and switchable fluorescent markers in 
biology.4 Several classes of photochromic switches have been reported, where 

each class has its own distinct properties and is appropriate to certain 
applications.1 Examples of prominent classes of photochromic switches include 
spiropyrans,5 fulgides,6 azobenzenes,7 hemithioindigos,8 overcrowded alkenes,9 

and diarylethenes.10 Studies on these switches generally focus on their behavior 
in solution, however, many of the potential applications for photochromic 
switches require that the switch is immobilized at an interface, and hence it is 

important to understand how immobilization affects their switching behavior. 
 
In this chapter, the properties and switching characteristics of self-assembled 

monolayers (SAMs) of dithienylethenes on gold, investigated by surface 
enhanced Raman spectroscopy (SERS), are reported. Dithienylethenes1,10 are a 
class of diarylethenes that consists of two thiophene units attached to a central 

olefin (Scheme 4.1a). They can undergo an electrocyclic ring closure upon 
irradiation with UV light in which the π system rearranges to form a bond 
directly between the two thiophene moieties. The product of this cyclization, 
the closed form isomer, absorbs light in the visible region. Irradiation with 

visible light causes the electrocyclic reaction to be reversed, whereby the 
molecule changes back to its initial open form isomer. The large difference in 
the UV/vis absorption spectra of the open and closed form and the differences in 

the quantum yield for each process makes it possible to address each form 
individually. In addition, both forms are thermally stable and the switching 
action can, in some instances, be triggered electrochemically also.11 

 
With respect to photochemically induced switching, it has been shown for some 
systems that the ring opening process has a thermal barrier, causing the rate of 

ring opening to be decreased significantly when operating in a temperature 
range of 100–200 K.12 This complicates switching experiments performed at low 
temperatures, such as experiments using low temperature mechanically 
controlled break junctions (MCBJs)13 and low temperature ultra-high vacuum 

scanning tunneling microscopy (UHV-STM).14 Earlier, it was found that the 
thermal barrier can be lowered by the introduction of asymmetry in the π 
system by altering the connectivity of one of the thiophene moieties.15 These 

modified dithienylethene switches were studied in solution. However, the 
introduction of anchoring units as well as immobilization on a surface could 
have a significant effect on their photochemical properties. Empirical data 
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relating switching behavior in solution to that in the solid state as SAMs on 
surfaces would provide more insight into the effect of immobilization on 
diarylethene switching.10 

 

 

Scheme 4.1 a) Photochemical switching of a simplified dithienylethene. b) Structures 

of the three dithienylethenes that were investigated. The ‘o’ subscript denotes an open 
form structure. 

Herein, we report the study of three dithienylethenes (Scheme 4.1b), each 

carrying a thioacetate functionality16,17 that allows for spontaneous absorption 
upon contact with a gold surface without need for prior deprotection by an 

exogenous base.16 Dithienylethene 4.1 is ‘symmetric’18 (the two thiophene units 
are oriented in the same way) and has been investigated previously on gold 

nanoparticles by UV/vis spectroscopy,19 on smooth gold bead electrodes by 
electrochemistry,20 and on atomically flat gold by STM at room temperature.21,22 

In addition, 4.1 has been studied in the solution phase by UV/vis spectroscopy 
where the rate of photochemical ring opening was found to be temperature-

dependent.12 Dithienylethenes 4.2 and 4.3 have an ‘asymmetric’ design where 
the two thiophene units are connected at different positions with respect to each 

other. This change in design compared to 4.1 has been shown to be effective in 
lowering the thermal barrier to the ring opening process in solution for a non-
functionalized system.15 Herein, we demonstrate that the switching properties of 

4.2 and 4.3 when immobilized on gold are different from those observed in 

solution. Specifically, immobilization of 4.2 and 4.3 on gold results in 
quenching of the excited state of the closed form isomer and inhibits 

photochemical ring opening, an effect that was not observed for 4.1 on gold. In 

addition, we show that, for 4.2 and 4.3, immobilization on gold influences the 
thermal barrier to photochemical ring opening. 
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4.2 Results and discussion 
4.2.1 Synthesis of dithienylethenes 4.2 and 4.3 
The synthesis of the perfluorodithienylethene 4.2 is described in Scheme 4.2. 

Thioether 4.4 was synthesized by reaction of 3-bromoiodobenzene with 2-
methyl-2-propanethiol in the presence of sodium tert-butoxide and 

tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0). Subsequent lithiation and boration of 

thioether 4.4, followed by coupling to thiophene 3.4 (see chapter 3), provided 

thiophene 4.5 in 69 % yield. The coupling of thiophenes 3.3 (see chapter 3) and 

4.5 to octafluorocyclopentene was achieved in moderate to good yields: the 

addition of 3.3 provided compound 4.6 in 71 % yield whereas the subsequent 

coupling of 4.5 provided dithienylethene 4.7 in a somewhat lower yield (49 %). 

Finally, the thioether group of 4.7 was converted into a thioacetate group by 
treatment with BBr3 and acetyl chloride, providing the target dithienylethene 

4.2 in 71 % yield. 
 

 

Scheme 4.2 Synthesis of dithienylethene 4.2. 

The synthesis of dithienylethene 4.3 is described in Scheme 4.3. Coupling of 

thiophene 4.5 and olefin 3.7 (see chapter 3) provided dithienylethene 4.8, 

although it was found that, after column chromatography, 4.8 still contained a 
small amount of unidentified impurities that could not be removed by repeating 
column chromatography or by recrystallization. It was therefore decided to 

convert the slightly impure dithienylethene 4.8 into the acetate protected 

dithienylethene 4.3, which was obtained and purified without further 
complications. 
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Scheme 4.3 Synthesis of dithienylethene 4.3. 

4.2.2 Photochemical switching of 4.2 and 4.3 in solution 
The switching behavior of dithienylethenes 4.2 and 4.3 in solution was studied 
by UV/vis absorption (Figure 4.1) and 1H NMR spectroscopy (Figure 4.2) and 

their photochemical and spectroscopic properties are detailed in Table 4.1. 

Irradiation of the open form of 4.2 (4.2o) at 365 nm caused the appearance of a 
broad absorption with a maximum at 503 nm, which is characteristic of the 

formation of the closed form (4.2c). Irradiation with visible light (> 420 nm) 

reversed these changes (Figure 4.1a). Similarly, irradiation of 4.2o at 365 nm in 
CD2Cl2 resulted in a large change to the 1H NMR spectrum that was reversed by 

irradiation with visible light (Figure 4.2a). The most apparent shifts where those 
of the signals of the hydrogens of the two thiophene moieties (from 7.31 and 
7.15 ppm to 6.73 and 6.15 ppm, respectively) and of the two central methyl 

groups attached to the thiophene moieties (from 2.03 and 1.80 ppm to 1.87 and 
1.81 ppm, respectively). The ratio of open/closed form at the photostationary 
state at 365 nm (PSS365nm) was determined by HPLC and found to be 9:91. The 

quantum yields for the ring closing and ring opening processes (Фc and Фo) were 
determined to be 0.65 (measured at 365 nm) and 0.07 (436 nm), respectively. 

These values were expected since the equilibrium at PSS365nm favors the closed 

form. Interestingly, for the analogue of 4.2 which did not bear the thioacetate 

substituent, the difference between Фc and Фo was earlier found to be smaller (Фc 

= 0.37 (366 nm) and Фo = 0.23 (440 nm)),15 which suggests that the 

photochemistry is influenced significantly by the thioacetate substituent. The 
nature of this influence is currently not understood. 
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Table 4.1 Photochemical and spectroscopic properties of dithienylethenes 4.2 and 4.3. 

DTE abs. λmax [nm]  

(ε [103 L mol–1 cm–1]) 

open/closed 
ratio at PSS 

Фc Фo 

4.2 open: 342 (13.2)
  298 (17.5) 
  267 (19.0) 

closeda:  503 (8.47) 
  293 (10.1) 

9:91 
(365 nm) 

0.65
(365 nm) 

0.07 
(436 nm) 

4.3 open: 312 (23.7)

closeda:  459 (11.0) 
  245 (31.2) 

59:41 

(365 nm) 
39:61  

(312 nm) 

0.16

(365 nm) 

0.43 

(436 nm) 

a Obtained by a scaled subtraction of the absorption spectrum of the open form from the
absorption spectrum of the PSS mixture. 

 

 

Figure 4.1 UV/vis absorption spectra of a) 4.2o (solid) and 4.2PSS365 (dashed) in n-

hexane; b) 4.3o (solid), 4.3PSS365 (dashed), and 4.3PSS312 (dotted), in n-hexane. 
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Figure 4.2 1H NMR spectra of a) 4.2o and 4.2PSS365 and b) 4.3o and 4.3PSS312, recorded 

at 400 MHz in CD2Cl2. 

UV/vis absorption and 1H NMR spectroscopy of 4.3 showed changes similar to 

those of 4.2 upon irradiation. The UV/vis absorption spectrum of 4.3o showed 
the appearance of a broad absorption at 459 nm upon irradiation at 365 nm; a 
change reversed upon irradiation with visible light (Figure 4.1b). 1H NMR 

spectroscopy showed that the signals mentioned above shift from 7.09 and 7.02 
ppm to 6.47 and 6.10 ppm (thiophene moieties) and from 2.06 and 1.81 ppm to 
1.72 and 1.67 ppm (central methyl groups), respectively (Figure 4.2b). The ratio 

of open/closed for 4.3 at PSS365nm was, however, determined to be only 59:41, 

which is lower than that of 4.2. Irradiation at 312 nm caused the ratio at PSS to 

shift to 39:61.a The quantum yields Фc and Фo were found to be 0.16 and 0.43, 

respectively, which is in good agreement with the open/closed ratio obtained at 
PSS. 
 

Finally, the presence of a thermal barrier for the ring opening of 

dithienylethenes 4.2 and 4.3 in solution was investigated. A ~10–5 M solution of 

                                                         
 
a The observed difference between the open/closed ratios at PSS365nm and PSS312nm is due to 

differences in the absorption of 3.3o and 3.3c at each wavelength. 
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the dithienylethene in iso-pentane (irradiated to PSS at 365 nm) was cooled to 

120 K and irradiated using a Xe arc lamp (Newport) equipped with a 480 nm 
longpass filter. UV/vis absorption spectroscopy was used to follow the ring 

opening process. It was found that the solutions of 4.2 and 4.3 underwent ring 
opening fully within 4 s of irradiation and hence these systems show essentially 
no thermal barrier to ring opening. In contrast, the UV/vis absorption spectrum 

of a sample of dithienylethene 4.1PSS365, under these conditions, did not show 
any noticeable changes even after 60 s of irradiation. This indicates that the 

thermal barrier for the ring opening of 4.2 and 4.3 is significantly lower than 

that for the ring opening of 4.1. 
 

4.2.3 Raman spectroscopy of samples in the solid state. 
For the three dithienylethenes investigated, Raman spectra were recorded (Figure 

4.3, red spectra) for neat solid samples of both the open form and the mixture at 
PSS365nm (generated in solution). Spectra of the closed form isomers were then 
obtained by a scaled subtraction of the open form spectra from the spectra 
obtained at the PSS. The differences between the closed form spectra and PSS 

spectra were found to be minor, even for dithienylethene 4.3 which, at the PSS, 
contains a large fraction of the open form isomer. This is due to the Raman 
scattering cross section of the closed form isomer being much greater than that 
of the open form isomer,23 and hence the spectral features of the open form 

isomer are difficult to discern. Furthermore, it was found that under continuous 
exposure to a focused laser (at 785 nm) of the samples containing the closed 
forms, ring opening occurred.24,25 Comparing the Raman spectra of the open and 

closed forms, several important spectral changes are noted. Raman spectra of the 
open form isomers of the three dithienylethenes studied were characterized by 
several strong signals in the region 1400–1600 cm–1, though with a narrow 

region devoid of strong signals around 1500 cm–1 (Figure 4.3). Spectra of the 
closed form isomers on the other hand show characteristics opposite to this: 
only one or two strong signals around 1500 cm–1. The region 1400–1000 cm–1 

also show many differences between the open and closed form isomers, such as 
a strong signal around 1000 cm–1 that was more pronounced in spectra of the 
open form than in spectra of the closed form. These characteristics were also 

observed by us and others in the Raman scattering of neat samples of various 
dithienylethenes.24,25 
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Figure 4.3 Experimentally obtained Raman spectra (red) and calculated spectra (blue) 

for dithienylethenes a) 4.1, b) 4.2, and c) 4.3. The top graphs show the open form 

spectra, the bottom graphs show the closed form spectra. Experimental closed form 
spectra were obtained by a scaled subtraction of the open form spectra from the PSS 

spectra. 

4.2.4 Simulation of Raman spectra with DFT 
In order to confirm that the obtained Raman and SERS spectra originate from 
the open and closed ring isomers, as well as to assign the observed spectral 

features to specific vibrational modes, Raman spectra of the three 
dithienylethenes were calculated using density functional theory (DFT). It was 
found that spectra calculated with the B3LYP functional26 (using VWN formula 1 

RPA correlation26c) and the cc-pVTZ basis set27 resembled the experimentally 
obtained spectra well (Figure 4.3, blue spectra). In order to correct for the general 
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overestimation of the calculated wavenumbers28 a scaling factor of 0.975 was 
used, which was found to give a better match between the calculated and 
experimental spectra than with the factor of 0.965 that is suggested by the 

Computational Chemistry Comparison and Benchmark Database.29 It was found 
that augmentation of the basis set with diffuse functions (which are often 
important for the accurate calculation of polarizabilities30,31) did not result in 

significant changes in the calculated spectra. 
 
Comparison of the calculated spectra (Figure 4.3, blue spectra) with the acquired 
Raman spectra (Figure 4.3, red spectra) shows that the bands in the region 1400–

1600 cm–1 in the spectrum of dithienylethenes 4.1o, 4.2o, and 4.3o originate from 
aromatic C=C stretching vibrations confined to only one half of the molecule as 
well as from a C=C stretching vibration of the central cyclopentene moiety 
(Figure 4.4b−d). For the closed form isomers, the strong signal observed around 

1500 cm–1 originates from an aromatic C=C stretching vibration of the 
molecule’s conjugated polyene system (Figure 4.4a). This observation is in 
agreement with data reported earlier for related systems.24 The calculations 

support the observation that the closed form isomers show increased Raman 
scattering cross sections compared to the open form isomers. 
 

 

Figure 4.4 a) Strongly Raman active mode (1504 cm–1) in the calculated Raman 

spectrum of 4.1c. b−d) Three examples of strongly Raman active modes in the region 

1400–1600 cm–1 in the calculated Raman spectrum of 4.1o. Vectors (orange) indicate 

the displacement of atoms participating in a vibration. 
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4.2.5 SERS spectroscopy in solution 
SERS spectra of each thioacetate substituted dithienylethene switch were 
obtained by mixing a solution of the switch in CH3CN with an aqueous 
suspension of colloidal gold, followed by aggregation by adding aqueous NaCl 

and measuring the resulting sample by Raman spectroscopy at 785 nm (Figure 
4.5a−c). It was found that the SERS spectra obtained matched the non-resonant 
Raman spectra of the solid samples to a large extent – in fact, most spectral 

features were of the same relative intensity. Features in the SERS spectra were, 
however, broadened compared to those present in the non-resonant Raman 
spectra, which suggests a greater variation in the chemical environment in 

which the dithienylethene molecules reside. 
 

 

Figure 4.5 Raman and SERS spectra of a) dithienylethene 4.1, b) dithienylethene 4.2, 

and c) dithienylethene 4.3 (c). From top to bottom: Raman spectrum of the open form, 

SERS spectrum of the open form (colloidal gold), Raman spectrum of the closed form, 
SERS spectrum of the closed form (colloidal gold). Closed form spectra were obtained by 
a scaled subtraction of the open form spectra from the PSS spectra. 
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4.2.6 SERS spectroscopy on roughened gold beads 
The photochemical switching of monolayers of dithienylethenes 4.1, 4.2, and 

4.3 on gold was studied by their deposition on roughened gold beads, followed 
by monitoring by SERS spectroscopy (Figure 4.6a−c, respectively). It was found 
that SERS spectra of the open isomer matched the SERS spectra obtained using 
colloidal gold. The SERS spectra of the dithienylethenes at the PSS365nm with gold 

beads, however, did not match the SERS spectra obtained in solution, but, 
instead, resembled the spectra of the open form isomers. This was found to be 
due to the Raman excitation laser (785 nm) inducing rapid ring opening of the 

closed form. By reducing the laser power as well as decreasing the acquisition 
time, the spectra of the ring closed isomer could be obtained, though these 
spectra still showed a large contribution from the ring open isomer. Laser 

induced ring opening was also observed during acquisition of Raman spectra of 
neat samples of the dithienylethenes. One rationale for this observation is that 
the broadness of the lowest absorption band of the closed form, combined with 

the high power densities used during the experiments (which were determined 
to be 2.9 × 103 W cm–2 and higher), would result in significantly absorption in 
the NIR region. Furthermore, it has been shown that the lowest absorption band 

of the closed form of dithienylethenes shifted bathochromically19 when 
immobilized on gold through a thiol linker. An additional consideration with 
regard to ring opening is two-photon excitation, which was observed for SAMs 
of spiropyrans under the same conditions, recently.32 Thermally induced ring 

opening can however be excluded both due to the thermal stability of the 
dithienylethenes10a and the absence of thermal reversion in spiropyrans under 
the same conditions.32  
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Figure 4.6 Experimentally obtained SERS spectra of dithienylethenes on roughened gold 

beads. a) 4.1o (top), 4.1o after irradiation at 365 nm (middle), and 4.1o after 

irradiation at 365 nm, then with visible light (bottom). b) 4.2o (top), 4.2PSS365 (middle), 

4.2PSS365 after irradiation with visible light. c) 4.3o (top), 4.3PSS365 (middle), 4.3PSS365 

after irradiation with visible light. 

In agreement with data for the symmetric dithienylethene 4.1 (as observed by 

UV/vis absorption spectroscopy for 4.1 on gold nanoparticles,19 by cyclic 

voltammetry for 4.1 on gold bead electrodes,20 and by STM for 4.1 on 

Au(111)21,22), it was found that the photochemically induced switching of 4.1 on 

gold was possible in both directions. 4.1o deposited on gold beads could be ring 
closed by irradiation at 365 nm and the resulting ring closed species was 
observed by SERS. Subsequent ring opening was achieved by irradiation with 

visible light, or by prolonged exposure to the 785 nm laser used to acquire the 

Raman spectra. However, for the two asymmetric dithienylethenes, 4.2 and 4.3, 
it was found that photochemical cyclization was inhibited as irradiation at 365 
nm, 312 nm, or 254 nm did not result in the desired ring closing. Ring opening 

on the other hand was not inhibited – when 4.2o or 4.3o was first irradiated (365 
nm) and then deposited on gold, irradiation of the beads with visible light 
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resulted in ring opening. The origin of the inhibition of ring closing is not fully 
understood. One rationalization is that the photochemistry of the open form 
isomers is quenched by interaction with the gold surface, a phenomenon that 

has been observed for a related dithienylethene19 as well as for other types of 
photochromic switches attached to gold.33 We could speculate, however, that 
the inhibited ring closing is not related to the packing of the SAM, as ring 

closing was also not observed when 4.2 was embedded in a dodecanethiol-
dithienylethene mixed monolayer on gold.21,22 
 

4.2.7 SERS spectroelectrochemistry with 4.1 on roughened gold beads 
For several systems, including dithienylethene 4.1, it has been shown that ring 
closing and opening can be induced electrochemically in solution11 as well as 

when adsorbed on smooth gold beads.20 This electrochemical switching takes 
place via a dicationic intermediate.34 Electrochemistry combined with SERS 

spectroscopy was used to obtain more information about the cationic species 

involved, the results of which are summarized in Figure 4.7. Figure 4.7a shows 

the cyclic voltammogram of a ring closed SAM of 4.1 on a roughened gold bead, 
with the two reversible redox waves at 0.38 V and 0.68 V.20 Oxidation of the 
bead at 0.95 V gave rise to two major signals at 1527 cm‒1 and 1206 cm‒1 as well 

as several less intense signals (Figure 4.7b). Reduction by applying a potential of 
0.0 V reverted the spectrum to that of the closed form. These spectral changes 
observed upon oxidation are similar to those that were observed for a 

hexaphenylbenzene structure bearing six dithienylethene units.35 In addition, it 
was also attempted to obtain spectra of the monocationic species by applying a 
potential that lies in between the two redox waves. However, reproducible 

spectra could not be obtained in this way. Similar studies could not be 

performed with 4.2 and 4.3 as their oxidation potentials were found to lie more 
positive than that of the gold substrate. 
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Figure 4.7 SERS spectroelectrochemistry of dithienylethene 4.1c. a) Cyclic 

voltammogram (0.00–0.95 V) of 1c on a roughened gold bead. b) SERS spectra of 4.1 

at an applied potential of 0.95 V (top), and 4.1 at an applied potential of 0.00 V 

(middle), and a scaled subtraction of the two spectra (bottom). 

4.2.8 Low temperature switching on roughened gold beads 
In order to investigate the photochemical ring opening of dithienylethenes 4.1, 

4.2, and 4.3 at low temperatures, roughened gold beads carrying SAMs were 
cooled and characterized by SERS spectroscopy. Ring opening was achieved by 
repeated spectral acquisition, thus exposing the sample to the Raman laser (785 

nm), thereby allowing the ring opening to be followed over time. During these 
experiments, the laser intensity was set to ≤ 9 mW and only short acquisition 
times (up to 1 s) were used in order to prevent local heating of the bead. Ring 
opening over time was observed at 300 K for all three dithienylethenes 

investigated. The experiments were repeated at 100 K and 200 K to investigate 
the temperature dependence of ring opening. 
 

For dithienylethene 4.1c, repeated spectral acquisition at 100 K did not show 
ring opening, which is in agreement with earlier studies12 that demonstrated 
that the ring opening process at this temperature is inhibited. At 200 K, ring 
opening was observed, albeit at a very slow rate. Finally, at 300 K, ring opening 

was observed at a rate much faster than was observed for 200 K. These data 

indicate a thermal barrier in the ring opening process is present when 4.1 is 
tethered to a gold surface, which is in agreement with data obtained for 

dithienylethene 4.1c in solution.12 
 

For dithienylethenes 4.2c and 4.3c, it was expected that the thermal barrier to 

ring opening would be lower than that of 4.1c, based on findings for the 

unsubstituted analogue of dithienylethene 4.2c in solution.15 However, at 100 K 
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and 200 K, neither 4.2c nor 4.3c showed evidence for ring opening. This suggests 
that the thermal barrier for these molecules is actually higher than for 

dithienylethene 4.1c. This data contrasts markedly to that obtained in solution 
studies. There is currently no explanation for these differences between the 
solution experiments and experiments on gold substrates. At 300 K, ring 

opening of 4.2c and 4.3c on gold beads was observed. 
 

4.3 Conclusions 
The photochemical behavior of SAMs of three dithienylethene photochromic 
switches on gold has been investigated using SERS. SERS spectra obtained with 

colloidal gold and roughened gold beads were found to be similar to the Raman 
spectra of the pure compounds, and their spectral features could be correlated to 
specific vibrational modes through DFT calculations. In addition, the dicationic 

species of one dithienylethene was successfully detected using SERS 
spectroelectrochemistry. It was found that, adsorbed onto gold, the symmetric 
dithienylethene could be switched reversibly while the two asymmetric 
dithienylethenes could only be switched from the closed to the open form. Low 

temperature SERS experiments show that for all three dithienylethenes the ring-
opening mechanism has a thermal barrier. In contrast to data obtained in 
solution, the asymmetric dithienylethenes adsorbed on gold display a barrier to 

photochemical ring opening that is higher than that of the symmetric 
dithienylethene adsorbed on gold. These findings provide insight into the 
photochemically and electrochemically driven isomerization of dithienylethenes 

and provide an example of how these molecules can behave differently in the 
solution phase from when adsorbed onto a metal surface. The results indicate 
that, in future studies, extrapolation of solution data for a series of analogous 

switches to their corresponding SAMs is not trivial. 
 

4.4 Experimental section 
General experimental 
General experimental details can be found in chapter 3. 
 

Determination of the ratio of open to closed forms at PSS 
A 2 × 10–5 M solution of dithienylethene in ethanol in a quartz cuvette was 
irradiated at 312 nm. When the PSS was reached (as confirmed by UV/vis 
absorption spectroscopy), the sample was concentrated in vacuo, redissolved in a 

99:1 mixture of heptane and isopropanol, and submitted for HPLC analysis. 

Separation of 4.2o and 4.2c was achieved with a Chiralpak OJ column (flow rate: 
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1.0 mL min–1) using a 99:1 mixture of heptane/isopropanol as the mobile phase. 
Retention times: tR = 5.3 min (4.2o), tR = 6.5 min (4.2c, both enantiomers). 

Separation of 4.3o and 4.3c was achieved with a Chiralcel OD-H column (flow 
rate: 0.5 mL min–1) using a 95:5 mixture of heptane/isopropanol as the mobile 
phase. Retention times: tR = 10.3 min (4.3c, enantiomer 1), tR = 10.9 min (4.3c, 

enantiomer 1), tR = 12.3 min (4.3o). 

  

Determination of photochemical switching quantum yields 
Experimental details for the determination of photochemical switching 
quantum yields can be found in chapter 3. 
 

Quantum chemical calculation of Raman spectra 
Quantum chemical calculations were performed with the Firefly 7.1.G and 8.0.0 
beta QC programs,36 which are based partially on GAMESS (US) source code.37 
Basis sets were obtained from the EMSL basis set exchange 

(https://bse.pnl.gov/bse/portal). Calculated Raman activities were converted to 
Raman intensities using the following formula:38 

 

I
f ν ν S

ν 1 e

 

 

where Ii is the Raman intensity, Si is the Raman activity (Å4 amu–1), vi is the 

wavenumber (cm–1) of the ith vibration, v0 is the wavenumber (cm–1) of the 

excitation laser, h is the Planck constant (J s), c is the speed of light (m s–1), k is 

the Boltzmann constant (J K–1), T is the temperature (K), and f is an optional 

normalization factor that is applied to all peaks.38 Calculated Raman spectra 
were plotted with GaussSum 2.2.5 using Lorentzian curves with the full width at 

half maximum (FWMH) set to 10 cm–1.39 
 

SERS experiments using colloidal gold 
Colloidal gold in water was prepared from HAuCl4 by reduction with trisodium 

citrate using the procedure of Frens,40 resulting in the formation of gold particles 
with an average diameter of 18 nm as determined by transmission electron 
microscopy (TEM). 1 mL of the aqueous gold colloid was added to a quartz 

cuvet, and 5–10 μL of an approx. 10–4 M solution of a dithienylethene in 
acetonitrile was added and mixed by shaking. 5–10 μL of 0.2 M NaCl (aq) was 
added, aggregating the gold colloid as manifested in the appearance of a dark 

blue color, and the enhanced Raman spectrum was recorded. 
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Preparation of SAMs on roughened gold beads 
Electrochemical cleaning and roughening of gold beads was performed using a 
CHI760 bipotentiostat (CH Instruments). Gold beads were prepared by melting 
the end of a 0.5 mm diameter gold wire (99.995 %) with a butane torch until a 

1–2 mm diameter bead formed. The bead was cleaned electrochemically by 
cycling between –0.6 V and 1.2 V in 0.5 M H2SO4 with a platinum wire counter 
electrode and a Hg/HgSO4 reference electrode, until a stable cyclic 

voltammogram was obtained. Roughening of the bead was performed 
subsequently using a sweep step function: in 0.1 M aqueous KCl, with a 
platinum wire counter electrode and a SCE reference electrode, the potential was 

increased from –0.3 V to 1.2 V at 1 V/s, held at 1.2V for 30 s, and then cycled 
from 1.2 V back to –0.3 V at 0.5 V/s. This cycle was repeated at least 24 times 
and caused the bead to become greyish in color. After rinsing with ethanol, the 
bead was transferred directly into a 0.5 mM solution of the dithienylethene of 

interest in ethanol and left for 16 h. The bead was then rinsed thoroughly with 
ethanol and dried under a flow of dry nitrogen gas. 
 

SERS spectroelectrochemistry 
Spectroelectrochemistry was performed with a CHI1210B potentiostat (CH 
Instruments), using a roughened gold bead carrying a SAM of dithienylethene 

4.1 (prepared as described above) as working electrode, a platinum wire as 
counter electrode, and a silver/silver(I) chloride wire as pseudoreference 

electrode. The electrodes were placed in a quartz cuvet containing 2 mL of 0.1 M 
tetrabutylammonium hexafluorophosphate in dichloromethane. The cuvet was 
placed in the Raman spectrometer, after which SERS spectra were recorded with 

a laser power to sample of 10 mW. 
 

Low temperature SERS experiments 
Experiments were performed using a MicrostatN2 nitrogen cooled cryostat, a 

VC41 gas flow controller, and a ITC503 temperature controller (Oxford 
Instruments). Measurements were performed with an Olympus BX51M 
microscope attached to the Raman spectrometer, using 5× and 20× 

magnifications. The laser power at sample was set to 9.0 mW (5×) or 7.0 mW 
(20×) depending on the magnification used. Acquisition times used were less 
than 1 s. The laser power was determined using a handheld LaserCheck 

calibrated power meter (Coherent Inc., model No. 54-018). 
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3-Bromophenyl tert-butyl sulfide (4.4). A mixture of 3-bromoiodobenzene 

(9.07 g, 32.1 mmol), 2-methyl-2-propanethiol (2.89 g, 32.1 mmol), sodium tert-

butoxide (6.00 g, 62.4 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (1.12 g, 
0.970 mmol), and tert-butanol (400 mL) was stirred at 65 °C for 4 h. The mixture 

was concentrated in vacuo and pentane (200 mL) was added. The resulting 

mixture was washed with water (2 × 100 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and 
concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography (SiO2, heptane + 0.2 % ethyl 

acetate, Rf = 0.55) yielded thioether 4.4 as a colorless liquid (3.54 g, 45 %); 1H 

NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.70 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.51−7.45 (m, 2H), 7.20 (t, J = 

7.9 Hz, 1H), 1.29 (s, 12H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 139.8 (d), 136.0 (d), 

135.1 (s), 131.8 (d), 129.9 (d), 122.1 (s), 46.5 (s), 31.1 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2961, 

2922, 2897, 2862, 1557, 1457, 1392, 1364, 1287, 1155, 1106, 1063, 995, 886, 

780, 757, 685, 654 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3061, 2962, 2921, 2896, 1574, 1445, 

1165, 1106, 1064, 996, 809, 758, 655, 584, 542, 369, 314, 293, 264, 230, 182, 
154, 94 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 246 (M+, 10), 244 (M+, 11), 190 (100), 188 (96). 

 

 
 

5-(3-(tert-Butylthio)phenyl)-2-chloro-3-methylthiophene (4.5). A stirred 

solution of 3-bromophenyl tert-butyl sulfide (4.4, 1.20 g, 4.89 mmol) in THF (50 

mL) was cooled to –80 °C. n-BuLi (1.6 M solution in hexane, 5.38 mmol, 3.4 mL) 

was added dropwise, after which stirring was continued for 30 min. Tributyl 
borate (1.24 g, 5.38 mmol, 1.5 mL) was added dropwise and stirring was 
continued for 30 min, after which the reaction mixture was allowed to slowly 

warm up to rt. At rt, the mixture was stirred for 1 h. Meanwhile, in a separate 

flask, a stirred mixture of 2-chloro-5-iodo-3-methylthiophene (3.4, 1.39 g, 5.38 
mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (170 mg, 0.147 mmol), 
ethylene glycol (0.35 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 12 mL), and THF (15 mL) was 

heated to 70 °C. The crude boronic ester was added and the resulting mixture 
was heated at 80 °C for 16 h. The mixture was diluted with diethylether (100 
mL) and washed with water (2 × 75 mL). The combined aqueous layers were 

extracted with diethylether (100 mL), after which the combined organic layers 
were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography 

(SiO2, heptane + 0.4 % ethyl acetate, Rf = 0.3) provided thiophene 4.5 as a white 

solid (1.01 g, 69 %); mp 52.5–52.8 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.67 (t, J = 
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1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.49–7.42 (m, 2H), 7.32 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.00 (s, 1H), 2.21 (s, 3H), 

1.31 (s, 9H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 139.5 (s), 136.5 (d), 135.5 (s), 134.1 

(s), 134.0 (d), 133.7 (s), 129.0 (d), 125.6 (d), 125.0 (d), 124.6 (s), 46.2 (s), 31.1 (q), 

13.8 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2968, 1586, 1562, 1470, 1454, 1361, 1163, 1047, 978, 885, 

825, 793, 767, 691, 607 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3053, 2920, 1587, 1478, 1453, 
1397, 1234, 1202, 996, 575, 95 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 298 (M+, 8), 296 (M+, 18), 242 

(42), 240 (100); HRMS (APPI): calcd for C15H18ClS2 ([M + H]+): 297.0533, found: 
297.0529. Anal. Calcd for C15H17ClS2: C, 60.68; H, 5.77. Found: C, 60.72; H, 5.79. 
 

 
 

2-Methyl-3-(perfluorocyclopent-1-enyl)-5-phenylthiophene (4.6). A solution 

of 3-bromo-2-methyl-5-phenylthiophene (3.3, 322 mg, 1.27 mmol) in a mixture 
of diethylether (15 mL) and THF (12 mL) was cooled to –80 °C. n-BuLi (1.6 M 

solution in hexane, 1.34 mmol, 0.83 mL) was slowly added and stirring was 
continued for 30 min. Octafluorocyclopentene (1.08 g, 5.09 mmol, 0.68 mL) was 

added and stirring was continued for 1.5 h, after which the mixture was allowed 
to slowly warm up to rt and stirred for 16 h. The reaction mixture was diluted 
with diethylether (100 mL), and washed with water (2 × 100 mL). The combined 

aqueous layers were extracted with diethylether (2 × 100 mL) after which the 
combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. 

Column chromatography (SiO2, heptane, Rf = 0.6) yielded thiophene 4.6 as a 

slightly yellow solid (331 mg, 71 %); mp 40.7–41.1 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 7.57–7.52 (m, 2H), 7.39 (t, J = 7.4 Hz, 2H), 7.35–7.29 (m, 1H), 7.25 (s, 

1H), 2.48 (d, J = 3.1 Hz, 3H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 143.2 (s), 142.7 (s), 

133.3 (s), 129.2 (d), 128.2 (d), 125.9 (d), 122.4 (d), 120.6 (s), 14.8 (dq, J = 5.3 Hz), 

the carbon atoms of the perfluorocyclopentene moiety were not clearly 

observed; 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3) δ 108.4–108.5 (m, 2F), 118.0–118.1 (m, 

2F), 127.4–127.6 (m, 1F), 130.0–130.1 (m, 2F); IR (neat) νmax 3068, 2930, 1698, 
1472, 1447, 1387, 1361, 1331, 1278, 1201, 1151, 1121, 1029, 972, 895, 835, 757, 

689 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3068, 2930, 1697, 1602, 1553, 1503, 1472, 1446, 
1387, 1277, 1233, 1159, 1036, 1002, 745, 729, 648, 348 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): 

calcd for C16H10F7S ([M + H]+): 367.0386, found: 367.0380. 
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5-(3-(tert-Butylthio)phenyl)-2-(3,3,4,4,5,5-hexafluoro-2-(2-methyl-5-
phenylthiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-1-enyl)-3-methylthiophene (4.7). n-BuLi (1.6 

M solution in hexane, 0.741 mmol, 0.46 mL) was slowly added to a stirred 

solution of 5-(3-(tert-butylthio)phenyl)-2-chloro-3-methylthiophene (4.5, 200 

mg, 0.674 mmol) in diethylether (10 mL), after which stirring was continued for 
1 h. The resulting mixture was cooled to –80 °C and 2-methyl-3-

(perfluorocyclopent-1-enyl)-5-phenylthiophene (4.6, 247 mg, 0.674 mmol) was 
added. Stirring was continued for 2 h at this temperature, after which the 

mixture was allowed to slowly warm up to rt and stirred for an additional 16 h. 
Water (50 mL) was added and the mixture was extracted with diethylether (3 × 
50 mL). The combined organic layer were washed with water (75 mL), dried over 

Na2SO4, and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography (SiO2, heptane + 3 

% ethyl acetate, Rf = 0.35) provided dithienylethene 4.7 as an orange sticky oil 

(200 mg, 49 %); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.75 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.58–7.53 

(m, 3H), 7.49 (dt, J = 7.8, 1.4 Hz, 1H), 7.41–7.34 (m, 3H), 7.34–7.27 (m, 2H), 7.08 

(s, 1H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 1.80 (s, 3H), 1.32 (s, 9H); 13C NMR (101 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

146.9 (s), 142.5 (s), 142.3 (s), 141.7 (s), 137.3 (d), 134.5 (d), 134.0 (s), 133.5 (s), 
133.4 (s), 129.2 (d), 129.1 (d), 128.0 (d), 127.1 (d), 126.2 (d), 126.1 (s), 125.7 (d), 
122.7 (d), 46.3 (s), 31.1 (q), 15.7 (q), 14.7 (q), the carbon atoms of the 

perfluorocyclopentene moiety and one additional quaternary carbon atom were 

not clearly observed; 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3) δ 109.4 (s, 2F), 109.6 (s, 2F), 

131.5–131.6 (m, 2F); IR (neat) νmax 2962, 1586, 1445, 1364, 1339, 1271, 1192, 

1163, 1124, 1059, 985, 893, 845, 790, 756, 731, 689 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 

3056, 2922, 1618, 1601, 1586, 1544, 1501, 1480, 1457, 1445, 1404, 1273, 1200, 
1167, 1059, 998, 942, 840, 744, 638, 350, 177 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): calcd for 

C31H27F6S3 ([M + H]+): 609.1174, found: 609.1152. 
 

 
 

S-3-(5-(3,3,4,4,5,5-Hexafluoro-2-(2-methyl-5-phenylthiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-

1-enyl)-4-methylthiophen-2-yl)phenyl ethanethioate (4.2). To a solution of 
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dithienylethene 4.7 (145 mg, 0.238 mmol) in dichloromethane (7.5 mL), acyl 
chloride (187 mg, 2.38 mmol, 0.17 mL) and BBr3 (1.0 M solution in 
dichloromethane, 0.262 mmol, 0.26 mL) were added dropwise successively. The 
resulting mixture was stirred at rt for 16 h, after which water (50 mL) was added. 

The mixture was extracted with ethyl acetate (3 × 50 mL), and the combined 
organic layers washed with water (75 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated 
in vacuo. Purification by column chromatography (SiO2, heptane/ethyl acetate 

10:1, Rf = 0.3) provided dithienylethene 4.2 as a brown sticky oil (100 mg, 71 %); 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.63 (t, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H), 7.60 (dt, J = 7.8, 1.3 Hz, 

1H), 7.55 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 7.47–7.34 (m, 4H), 7.31 (dt, J = 4.2, 1.7 Hz, 1H), 

7.28 (s, 1H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 2.45 (s, 3H), 2.02 (s, 3H), 1.79 (s, 3H); 1H NMR (400 

MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 7.66–7.64 (m, 1H), 7.63 (dd, J = 1.9, 1.2 Hz, 1H), 7.58–7.55 (m, 

2H), 7.46 (dt, J = 7.5, 0.9 Hz, 1H), 7.42–7.36 (m, 3H), 7.33–7.28 (m, 2H), 7.15 (s, 

1H), 2.43 (s, 3H), 2.03 (s, 3H), 1.80 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 193.6 

(s), 146.3 (s), 142.5 (s), 142.2 (s), 141.7 (s), 134.31 (d), 134.30 (s), 133.4 (s), 131.7 
(d), 129.9 (d), 129.1 (d), 128.0 (d), 127.3 (d), 126.9 (d), 126.1 (s), 125.70 (d), 
122.9 (s), 122.6 (d), 30.4 (q), 15.7 (q), 14.7 (q), the carbon atoms of the 

perfluorocyclopentene moiety and one additional quaternary carbon atom were 

not clearly observed; 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3) δ 109.41 (s, 2F), 109.62 (s, 2F), 

131.5–131.6 (m, 2F); IR (neat) νmax 1706, 1591, 1438, 1339, 1268, 1191, 1121, 

1058, 984, 949, 893, 845, 788, 757, 731, 687 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3064, 2920, 

1602, 1591, 1547, 1502, 1484, 1471, 1457, 1411, 1382, 1269, 1234, 1203, 1060, 
998, 942, 732, 713, 638, 619, 349 cm–1; HRMS (ESI): calcd for C29H19F5OS3 (M – 

HF)+: 575.0591, found: 575.0609. 
 

 
 

5-(3-(tert-Butylthio)phenyl)-3-methyl-2-(2-(2-methyl-5-phenylthiophen-3-
yl)cyclopent-1-en-1-yl)thiophene (4.8). A stirred solution of 5-(3-(tert-

butylthio)phenyl)-2-chloro-3-methylthiophene (4.5, 1.21 g, 4.08 mmol) in THF 

(50 mL) was cooled to –80 °C. n-BuLi (1.6 M solution in hexane, 4.48 mmol, 2.8 

mL) was added dropwise, after which stirring was continued for 1 h. Tributyl 
borate (1.03 g, 4.48 mmol, 1.2 mL) was added dropwise and stirring was 

continued for 1 h, after which the reaction mixture was allowed to slowly warm 
up to rt. At rt, stirring was continued for 1 h. Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a 
stirred mixture of 3-(2-bromocyclopent-1-enyl)-2-methyl-5-phenylthiophene 

(3.7, 1.30 g, 4.08 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (141 mg, 
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0.122 mmol), ethylene glycol (0.5 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 20 mL), and THF 
(30 mL) was heated to 70 °C. The crude boronic ester was added and the 
resulting mixture was heated at 80 °C for 16 h. The mixture was diluted with 

ethyl acetate (100 mL) and washed with water (2 × 50 mL). The combined 
aqueous layers were extracted with ethyl acetate (50 mL), after which the 
combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. 

Column chromatography (SiO2, heptane + 1.5 % ethyl acetate, Rf = 0.4) provided 

dithienylethene 4.8 as a solid (870 mg) in which a small amount of unidentified 
impurities were still present. Further purification by column chromatography 
was unsuccessful due to streaking of the product on the SiO2 stationary phase. 

Therefore, the product was directly used in the next reaction (estimated yield: 43 

%); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.71 (t, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.50 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 2H), 

7.40–7.28 (m, 5H), 7.22 (t, J = 7.1 Hz, 1H), 7.06 (s, 1H), 6.97 (s, 1H), 2.93–2.84 

(m, 4H), 2.14–2.07 (m, 2H), 2.07 (s, 3H), 1.78 (s, 3H), 1.31 (s, 9H). 
 

 
 

S-(3-(4-methyl-5-(2-(2-methyl-5-phenylthiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-1-en-1-

yl)thiophen-2-yl)phenyl) ethanethioate (4.3). To a solution of dithienylethene 

4.8 (391 mg, 0.781 mmol) in dichloromethane (20 mL), acyl chloride (612 mg, 
7.81 mmol, 0.56 mL) and BBr3 (1.0 M solution in CH2Cl2, 0.859 mmol, 0.86 mL) 
were added dropwise successively. The resulting mixture was stirred for 16 h, 

after which water (50 mL) was added. The mixture was extracted with ethyl 
acetate (3 × 50 mL), and the combined organic layers washed with water (75 
mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated in vacuo. Purification by column 

chromatography (SiO2, heptane/ethyl acetate 16:1, Rf = 0.4) provided 

dithienylethene 4.3 as a brown sticky oil (253 mg, 67 %); 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 7.58–7.49 (m, 4H), 7.39–7.31 (m, 3H), 7.28–7.20 (m, 2H), 7.06 (s, 1H), 

6.97 (s, 1H), 2.93–2.84 (m, 4H), 2.43 (s, 3H), 2.14–2.05 (m, 2H), 2.05 (s, 3H), 1.77 

(s, 3H); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 7.58–7.55 (m, 2H), 7.53–7.49 (m, 2H), 

7.41–7.31 (m, 3H), 7.28–7.20 (m, 2H), 7.09 (s, 1H), 7.02 (s, 1H), 2.93–2.85 (m, 
4H), 2.41 (s, 3H), 2.14–2.07 (m, 2H), 2.07 (s, 3H), 1.81 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (101 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 193.9 (s), 140.2 (s), 139.9 (s), 136.6 (s), 136.15 (s), 136.09 (s), 

135.7 (s), 135.4 (s), 135.1 (s), 134.5 (s), 132.9 (d), 132.1 (s), 131.1 (d), 129.6 (d), 
128.9 (d), 128.6 (s), 127.11 (d), 127.06 (d), 126.4 (d), 125.4 (d), 124.0 (d), 39.8 

(t), 39.1 (t), 30.3 (q), 23.0 (t), 15.3 (q), 14.5 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2917, 2842, 1705, 
1589, 1499, 1436, 1351, 1314, 1201, 1116, 1030, 995, 946, 836, 784, 755, 688 
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cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3053, 2917, 1622, 1590, 1549, 1500, 1484, 1459, 1443, 
1409, 1236, 1032, 997, 709, 619 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): calcd for C29H27OS3 ([M + 

H]+): 487.1219, found: 487.1205. 
 

 
 

Dithienylethene 4.2c. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 7.62 (d, J = 2.1 Hz, 1H), 

7.62–7.60 (m, 1H), 7.57–7.55 (m, 1H), 7.53 (t, J = 1.6 Hz, 1H), 7.48 (dt, J = 7.8, 

0.7 Hz, 1H), 7.46–7.42 (m, 4H), 6.73 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H), 6.15 (s, 1H), 2.44 (s, 3H), 

1.87 (s, 3H), 1.81 (s, 3H); IR (neat) νmax 1708, 1639, 1523, 1488, 1447, 1339, 

1167, 1125, 1057, 950, 761, 685 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 1574, 1524, 1488, 1326, 
1246, 1167, 1090, 1000 cm–1. 

 

 
 

Dithienylethene 4.3c. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 7.56–7.51 (m, 4H), 7.44 (t, J 

= 7.4 Hz, 1H), 7.39–7.29 (m, 4H), 6.47 (s, 1H), 6.10 (s, 1H), 2.57–2.44 (m, 2H), 
2.43 (s, 3H), 2.36–2.22 (m, 2H), 1.97–1.83 (m, 2H), 1.72 (s, 3H), 1.67 (s, 3H); 

Raman (neat) νmax 1573, 1535 cm–1. 
 

4.5 Full IR and Raman spectra 
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(obtained by scaled 

subtraction)
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Chapter 5 
 

Position and orientation control 

of a photo- and electrochromic 

dithienylethene using a tripodal 

anchor on gold surfaces 
 
 
In this chapter, a tripodal system for anchoring photochromic dithienylethenes on gold 
surfaces is reported. The self-assembled monolayers of the tripod functionalized 
dithienylethene were characterized by cyclic voltammetry and surface-enhanced Raman 

spectroscopy (SERS). These data are compared with solution studies, solid state Raman 
spectroscopy, and density functional theory (DFT) calculations. It is shown that the 

tripod functionalized dithienylethene forms stable monolayers on gold in which all 
three legs of the tripod are adsorbed via the thiol units, thus providing a fixed position 
and orientation of the dithienylethene moiety with respect to the surface. Importantly, 

immobilization in this way allows for retention of both the photochemical and 
electrochemical functionality of the dithienylethene unit and reduces the photochemical 
fatigue observed in solution.* 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
* This chapter has been published as: Pijper, T. C.; Ivashenko, O.; Walko, M.; 
Rudolf, P.; Browne, W. R.; Feringa, B. L. J Phys. Chem. C 2015, 119, 3648−3657. 
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5.1 Introduction 
The design of solid-state molecular electronic and photonic devices 
incorporating photochromic or redox-active molecules is a topic of continuing 
interest.1,2,3,4 Several aspects pertaining to the photochromic or redox-switchable 
material present challenges in the design of such devices. Firstly, the switchable 

material should be incorporated with maximum control over its position and its 
orientation with respect to the surface it is interfaced with. Secondly, 
undesirable interactions between the photo/electro-switchable molecules and 

the bulk substrate should be minimized so that the responses to external stimuli 
observed in solution are retained when immobilized. An important method for 
incorporating organic molecules into devices is through the formation of self-

assembled monolayers (SAMs). Responsive compounds can undergo self-
assembly by introducing functional groups that show affinity towards (or can 
react with) the substrate on which the self-assembly is desired.5,6 

 
The self-assembly of compounds on a solid surface typically involves the use of a 
linker that provides a single anchoring point to the substrate.5,6 Such an 

anchoring strategy has been used widely for the tethering of photochromic units 
to a wide range of substrates, such as gold,7,8,9 SiOx,10,11 and ITO.12 However, 
while effective in anchoring the compound to the substrate, such an approach 
does not meet the first requirement outlined above as it does not dictate the 

orientation of the switchable molecule with respect to the surface. This may 
allow a substantial part of the self-assembled monolayer to lie flat on the surface, 
which can result in a disorganized SAM.13 Furthermore, proximity to a surface 

can result in loss of functionality through interactions between the surface and 
the monolayer, in which case the second requirement is not met. One example 
of such interactions is the quenching of the electronic excited states of a 

photochromic compound reducing or even blocking completely its 
photochemical responsiveness.14 Such unfavorable interactions with the surface 
were recently also observed in our study on the photochemical behavior of 

asymmetric dithienylethenes tethered to gold through a short thiol linker,15 and 
with light driven molecular rotary motors.16 
 
Our earlier findings prompted us to consider alternative strategies for tethering a 

photochromic switching unit to a gold surface that meet the requirements 
outlined above. Here, we utilize a tripodal structure reminiscent to that 
employed by Tour and co-workers.17,18 This anchoring unit consists of three 

thiol-substituted diphenylethyne units attached to a silicon atom (Scheme 5.1). 
This design was chosen over other tripodal structures reported previously, 
19,20,21,22,23 because the silicon atom should reduce potential long distance 
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through-bond interactions with the gold substrate.24,25 In addition, the relatively 
large structure increases the separation of the switching unit from the surface by 
an estimated 7 Å (based on density functional theory calculations, vide infra), 

thus minimizing through-space interactions with the substrate. In contrast to 
the design by Tour and co-workers, which has methylene spacers connecting the 
thiol functionalities to the phenyl groups, we have chosen to attach the thiol 

functionalities directly to the phenyl groups. The rationale for this design choice 
is that aryl thiols adsorb on gold much more readily, 26,27 without the need for an 
exogenous base to cleave the acetate protecting group prior to self-assembly.26 

 

 

Scheme 5.1 Structure and photochemical switching between open and closed forms of 

dithienylethene 5.1 when immobilised on a gold surface. 

The switching unit chosen for attachment to the tripodal anchoring unit is a 
diphenyl substituted dithienyl-perhydrocyclopentene. Dithienylethenes are a 

popular class of photochromic molecules that can switch reversibly between an 
closed and open isomer by irradiation with UV and visible light, respectively 
(Scheme 5.2).28,29,30 Important characteristics are that the two isomers can be 

addressed independently due to differences in their UV/vis absorption spectra, 
they are thermally stable,28 and display distinct electronic properties because of 
differences in their π systems.7,31,32 In addition, it has been shown that switching 

can for certain systems also be induced electrochemically.33,34,35 A drawback of 
dithienylethenes however is that, as has been reported for a few specific designs, 
they can display a small amount of switching fatigue that becomes noticeable 
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upon repeated switching.28,36 Irie and co-workers have shown that, for a related 
system, switching fatigue was the result of the conversion of the closed form 
isomer to a photoinactive isomer (Scheme 5.2).36 In the present study, the 

importance of this process will be addressed as well. 
 

 

Scheme 5.2 Photochemical switching of a dithienylethene and the irreversible 

formation of a photochemically inert isomer. 

Herein, we report the synthesis and characterization, and the electro- and 

photochemical properties of dithienylethene 5.1 in solution and as SAMs on 

gold substrates (Scheme 5.1). We demonstrate that the tripod structure of 5.1 
enables the formation of SAMs on gold surfaces in which all three thiol 
functionalities are adsorbed. The SAMs formed were found to be stable under the 

conditions applied for photochemical switching and, to a lesser extent, 

electrochemical switching. Furthermore, we demonstrate that 5.1 displays 
reversible photochemical and electrochemical switching, both in solution and 

on gold substrates. Finally, although 5.1 displays photochemical switching 
fatigue in solution, this is not observed during photochemical switching of SAMs 

of 5.1 on gold surfaces. 
 

5.2 Results and discussion 
5.2.1 Synthesis of dithienylethene 5.1 
Dithienylethene 5.1 was synthesized using a convergent synthetic route (Scheme 

5.3). The synthesis of the tripod started with the synthesis of thioether 5.4, 

which was prepared by first converting 1,3-diiodobenzene to thioether 5.2 by 
treatment with tert-butylthiol and Pd(PPh3)4. A Sonogashira cross-coupling37 of 

5.2 with trimethylsilylacetylene (TMS-acetylene) was then used to obtain 

thioether 5.3 in 85 % yield. Removal of the TMS group of 5.3 by treatment with 

TBAF provided 5.4 in good yield. It should be noted that introduction of the 
TMS-protected acetylene group first was attempted, however, subsequent 
introduction of the thioether group was found to result in undesirable reaction 
of the acetylene. 
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Scheme 5.3 Synthesis of dithienylethene 5.1. 

The tripod was further constructed with 1,4-diiodobenzene, which was lithiated 

and then treated with tetraethoxysilane, providing triiodide 5.5. A Sonogashira 

cross-coupling of 5.5 with thioether 5.4 was used to prepare trithioether 5.6 in 
87 % yield. The phenyl spacer connecting the dithienylethene moiety to the 
tripod was introduced by the lithiation of 1,4-diiodobenzene and subsequent 

treatment with 5.6, which provided trithioether 5.7 in 68 % yield. 

 
The dithienylethene moiety was synthesized starting from a dichloro-substituted 
dithienylethene precursor.38 Successive treatment with n-BuLi and tributylborate 

provided the crude boronic ester, which was used in a Suzuki cross-coupling 
reaction with 4-bromotoluene in order to obtain the tolyl-substituted 

dithienylethene 5.8. After conversion of 5.8 to the corresponding boronic ester 

as above, a Suzuki cross-coupling reaction with trithioether 5.7 afforded 

dithienylethene 5.9 in 87 % yield. Finally, conversion of the thioether groups to 
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thioester groups by treatment with BBr3 and acetyl chloride provided 

dithienylethene 5.1 in 45 % yield. 
 

5.2.2 Photochemical switching of 5.1 in solution 
The photochemical behavior of dithienylethene 5.1 in solution was studied by 
UV/vis absorption and 1H NMR spectroscopy, and cyclic voltammetry. The 

UV/vis spectrum of the open form isomer of 5.1 (5.1o) in toluene displayed 
several strong absorption bands < 370 nm and no absorption > 370 nm (Figure 
5.1a). Irradiation of the sample at 365 nm resulted in the appearance of a broad 
absorption with a maximum at 542 nm as well as a weaker absorption with a 

maximum at 373 nm. These spectral changes are characteristic of the formation 

of the closed isomer 5.1c.[28] Irradiation at > 440 nm reversed these spectral 
changes although the broad absorption in the visible region did not disappear 
fully. Repeated switching of the sample by alternating between irradiation at 365 

nm and > 440 nm showed an increase in the intensity of this residual absorption 
with each cycle (Figure 5.1b). 
 

 

Figure 5.1 Photochemical switching of dithienylethene 5.1 in toluene monitored by 

UV/vis absorption spectroscopy. a) Absorption spectra of 5.1o (solid) and 5.1PSS365 

(dashed) in toluene. b) Absorbance at 542 nm measured over 5 switching cycles. 
Irradiation at 365 nm was carried out such that 99 % of the absorbance at PSS365nm 

was reached in the first cycle. 

The photochemical switching fatigue observed for 5.1 is attributed to the 

conversion of 5.1c into its isomer 5.1byprod (Scheme 5.4). The visible absorption 

band of 5.1byprod was found to have its maximum 527 nm; a minor 

hypsochromic shift compared to the absorption spectrum of 5.1c. This is in 
agreement with dithienylethene switching fatigue reported by Irie and co-

workers, previously.36 
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Scheme 5.4 Conversion of dithienylethene 5.1c into the photochemical byproduct 

5.1byprod. The structure shown is inferred by comparison with the 1H NMR and UV/Vis 

absorption spectra of an analogous compound reported by Irie and coworkers.36 

The photochemical switching was also monitored by 1H NMR spectroscopy 

(Figure 5.2). Irradiation of 5.1o in CD2Cl2 at 365 nm resulted in the formation of 

a second isomer identified as 5.1c. The most significant spectral changes 
observed upon UV irradiation were the shifts in the signals of the hydrogens of 
the thiophene groups from 7.13 and 7.01 ppm to 6.54 and 6.42 ppm (due to loss 
of aromaticity of the thiophenes) and the shifts of the hydrogens of the central 

cyclopentene group from 2.84 and 2.13–2.05 ppm to 2.51–2.46 and 1.93–1.85 
ppm (due to the rearrangement of the compound’s π system). 
 

 

Figure 5.2 Photochemical switching of 5.1 in CD2Cl2 monitored with 1H NMR 

spectroscopy. 1H NMR spectra of a) 5.1o before irradiation, b) after irradiation at 365 

nm, and c) after subsequent irradiation at > 440 nm. 
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Continued irradiation at 365 nm resulted in the appearance of a second isomer 

identified as 5.1byprod. Compared to the spectrum of 5.1c, 5.1byprod exhibited the 
signals of the hydrogens of the thiophenes shifted slightly, from 6.54 and 6.42 
ppm to 6.56 and 6.43 nm, indicating that the thiophenes in this species have 

not regained their aromaticity (which is consistent with the expected molecular 
structure). Furthermore, the signals from the two central methyl groups 
displayed a shift from 2.00 ppm to 2.55 and 2.50 ppm. This downfield shift of 

the methyls for 5.1byprod is in agreement with findings by Irie and co-workers.36 

Subsequent irradiation at > 440 nm resulted in the disappearance of 5.1c and 

reappearance of 5.1o but did not change the intensity of the signals of 5.1byprod 
in the sample. 
 
It has been shown previously that dithienylethenes can undergo opening and 

closing both photochemically and electrochemically.33,34,35 This was found to be 

the case for dithienylethene 5.1 also (Figure 5.3). As with structurally related 

dithienylethenes,33,34 an irreversible oxidation of the open form, 5.1o, was 
observed at 1.1–1.2 V (Figure 5.3b) and is assigned to a two-electron oxidation 
that is followed by cyclisation of the dithienylethene unit to the closed form 

(Figure 5.3a).33,34 Two reduction waves at 0.72 and 0.38 V were observed on the 

return cycling from 1.1 to 0.0 V, which are assigned to the reduction of 5.1c
2+ to 

5.1c
+ and, finally, to 5.1c. The two corresponding oxidation waves (5.1c to 5.1c

+ 

to 5.1c
2+) were observed in the second and subsequent cycles, at 0.44 and 0.78 V. 

Repeated cycling caused the intensity of the redox waves of 5.1c to increase until 
diffusion to and from the electrode was equilibrated. 

 

 

Figure 5.3 a) Electrochemical and photochemical switching processes typically 

observed for dithienylethenes. b) Cyclic voltammogram of dithienylethene 5.1o in 

DCM/0.1 M TBAPF6, recorded at 0.5 V s−1 with a glassy carbon working, Pt counter, 

and SCE reference electrode. 
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5.2.3 Solid state Raman spectra of 5.1 
Raman spectra (Figure 5.4) were recorded of dithienylethene 5.1o in the solid 

state as well as for a sample of 5.1o that was irradiated at 365 nm in solution to 
its photostationary state (PSS) and subsequently concentrated in vacuo to a solid 

(denoted 5.1PSS365). The spectrum of 5.1c was obtained by a scaled subtraction of 

the spectrum of 5.1o from the spectrum of 5.1PSS365. Comparing the spectra of 

5.1o and 5.1c, it was found that the bands at 2224, 1586, and 1152 cm–1 are 
present in both spectra and that their relative intensities remain constant. As 

such, these are attributed to the non-photoactive part of the molecule, i.e. the 

tripod moiety. The region 1520–1200 cm−1 of the spectra of 5.1o and 5.1c shows 
several differences. Bands in this region are thus attributed to the 
dithienylethene moiety. The most pronounced of these bands is a band at 1506 

cm–1 in the spectrum of 5.1c. This intense band was observed in earlier Raman 
studies of dithienylethenes15,39 and is assigned as a stretching vibration of the 
molecule’s conjugated polyene backbone. 
 

 

Figure 5.4 Raman spectra of dithienylethenes 5.1o (top), 5.1PSS365 (middle), and 5.1c 

(bottom, obtained by subtraction of the top and middle spectra). 

In order to confirm that the recorded spectra correspond to isomers of 5.1 as 

well as to elucidate their spectral features, Raman spectra of 5.1o and 5.1c were 

calculated using density functional theory (Figure 5.5). The B97-D3 
functional40,41 and def2-SVP basis set42 were used for the calculation of the 
geometry and the vibrational modes. Raman activities were calculated using the 
B3LYP hybrid functional43,44,45 (using VWN formula 1 RPA correlation45) and 

def2-SVPD basis set.46 A scaling factor of 0.998 was applied to the calculated 
wavenumbers in order to improve correspondence between the theoretical and 
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experimental spectra. It was found that the calculated spectra of 1o and 1c 
resemble the experimental spectra closely. Analysis of the calculated vibrational 
modes supports the assignment of modes present in the recorded spectra. The 

Raman spectrum of 5.1byprod was also calculated (Figure 5.5, bottom spectrum). 
This isomer is predicted to show Raman scattering at 1559 and 1518 cm–1, both 

originating from the dithienylethene moiety.47 
 

 

Figure 5.5 Experimentally obtained (red) and calculated (blue) Raman spectra of 

dithienylethenes 5.1o (top), 5.1c (middle), and 5.1byprod (bottom). 

5.3.4 Surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy 
Surface enhanced Raman (SERS) spectra of 5.1o or 5.1PSS365 obtained by mixing 
with aggregated colloidal gold were recorded at 785 nm (Figure 5.6). The 
recorded spectra were found to display significant differences compared to the 

Raman spectra of the solid compounds (Figure 5.4). In particular, the alkyne 
stretching band at 2224 cm–1 was broadened substantially and shifted to a lower 
wavenumber, while the band at 1152 cm–1 (identified as an acetylene–Ph 

stretching mode) was reduced in relative intensity. These spectral changes 
suggest a chemical reaction of the acetylene groups with the gold, which has 

been observed previously.48 Notably, the spectra of 5.1o and 5.1PSS365 showed 
significant differences in the region 1000 to 1650 cm−1, however given that it is 
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clear that the acetylene units have reacted with gold from the colloid a detailed 
further analysis of the spectra is not warranted. 
 

 

Figure 5.6 SERS spectra of dithienylethenes 5.1o (top) and 5.1PSS365 (bottom) mixed 

with aggregated colloidal gold. 

SERS spectra of SAMs of 5.1 on electrochemically roughened gold surfaces were 
more informative and indicated that under these conditions the acetylene units 

did not react with gold. SERS spectra of SAMs of 5.1o on roughened gold beads 
(Figure 5.7) were found to match the Raman spectra obtained from bulk solid 
samples closely. Bands originating from the acetylene groups (ca. 2000 cm–1) 

were essentially identical to those of the solid samples, confirming that they did 

not react with the surface. Irradiation of the SAM of 5.1o at 365 nm resulted in 
the appearance of an intense band at 1508 cm–1 as well as several additional 

bands in the region 1400–1200 cm–1, which is attributed to the presence of 5.1c. 
As was found in our earlier study on dithienylethene based SAMs on gold,15 the 

observation of 5.1c was complicated by the fact that the laser (785 nm) used to 
obtain Raman spectra also induced ring opening, even when employing low 
intensities and short exposure times (< 1 s). Ring opening of the SAM could be 
achieved by irradiation at > 440 nm also. 
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Figure 5.7 SERS spectra of a SAM of dithienylethene 5.1o on a roughened gold bead 

before irradiation (top), after irradiation at 365 nm (middle), and after subsequent 
irradiation at 785 nm (bottom). 

A SERS spectrum of 5.1PSS365 self-assembled on gold (Figure 5.8, top spectrum) 

was found to differ from the SERS spectrum obtained from a SAM of 5.1o 
irradiated at 365 nm, the largest difference being the presence of two intense 

signals at 1508 and 1478 cm–1. These signals did not reduce in intensity upon 

irradiation at > 440 nm and are assigned to the presence of 5.1byprod, which is 
formed to a small extent during irradiation to the PSS365nm in solution (vide 

supra). A sample of 5.1byprod generated in solution (by irradiation at 365 nm for 

extended periods and subsequently irradiated at > 400 nm to revert any 

remaining 5.1c to 5.1o) and then self-assembled on gold (Figure 5.8, bottom 

spectrum) was found to give the same spectrum. It should be noted that 5.1byprod 

is not observed after 5.1o on gold is irradiated successively at 365 and > 440 nm 
(Figure 5.7), which indicates that the photochemical switching fatigue observed 
in solution is absent when the molecules were self-assembled on gold. This was 

corroborated by the observation that irradiation of 5.1o on gold at 355 nm (10 
mW) for 1 h did not result in the appearance of Raman bands corresponding to 

5.1byprod. 
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Figure 5.8 SERS spectra of a SAM of 5.1PSS365 (top) and a mixture of 5.1o and 5.1byprod 

(bottom, prepared by extended irradiation of a solution of 5.1o at 365 nm followed by 

irradiation with visible light to revert any remaining 5.1c to 5.1o) on a roughened gold 

bead. 

5.3.5 Cyclic voltammetry of SAMs of 5.1o on gold electrodes 
As observed for 5.1o in solution (vide supra), oxidatively induced switching was 

observed for a SAM of 5.1o on gold. Cycling between 0.0 and 1.1 V49 at 2 V s–1 

effected the formation of 5.1c manifested in the appearance of reversible redox 
waves at 0.46 and 0.73 V (Figure 5.9a). The peak-to-peak separation (after 

compensation for solution resistance) for the first and second redox process were 
found to be 11 mV and 14 mV, respectively, which is close to ideal behavior for 
a surface bound redox couple and indicates that the rate of heterogeneous 

electron transfer is fast on the cyclic voltammetry time scale (> 0.05 s−1). 
Similarly, a linear relation between current and scan rate was observed, 
consistent with surface confinement of the redox active species (Figure 5.9b). A 

surface coverage Γ of ca. 5 × 10–11 mol cm–2, calculated from the first redox wave 
of the closed form, corresponds to that typically observed for a monolayer of a 

small molecule.35 
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Figure 5.9 a) Cyclic voltammograms of a SAM of dithienylethene 5.1o on a gold bead 

electrode, recorded at 2 V s–1 in DCM/0.1 M TBAPF6 with a Pt counter electrode and 

SCE reference electrode. Repeated cycling results in the formation of 5.1c. b) The scan 

rate dependence of the non-Faradaic (0.125 V vs SCE, squares) and Faradaic (0.70 V 

vs SCE, circles) currents of dithienylethene 5.1c. R2 for the linear fits is > 0.99. 

Cycling between 0.0 and 0.8 V at 0.25 V s–1 effected the depletion of the redox 

response of 5.1c (Figure 5.10) with a complete loss of current after ca. 100 cycles. 
Subsequent cycling between 0.0 and 1.1 V resulted in the reappearance of the 

redox waves of 5.1c, albeit with peak areas approximately 90 % less than those 
observed initially. 
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Figure 5.10 Cyclic voltammograms of a SAM of dithienylethene 5.1c on a gold bead 

electrode, recorded at 0.25 V s–1 in DCM/0.1 M TBAPF6 with a Pt counter electrode and 
an SCE reference electrode. Repeated cycling results in the depletion of the redox waves 
of 5.1c. Only every 10th cyclic is shown. 

Cyclic voltammetry of SAMs of 5.1o recorded on a roughened gold bead allowed 
for SERS spectra of the SAM to be obtained between cycles. It was found that 

upon full depletion of 5.1c, the SAM consisted mainly of 5.1o with a minor 

amount of 5.1byprod observable (Figure 5.11). As such, the lower amount of 

detectable 5.1c upon the second electrochemical closing/opening cycle is 
attributed primarily to the partial desorption of the SAM. Such desorption has 

been observed in other instances where slow scan rates were used and is 
attributed to oxidation of the gold substrate.35 
 

 

Figure 5.11 SERS spectrum of a SAM of dithienylethene 5.1o on a roughened gold bead 

after electrochemically induced ring closing followed by electrochemically induced ring 

opening. 

Photochemically induced switching of 5.1 on smooth gold beads was monitored 
by cycling between 0.0 and 0.8 V at 0.5 V s–1 (Figure 5.12). The number of cycles 

was limited in order to minimize electrochemical switching. It was found that 
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irradiation of the bead at 365 nm resulted in the formation of 5.1c. Subsequent 

irradiation at > 440 nm resulted in the depletion of the signal of 5.1c. 
 

 

Figure 5.12 Cyclic voltammogram of a SAM of dithienylethene 5.1o on a smooth gold 

bead electrode before irradiation (thin line), after irradiation at 365 nm (thick line), 
and after subsequent irradiation at > 440 nm (dashed line). Recorded at 0.5 V s–1 in 

DCM/0.1 M TBAPF6 with a Pt counter electrode and an SCE reference electrode. 

5.3 Conclusions 
The photochemical behavior of dithienylethene 5.1 was studied in solution as 

well as on gold substrates. In solution, 5.1 was shown to display reversible 
photochemical switching albeit with switching fatigue that was observed over 
multiple photochemical switching cycles due to irreversible isomerization. Self-

assembly of 5.1 on gold substrates was confirmed by cyclic voltammetry to 
result in the formation of monolayers. SERS confirmed adsorption of the tripod 
and the stability of the monolayer upon irradiation with UV and visible light.a 
The desorption of the monolayer that was observed upon electrochemical 

cycling between 0 and 0.8 V is attributed to the oxidation of underlying gold 
surface. 
 

SAMs of 5.1 on gold were shown by SERS spectroscopy and cyclic voltammetry 
to display reversible photochemical switching. Importantly, self-assembly of the 

fatigue product (5.1byprod), generated by prolonged irradiation of 5.1o in solution, 

                                                         
 
a Adsorption of the three legs of the tripod on the surface, monolayer thickness, and 
monolayer stability were also confirmed by XPS experiments, see: Pijper, T. C.; Ivashenko, 

O.; Walko, M.; Rudolf, P.; Browne, W. R.; Feringa, B. L. J Phys. Chem. C 2015, 119, 

3648−3657. 
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onto a gold surface allowed for observation of the SERS spectrum of 5.1byprod 

(Figure 9). In contrast to 5.1c, 5.1byprod is not subject to photoreversion upon 
irradiation at 785 nm and. Together with its visible absorption which leads to 
pre-resonant enhancement of the spectrum, this means that if present even in 

minor amounts in a SAM, it can be observed readily. Hence, the absence of 

bands from 5.1byprod in the spectra of SAMs of 5.1o, even after extended 
irradiation at 355 nm, confirms that this fatigue process is suppressed 
substantially when immobilized. The origin of the quenching of one chemical 

pathway and not another is unclear at present but given that the orientation of 
the switch is relatively well-controlled, it may be that there is a difference 
between the dipole moments of the transitions that access the states leading to 

irreversible isomerization and reversible cyclization. As such, we conclude that, 
despite the design of the tripodal anchoring unit, there remains sufficient 
interaction between the switching unit and the gold surface to quench, albeit in 

this case usefully, certain photochemical processes (i.e. the irreversible 

rearrangement, Scheme 5.2). 
 

In conclusion, the tripodal structure has been shown to successfully link a 
photoswitchable unit to a gold surface while retaining the photochemical and 
redox switching properties. As the tripod structure has all of its thiols adsorbed, 
there is full control over position and orientation of the photoswitchable unit 

with respect to the gold surface. This provides a substantial improvement over 
the use of linkers that offer only a single point of attachment and is an 
important step forward in the ongoing design of switchable SAM based organic 

light responsive devices. 
 

5.4 Experimental section 
General experimental 
General experimental details can be found in chapter 3. 

 

Quantum chemical calculation of Raman spectra 
Quantum chemical calculations were performed with the Firefly 8.0.0 release 
candidate QC program,50 which is based partially on GAMESS (US) source code.51 

The basis sets was obtained from the EMSL basis set exchange 
(https://bse.pnl.gov/bse/portal). Calculated Raman activities were converted to 
Raman intensities using the method described in chapter 3. 
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SERS experiments using colloidal gold 
Experimental details describing the preparation of colloidal gold and its use in 
SERS experiments can be found in chapter 3. 
 

Preparation of SAMs on roughened gold beads 
Experimental details describing the formation of SAMs of dithienylethene 5.1 on 
gold beads can be found in chapter 3. 
 

Cyclic voltammetry 
Solution experiments were performed using a Telfon-shrouded glassy carbon 

working electrode (CH Instruments), a Pt wire counter electrode, and a saturated 
calomel electrode (SCE) reference in DCM/0.1 M TBAPF6. The concentration of 

the analyte was 0.50 mM. Experiments with SAMs of dithienylethene 5.1 on 
gold beads employed the gold bead as the working electrode, a Pt counter 

electrode, and an SCE reference electrode in DCM/0.1 M TBAPF6. iR 
compensation was employed with scan rates > 0.25 V s–1 in order to correct for 

solution resistance. The surface coverage of 5.1c on the gold beads was calculated 

using the cathodic and anodic parts of both redox waves displayed by 5.1c. 

 

 
 

tert-Butyl(3-iodophenyl)sulfane (5.2). A mixture of 1,3-diiodobenzene (33.9 g, 
103 mmol), 2-methyl-2-propanethiol (11.1 g, 123 mmol), sodium tert-butoxide 

(23.7 g, 246 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (4.27 g, 3.69 
mmol), and tert-butanol (1.3 L) was stirred at 65 °C for 16 h. The mixture was 

concentrated in vacuo and pentane (600 mL) was added. The resulting mixture 

was washed with water (2 × 300 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated in 

vacuo. Column chromatography (silica gel, heptane + 0.2 % EtOAc, Rf = 0.55) 

yielded thioether 5.2 as a colorless solid (12.6 g, 42 %); mp 45–46 °C; 1H NMR 

(400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.91 (t, J = 1.7 Hz, 1H), 7.69 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 1H), 7.49 (d, J = 

7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.07 (t, J = 7.8 Hz, 1H), 1.29 (s, 12H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 

145.7 (d), 137.7 (d), 136.6 (d), 135.2 (s), 130.1 (d), 94.0 (s), 46.5 (s), 31.1 (q); IR 

(neat) νmax 2959, 1565, 1550, 1454, 1386, 1362, 1152, 1057, 995, 777, 741, 685, 

647 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3054, 2960, 2921, 2895, 1566, 1167, 1102, 1058, 

996, 808, 743, 648, 583, 250 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 292 (M+, 18), 236 (100); HRMS 

(APPI): calcd for C10H13IS: 291.9777, found: 291.9775. 
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((3-(tert-Butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)trimethylsilane (5.3). A mixture of tert-

butyl(3-iodophenyl)sulfane (5.2, 14.5 g, 49.7 mmol), trimethylsilylacetylene 
(7.32 g, 74.5 mmol, 10.6 mL), and N,N-diisopropylethylamine (10.9 g, 84.5 

mmol, 14.7 mL) in tetrahydrofuran (135 mL) was stirred for 30 min at rt. 
Bis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(II) dichloride (1.74 g, 2.48 mmol) and 
copper(I) iodide (473 mg, 2.48 mmol), both degassed in vacuo for 1 h, were 

added and the resulting mixture was stirred for 48 h at rt. Water (150 mL) and 
diethylether (150 mL) were added, after which the layers were separated and the 
water layer was extracted with diethylether (150 mL). The combined organic 

layers were washed with water (150 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated in 

vacuo. Purification by column chromatography (silica gel, heptane/toluene 10:1, 

Rf = 0.50) provided thioether 5.3 as a slightly yellow liquid (11.06 g, 85 %); 1H 

NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.64 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 1H), 7.50–7.43 (m, 2H), 7.26 (t, J = 

7.8 Hz, 1H), 1.29 (s, 9H), 0.25 (s, 9H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.6 (d), 

137.6 (d), 133.1 (s), 132.3 (d), 128.4 (d), 123.7 (s), 104.5 (s), 94.9 (s), 46.2 (s), 

31.1 (q), 0.1 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2961, 2162, 1466, 1364, 1250, 1161, 888, 843, 

793, 760, 691 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3060, 2961, 2922, 2898, 2163, 1582, 1217, 

997, 646, 604, 593, 572 cm–1; m/z (EI, %): 262 (M+, 12), 206 (53), 191 (100); 

HRMS (APPI): calcd for C15H23SSi ([M + H]+): 263.1284, found: 263.1280. 
 

 
 

tert-Butyl(3-ethynylphenyl)sulfane (5.4). A stirred solution of ((3-(tert-

butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)trimethylsilane (5.3, 11.1 g, 42.1 mmol) in 
tetrahydrofuran (540 mL) and methanol (8 mL) was cooled to 0 °C. 
Tetrabutylammonium fluoride (1.0 M in tetrahydrofuran, 20.6 mmol, 20.6 mL) 
was added dropwise over 5 min, after which the mixture was stirred for 2 h at 0 

°C. The mixture was poured onto a saturated aqueous solution of NH4Cl (500 
mL) and extracted with dichloromethane (2 × 300 mL). The combined organic 
layers were washed with water (2 × 300 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and 

concentrated in vacuo. The resulting oil was filtered over a short column of silica 

gel (pentane), providing thioether 5.4 as a slightly yellow liquid (7.35 g, 85 %); 
1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.67 (s, 1H), 7.52 (d, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 7.49 (d, J = 7.7 

Hz, 1H), 7.29 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 1H), 3.10 (s, 1H), 1.29 (s, 9H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, 
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CDCl3) δ 140.8 (d), 137.9 (d), 133.3 (s), 132.4 (d), 128.5 (d), 122.6 (s), 83.1 (s), 

77.9 (d), 46.2 (s), 31.1 (q); IR (neat) νmax 3291, 2960, 1585, 1560, 1466, 1457, 

1394, 1363, 1158, 1079, 900, 843, 792, 691, 652 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3060, 

2962, 2922, 2898, 2112, 1585, 1198, 999, 682, 599, 570, 466, 361 cm–1; m/z (EI, 
%): 190 (M+, 11), 134 (100). 
 

 
 

Ethoxytris(4-iodophenyl)silane (5.5). A stirred suspension of 1,4-
diiodobenzene (50.0 g, 152 mmol) in diethylether (750 mL) was cooled to –78 °C 

and n-BuLi (1.6 M in hexane, 113.5 mmol, 70.9 mL) was added dropwise over 15 

min. The resulting mixture was stirred for 1 h, after which tetraexthoxysilane 
(7.90 g, 37.9 mmol, 8.5 mL) was added at once and stirring was continued for 1 

h. The mixture was allowed to warm to rt and stirred for an additional 4 h. 
Aqueous HCl (1 M, 125 mL) was added and the layers were separated after which 
the organic layer was washed with water (2 × 250 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and 

concentrated in vacuo. Purification was performed by column chromatography 

(silica gel, heptane/toluene 9:1, Rf = 0.45), which provided silane 5.5 as a white 

solid (14.20 g, 55 %); m.p. 177–178 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.75 (d, J = 

8.2 Hz, 6H), 7.28 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 6H), 3.83 (q, J = 7.0 Hz, 2H), 1.22 (t, J = 6.9 Hz, 

3H); 13C NMR (100 MHz, CDCl3) δ 137.4 (d), 136.8 (d), 132.9 (s), 98.1 (s), 60.1 

(t), 18.5 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2967, 1565, 1474, 1373, 1116, 1104, 1077, 1055, 1002, 

951, 802, 761, 724 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 3042, 1567, 1190, 1106, 1056, 694, 

628, 329, 288, 252, 230 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): calcd for C20H18I3OSi ([M + H]+): 
682.8256, found: 682.8242. 

 

 
 

Tris(4-((3-(tert-butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)phenyl)(ethoxy)silane (5.6). A 
mixture of ethoxytris(4-iodophenyl)silane (5.5, 8.00 g, 11.7 mmol), tert-butyl(3-

ethynylphenyl)sulfane (5.4, 13.3 g, 70.1 mmol), 
bis(dibenzylideneacetone)palladium(0) (1.01 g, 1.76 mmol), triphenylphosphine 

(1.54 g, 5.87 mmol), copper(I) iodide (302 mg, 1.58 mmol), N,N-

diisopropylethylamine (267 mL), and tetrahydrofuran (800 mL) was stirred at rt 
for 48 h. Water (600 mL) was added, after which the mixture was extracted with 
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diethylether (3 × 750 mL). The combined organic layers were washed with water 
(2 × 500 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated in vacuo. Column 

chromatography (silica gel, heptane/toluene 4:3, Rf = 0.45) provided thioether 

5.6 as a yellow sticky oil (5.35 g, 87 %); 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.72 (s, 

3H), 7.63–7.49 (m, 18H), 7.32 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 3H), 3.89 (q, J = 6.9 Hz, 2H), 1.31 (s, 

27H), 1.26 (t, J = 7.0 Hz, 3H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.3 (d), 137.6 (d), 

135.3 (d), 134.4 (s), 133.3 (s), 131.9 (d), 131.1 (d), 128.5 (d), 125.0 (s), 123.6 (s), 

90.2 (s), 89.9 (s), 60.1 (t), 46.2 (s), 31.1 (q), 18.5 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2959, 1594, 

1362, 1159, 1106, 1075, 823, 790, 766, 744, 687, 642 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 
2223, 2189, 1595, 1584, 1150, 1094, 998, 600, 570 cm–1. 

 

 
 

Tris(4-((3-(tert-butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)phenyl)(4-iodophenyl)silane (5.7). 
A stirred solution of 1,4-diiodobenzene (683 mg, 2.07 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran 
(10 mL) and diethylether (10 mL) was cooled to –78 °C. n-Butyllithium (1.6 M in 

hexane, 2.28 mmol, 1.4 mL) was added dropwise over 5 min, after which the 

resulting mixture was stirred at –78 °C for 1 h. A precooled solution of tris(4-((3-
(tert-butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)phenyl)(ethoxy)silane (5.6, 1.50 g, 1.73 mmol) in 

tetrahydrofuran (20 mL) was added and the resulting mixture was stirred at –78 
°C for 30 min, after which it was allowed to warm to rt overnight. Water (50 mL) 
and ethyl acetate (50 mL) were added and the layers were separated. The 

aqueous layer was extracted with ethyl acetate (50 mL), after which the 
combined organic layers were washed with water (50 mL), dried over Na2SO4, 
and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography (silica gel, heptane/toluene 

4:3) provided thioether 5.7 as a sticky oil (1.21 g, 68 %); 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 7.77 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 7.72 (t, J = 1.5 Hz, 3H), 7.58–7.50 (m, 18H), 

7.32 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 3H), 7.27 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 2H), 1.32 (s, 27H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 140.4 (d), 137.9 (d), 137.6 (d), 137.4 (d), 136.3 (d), 133.6 (s), 133.4 (s), 

132.7 (s), 132.0 (d), 131.3 (d), 128.6 (d), 125.0 (s), 123.6 (s), 97.8 (s), 90.4 (s), 

89.8 (s), 46.3 (s), 31.2 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2958, 1594, 1455, 1362, 1158, 1103, 

1004, 822, 790, 765, 714, 687, 643 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 2223, 2190, 1594, 
1583, 1150, 1091, 997, 599, 570 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): calcd for C60H55IS3Si: 

1026.2274, found: 1026.2264. 
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5-Chloro-2-methyl-3-(2-(2-methyl-5-(p-tolyl)thiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-1-en-1-
yl)thiophene (5.8). n-Butyllithium (1.6 M solution in hexane, 3.19 mmol, 2.0 

mL) was added dropwise to a stirred solution of 1,2-bis(5-chloro-2-
methylthiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-1-ene (1.00 g, 3.04 mmol) in tetrahydrofuran 

(40 mL), after which stirring was continued for 1 h. Tributyl borate (978 mg, 
4.25 mmol, 1.1 mL) was added dropwise and the resulting mixture was stirred 
for an additional 1 h. Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a stirred mixture of 4-

bromotoluene (779 mg, 4.55 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) 
(105 mg, 91.1 μmol), ethylene glycol (0.4 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 16 mL), 
and tetrahydrofuran (24 mL) was heated to 70 °C. The crude boronic ester was 
added and the resulting mixture was refluxed for 16 h. The mixture was diluted 

with diethylether (100 mL) and washed with water (2 × 50 mL). The combined 
aqueous layers were extracted with diethylether (50 mL), after which the 
combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. 

Column chromatography (silica gel, heptane + 1 % ethyl acetate, Rf = 0.5) 

provided dithienylethene 5.8 as a slightly pink oil (848 mg, 73 %); 1H NMR (400 

MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.38 (d, J = 8.1 Hz, 2H), 7.14 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H), 6.93 (s, 1H), 6.62 

(s, 1H), 2.83–2.71 (m, 4H), 2.34 (s, 3H), 2.09–2.00 (m, 2H), 1.98 (s, 3H), 1.88 (s, 

3H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.1 (s), 137.0 (s), 136.4 (s), 135.5 (s), 135.3 

(s), 134.0 (s), 133.7 (s), 133.4 (s), 131.8 (s), 129.6 (d), 127.0 (d), 125.4 (d), 125.1 

(s), 123.4 (d), 38.6 (t), 38.5 (t), 23.1 (t), 21.2 (q), 14.5 (q), 14.29 (q); IR (neat) νmax 

2916, 2842, 1512, 1437, 1164, 1004, 828, 810, 750 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 2916, 

1634, 1612, 1556, 1514, 1470, 1378, 1245, 1211, 1186, 793, 704 cm–1; HRMS 
(APPI): calcd for C22H22ClS2 ([M + H]+): 385.0846, found: 385.0840. 
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Tris(4-((3-(tert-butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)phenyl)(4-(5-methyl-4-(2-(2-
methyl-5-(p-tolyl)thiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-1-en-1-yl)thiophen-2-
yl)phenyl)silane (5.9). 5-Chloro-2-methyl-3-(2-(2-methyl-5-(p-tolyl)thiophen-3-

yl)cyclopent-1-en-1-yl)thiophene (5.8, 725 mg, 1.88 mmol) was dissolved in 
tetrahydrofuran (20 mL). n-Butyllithium (1.6 M solution in hexane, 2.07 mmol, 

1.3 mL) was added dropwise, after which stirring was continued for 45 min. 
Tributyl borate (476 mg, 2.07 mmol, 0.56 mL) was added dropwise and stirring 
was continued for 45 min. Meanwhile, in a separate flask, a stirred mixture of 

tris(4-((3-(tert-butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)phenyl)(4-iodophenyl)silane (5.7, 1.45 

g, 1.41 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (65.2 mg, 56.4 μmol), 
ethylene glycol (0.20 mL), aqueous Na2CO3 (2 M, 12 mL), and tetrahydrofuran 
(8 mL) was heated to 70 °C. The crude boronic ester was added and the resulting 
mixture was refluxed for 16 h. The mixture was diluted with pentane (50 mL) 

and washed with water (2 × 50 mL). The combined aqueous layers were 
extracted with pentane (50 mL), after which the combined organic layers were 
dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated in vacuo. Column chromatography (silica 

gel, heptane/toluene 4:3) provided dithienylethene 5.9 as a light grey sticky oil 

(1.53 g, 87 %); 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3) δ 7.72 (s, 3H), 7.57–7.49 (m, 22H), 

7.39 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 2H), 7.32 (t, J = 7.7 Hz, 3H), 7.13 (d, J = 7.9 Hz, 2H), 7.10 (s, 

1H), 6.99 (s, 1H), 2.87–2.81 (m, 4H), 2.34 (s, 3H), 2.11–2.04 (m, 2H), 2.01 (s, 3H), 

1.98 (s, 3H), 1.31 (s, 27H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 140.4 (d), 140.0 (s), 139.2 

(s), 137.6 (d), 137.1 (s), 136.95 (d), 136.92 (s), 136.6 (s), 136.3 (d), 136.2 (s), 
135.4 (s), 135.1 (s), 134.5 (s), 134.3 (s), 134.0 (s), 133.4 (s), 132.0 (d), 131.9 (s), 

131.4 (s), 131.2 (d), 129.6 (d), 128.6 (d), 125.4 (d), 125.0 (d), 124.9 (d), 124.8 (s), 
123.7 (s), 123.6 (d), 90.2 (s), 89.9 (s), 46.3 (s), 38.64 (t), 38.59 (t), 31.2 (q), 23.2 

(t), 21.3 (q), 14.7 (q), 14.5 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2957, 1593, 1455, 1392, 1362, 1159, 

1103, 821, 812, 790,764, 737, 686, 644 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 2223, 2189, 

1594, 1583, 1502, 1465, 1149, 1091, 997 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): calcd for C82H76S5Si: 
1271.4212, found: 1271.4224. 
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S,S',S''-(((((4-(5-methyl-4-(2-(2-methyl-5-(p-tolyl)thiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-1-

en-1-yl)thiophen-2-yl)phenyl)silanetriyl)tris(benzene-4,1-diyl))tris(ethyne-
2,1-diyl))tris(benzene-3,1-diyl)) triethanethioate (5.1). Tris(4-((3-(tert-

butylthio)phenyl)ethynyl)phenyl)(4-(5-methyl-4-(2-(2-methyl-5-(p-

tolyl)thiophen-3-yl)cyclopent-1-en-1-yl)thiophen-2-yl)phenyl)silane (5.9, 1.50 g, 
1.20 mmol) was dissolved in dichloromethane (60 mL) and acetyl chloride (2.83 
g, 36.0 mmol, 2.6 mL) was added. Boron tribromide (1.0 M in dichloromethane, 
3.96 mmol, 4.0 mL) was added dropwise over 5 min, after which the resulting 

mixture was stirred for 16 h. Water (50 mL) and ethyl acetate (50 mL) were 
added and the layers were separated. The inorganic layer was extracted with 
ethyl acetate (50 mL), after which the combined organic layers were washed 

with water (50 mL), dried over Na2SO4, and concentrated in vacuo. Column 

chromatography (silica gel, heptane/ethyl acetate 67:1) provided 

dithienylethene 5.1 as a brown sticky oil (659 mg, 45 %); 1H NMR (400 MHz, 

CDCl3) δ 7.60 (s, 3H), 7.59–7.49 (m, 19H), 7.43–7.37 (m, 8H), 7.13 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 

2H), 7.10 (s, 1H), 6.99 (s, 1H), 2.84 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 4H), 2.44 (s, 9H), 2.34 (s, 3H), 

2.13–2.04 (m, 2H), 2.01 (s, 3H), 1.98 (s, 3H); 13C NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 193.6 

(s), 134.0 (s), 139.2 (s), 137.5 (d), 137.1 (s), 137.0 (d), 136.6 (s), 136.3 (d), 136.2 
(s), 135.4 (s), 135.0 (s), 134.5 (d), 134.3 (s), 134.0 (s), 132.7 (d), 131.9 (s), 131.2 

(d), 129.6 (d), 129.3 (d), 128.4 (s), 125.4 (d), 125.0 (d), 124.8 (d), 124.6 (s), 124.5 
(s), 123.6 (d), 90.5 (s), 89.7 (s), 38.65 (t), 38.61 (t), 30.4 (q), 23.2 (t), 21.3 (q), 14.7 

(q), 14.6 (q); IR (neat) νmax 2915, 1705, 1593, 1497, 1101, 1018, 946, 884, 820, 

787, 765, 737, 684 cm–1; Raman (neat) νmax 2224, 2190, 1586, 1502, 1466, 1152, 

1090, 996 cm–1; HRMS (APPI): calcd for C76H59O3S5Si ([M + H]+): 1207.2832, 
found: 1207.2804. 
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Dithienylethene 5.1c. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CD2Cl2) δ 7.61–7.54 (m, 22H), 7.46–

7.39 (m, 8H), 7.15 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H), 6.54 (s, 1H), 6.42 (s, 1H), 2.51–2.46 (m, 

4H), 2.43 (s, 9H), 2.358 (s, 3H), 2.00 (s, 6H), 1.93–1.85 (m, 2H); Raman (neat) 

νmax 2224, 1587, 1506, 1312, 1265, 1187, 1151, 1102 cm–1. 
 

5.5 Full IR and Raman spectra 
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(obtained by scaled 

subtraction)
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Chapter 6 
 

Reversible photochemical control 

of cholesteric liquid crystals with 

a diamine-based diarylethene 

chiroptical switch 
 
 
A major challenge in materials science consists of designing efficient chiral dopants 
that provide control over chiral amplification by use of an external trigger, for example 
by irradiation with light, and thereby achieving control over the dynamic and 

responsive structure of cholesteric liquid crystals. In this chapter, a chiral photochromic 
diarylethene switch bearing two chiral imine units is introduced. It will be shown that, 

even at low concentrations, this diarylethene (in a nematic liquid crystalline phase) 
induces the formation of a stable cholesteric liquid crystalline phase. The retention of 
the photochromic properties of the diarylethene allows for reversible photocontrol over 

the period of the cholesteric helix. In addition, this guest molecule shows the highest 
values of helical twisting power achieved so far with diarylethene-based 
photoswitchable guest molecules.* 

 
 
 

 
 
 

* This chapter has been published as: van Leeuwen, T.; Pijper, T. C.; Areephong, 
J.; Feringa, B. L.; Browne, W. R.; Katsonis, N. J. Mater. Chem. 2011, 21, 

3142−3146. 
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6.1 Introduction 
Phototunable chiral liquid crystals (LCs) are dynamic materials that have 
demonstrated extensive applicability in several fields of materials science 
including optical rewritable information storage1 and dynamic color control.2 A 
promising approach consists of using these tunable materials to design smart 

and broadband reflective devices.3 Phototunable cholesteric liquid crystals can 
be formed by using switchable molecules as chiral dopants for nematic liquid 
crystals. A major challenge in creating these materials is to design and synthesize 

switchable chiral dopants that are not only excellent helicity inducers but that 
also photoswitch with a high thermal stability. A wide range of chiral 
photoswitchable dopants providing control over the period of cholesteric liquid 

crystals has been developed in recent years.4 While azobenzene-based chiral 
dopants have received most attention,5,6 the properties of other classes of 
photoresponsive molecules as dopants have been investigated also,7 including 

fulgides,8 olefins,9 chiroptical overcrowded alkenes10 (as well as structurally 
analogous molecular motors),11,12 and diarylethenes.13,14,15 
 

Diarylethenes are a class of compounds that can be switched from a colorless 
open form to a colored closed form upon irradiation with UV light and returned 
to the open form by irradiation with visible light.16 The thermal stability of both 
the open and the closed form is an important property of diarylethenes, which 

contrasts with, for example, the thermal reversibility observed for azobenzenes 
and spiropyrans. This thermal stability allows for the state of diarylethenes to be 
controlled selectively by UV and visible irradiation. The synthesis of 

diarylethene-based mesogens has been reported.17 Although attractive, this 
approach is hindered both by the synthetic cost of the mesogens and by their 
high transition temperatures. Alternatively, the use of chiral photoswitches as 

dopants allows envisioning of precise and reversible photocontrol over the 
helicity and the pitch of cholesteric liquid crystals (the pitch of a cholesteric 
helix is defined as the unit length for a complete rotation). The propensity of a 

chiral dopant to induce cholesteric order in a nematic environment is 
characterised by its helical twisting power (HTP). So far, diarylethene derivatives 
have shown moderate HTPs, up to 28.6 μm–1 as reported by Irie and 
coworkers.15d An overview of reported diarylethene dopants is provided in Figure 

6.1. 
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Figure 6.1 Overview of diarylethene dopants and their reported helical twisting powers 

(in 5CB). 

This value remains significantly lower than HTPs reported for some 
azobenzenes, which can reach 158 μm–1.18 However, despite their high efficiency 

in inducing chiral order, the use of azobenzenes as chiral photoswitchable 
dopants is generally hampered by a lack of thermal stability – one way switching 
from the trans to the cis form can be controlled by irradiation with UV light but 

the kinetics of the reverse reaction are often entirely determined by the structure 
of the azobenzene-based molecule and thus the reverse reaction is often not 
controllable by an external trigger.a Diarylethenes provide a prospectful 

alternative to azobenzenes because of the thermal stability of both open and 
closed forms. Their HTPs have to be improved, however, in view of future 
applications where visible light is employed. This is because chiral dopants with 
a low HTP require the use of high dopant ratios, which gives rise to several 

related problems, e.g. phase separation. 

 

                                                         
a Recently, the first example of an azobenzene exhibiting high thermal stability was 

reported, see: Ble ́ger, D.; Schwarz, J.; Brouwer, A. M.; Hecht, S. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 

20597−20600. 
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Figure 6.2 a) Diarylethene-based liquid crystal dopant 6.1 in its open (6.1o) and closed 

(6.1c) form. b) The two nematic liquid crystalline hosts used in the study of 6.1. 

In this chapter, we report on the synthesis of diarylethene 6.1 and its 
photochromic properties both in solution and as a chiral dopant (Figure 6.2a). 

To the best of our knowledge, the HTP of 6.1 used as a chiral switch (–50 μm–1 in 
host E7) was the highest reported for a diarylethene-based dopant.b Importantly, 

the HTP value of diarylethene 6.1 is sufficiently high to induce the formation of 

a cholesteric mesophase in both its open (6.1o) and its closed form (6.1c), in 
contrast to the majority of previous designs where only the open form showed a 
non-negligible HTP.13,14,15b Finally, we demonstrate that the photochromic 

properties of 6.1 in solution are retained in the liquid crystalline matrix (using 
the commerically available LC materials 5CB and E7, Figure 6.2b) and that 

reversible photocontrol of the whole mesophase can be achieved by irradiation 
with UV and visible light. With optimization of their HTPs, diarylethene-based 
dopants are prospectful alternatives to azobenzene-based dopants for reversible 

photocontrol of the structure of cholesteric liquid crystals. 
 

                                                         
b Since the publication of this study, a series of diarylethenes exhibiting even higher HTPs 
has been reported by Li and co-workers. See a) Li, Y.; Urbas, A.; Li, Q. J. Org. Chem. 2011, 

76, 7148−7156. b) Li, Y.; Li, Q. Org. Lett. 2012, 14, 4362−4365. c) Li, Y.; Urbas, A.; Li, Q. J. 

Am. Chem. Soc. 2012, 134, 9573−9576. d) Li, Y.; Wang, M.; Urbas, A.; Li, Q. J. Mater. Chem. 

C 2013, 1, 3917−3923. 
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6.2 Results and discussion 
The design of diarylethene 6.1 is based on two chiral imine units connected to a 
diarylethene photochromic unit through phenyl spacers. The chiral units are 
introduced using phenyl-aldehyde moieties, which react readily with chiral 
amines (Scheme 6.1). Incorporation of phenyl groups directly attached to the 

diarylethene unit allows for extension of the conjugated core of the molecule, 
which induces a red shift in the absorption of the closed form, compared to 1-
phenylethylimine-based diarylethene designs earlier reported by our group.13 
This red shift in the absorption spectrum of the closed form results in an 

increase in the photostationary state. The choice of the central moiety was 
motivated by the fact that perfluorinated cyclopentene-based systems provide 
better photochemical stability for diarylethenes, compared to perhydrogenated 

moieties.16a The design of 6.1 also took into account that enhancing the 
mesogenic character of the molecule enhances its solubility in nematic hosts, 
thereby allowing higher doping ratios to be used without the problem of phase 
separation. 

 

 

Scheme 6.1 Synthesis of diarylethene 6.1. 

Diimine diarylethene 6.1o was prepared using a two-step synthesis that started 

from the dichloro-substituted diarylethene 6.2 (Scheme 1). By successive 
treatment with n-butyllithium and tributylborate, 6.2 was converted into the 

corresponding boronic ester 6.3.19 The crude boronic ester was then used in a 
Suzuki-Miyaura cross-coupling reaction with 4-bromobenzaldehyde, which 

provided dialdehyde 6.4 in 55 % yield. Conversion of 6.4 to diimine 6.1 was 
achieved by condensation with a chiral amine. This approach can potentially 
allow for facile variation through the use of other chiral primary amines. 

 

The photoswitching behavior of 6.1o in solution was studied using 1H NMR, 

UV/vis, and CD spectroscopy. The 1H NMR spectrum of 6.1o shows the signals of 
two methyl groups attached to the thiophene moieties at 1.99 ppm and the 
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aromatic protons between 7.20 and 8.40 ppm (Figure 6.3). Irradiation of the 
sample at 365 nm results in a decrease in the signal at 1.99 ppm and the 
appearance of a new band at 2.20 ppm in addition to the shifting of one of the 

aromatic signals to 6.73 ppm, which is indicative of the formation of the closed-

ring isomer 6.1c.20 Based on the integration of the signals assigned to the methyl 

groups, the ratio 6.1o:6.1c at the photostationary state (PSS365nm) was determined 

to be 2:98. This excellent value is an important feature of diarylethene 6.1 in 
view of future applications. 
 

 
 

Figure 6.3 1H NMR spectra of 6.1o (top) and 6.1PSS365 (bottom), recorded at 400 MHz 

in CDCl3. 

The UV/vis absorption spectrum of a sample of 6.1o in hexane (2.0 × 10–5 M) 
shows an absorption maximum at 322 nm (Figure 6.4a). Irradiation at 365 nm 
results in the appearance of a broad absorption with a maximum at 595 nm, 

indicative of the formation of 6.1c.21 An isosbestic point was maintained at 343 

nm. In contrast, the CD spectrum of 6.1o in hexane displayed a much smaller 
change upon irradiation at 365 nm, indicating that switching of the 

diarylethene unit does not significantly induce a CD effect in addition to the CD 
signal attributed to the chirality of the imine groups (Figure 6.4b). 
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Figure 6.4 a) UV/vis absorption and b) CD spectra of 6.1o (solid lines) and at 6.1PSS365 

in hexane (2.0 × 10–5 M) at 20 °C (dashed lines). 

Doping of nematic liquid crystals 4’-pentyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile (5CB) or E7 

with 2.9 and 2.1 wt% of 6.1o, respectively, resulted in the observation of a 
fingerprint-like texture22 that is characteristic of the formation of a stable 

cholesteric mesophase (Figure 6.5a). When the cholesteric mixture of 6.1o in 
5CB was irradiated at 365 nm, the characteristic fingerprint texture was retained 
(Figure 6.5b); however, the periodicity of the fingerprint texture increased, 

indicating that the pitch of the cholesteric helix had lengthened, and 

consequently that 6.1c has a lower HTP than 6.1o. That the mesophase remained 

cholesteric indicates that the HTP of 6.1c is sufficient to induce the formation of 
a stable cholesteric liquid crystal. This observation contrasts with the behavior of 
previously described diamine-based diarylethene dopants13 and other 

diarylethene-based dopants,14,15b for which the HTP of the closed form is too low 
to induce the formation of a cholesteric mesophase. Subsequent irradiation of 
the sample with visible light (λ > 420 nm) resulted in the formation of a 

cholesteric texture with the same periodicity as observed prior to irradiation at 
365 nm. 
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Figure 6.5 Textures observed with 5CB doped with 6.1o (2.9 wt%) using polarized 

optical microscopy under homeotropic anchoring conditions (on a glass slide 
functionalized with octadecyltrichlorosilane). Size of both images: 156 μm × 121 μm. 
a) Before irradiation and b) after 10 min irradiation at 365 nm. 

Circular dichroism (CD) was employed to study the photochemically induced 
modification in the helical structure of the cholesteric liquid crystals. Nematic 
liquid crystals based on non-chiral compounds, e.g. 5CB and E7, do not give rise 

to CD signals. However, the presence of a chiral molecular dopant can induce 
CD signals through the formation of chiral supramolecular architectures, such as 
the helical ordering of mesogens in cholesteric liquid crystals. Planar orientation 

of the sample was ensured by using an adapted cell (see experimental section) 
and checked by observing the characteristic oily streak texture by optical 

microscopy, under cross polarizers. The CD spectrum of both 6.1o and 6.1c 
shows an intense negative band at 340 nm, which corresponds to the absorption 

region for 5CB (Figure 6.6). With the values of cholesteric pitch we used (see 
Table 6.1), the reflection band of the cholesteric LC is to the red of the 
absorption band. Moreover, the dielectric anisotropy and the linear dichroism of 

5CB are both positive, therefore it is possible to determine the handedness of the 

cholesteric helix induced by 6.1o and 6.1c based on induced CD spectra.23 The 
negative bands in the absorption region of 5CB indicate that a left-handed 

cholesteric helix is formed, and therefore that the HTP of 6.1o and 6.1c are 
negative. The sign of HTPs determined by CD spectroscopy is in agreement with 

earlier reports using a related dopant in the same nematic host.13 Moreover, the 

relative intensities of the CD spectra indicate that the HTP of 6.1 at the PSS365nm 

is lower (in magnitude), than the HTP of 6.1o. The switching of 6.1 in a 
cholesteric liquid crystalline environment was reproduced over a few cycles 
without any significant alteration of the CD spectra shown in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6 CD spectra of 6.1 in 5CB: spectrum of 5CB doped with 6.1o (solid line) and 

spectrum of the cholesteric mixture at PSS365nm (dashed line). The spectra were recorded 
at normal incidence and the cell was rotated through several angles orthogonal to the 
beam to ensure the absence of artifacts arising from linear dichroism. The inset shows 

changes in the CD spectrum at 350 nm over two cycles of irradiation with UV and 
visible light, demonstrating the reversible switching of 6.1 in a liquid crystalline 

environment.  

The absolute values of HTP of 6.1o and 6.1PSS365 in 5CB and E7 were determined 
with the Grandjean–Cano method (Table 6.1).24 The HTPs measured did not 
differ significantly between 5CB and E7, which can be rationalized on the basis 
of the similarity of the molecular composition of the two nematic hosts. 

 
Table 6.1 Concentration, HTP and handedness of the cholesteric liquid crystals formed

by doping nematic hosts 5CB and E7 with diarylethene 6.1. 

Nematic host wt% of 6.1 HTP of 6.1o (μm–1) HTP at PSS (μm–1) 

5CB 2.9 –44 –30 

E7 2.1 –50 –35 

 

6.3 Conclusions 
In conclusion, we have synthesized a chiral diarylethene dopant which displays 

a greater helical twisting power than any other diarylethene-based dopant 
reported up until this point. Its light-switchable properties were demonstrated, 

both in solution and in a liquid crystalline matrix. Diarylethene 6.1 was used as 
a chiral dopant in nematic hosts 5CB and in E7. To the best of our knowledge, in 

comparison to previously reported chiral diarylethene-based dopants,13,14,15 

diarylethene 6.1 showed the best doping performances reported for a chiral 
diarylethene so far (see footnote b). 
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Because the aromatic core of 6.1 was extended in comparison to previous 
designs of chiral diarylethene dopants,13 this molecule, used as a dopant in 
nematic liquid crystals, was shown to induce the formation of a cholesteric 

mesophase in both its open and closed forms. Importantly and in contrast with 

azobenzene-based chiral dopants, both 6.1c and 6.1o are thermally stable and as 
a consequence they both induce the formation of thermally stable cholesteric 

liquid crystals. We found that the open form 6.1o, which has a flexible 

molecular structure, has a higher HTP than the closed form 6.1c, whose structure 
is more rigid. This result is in agreement with investigations by Akagi et al. who 

reported powerful helicity inducers with a flexible structure.25 
 
Finally, through alternate irradiation with UV and visible light, reversible 

photocontrol of the period of the cholesteric helix was achieved. These results 
provide new opportunities for the development of light-driven chiral molecular 
switches as building blocks or components for smart functional materials. 

 

6.4 Experimental section 
General experimental 
All reagents are of commercial grade and used as received unless stated 
otherwise. Solvents for spectroscopic measurements were UVASOL (Merck) 

grade. The liquid crystalline materials E7 and 4’-pentyl-4-biphenylcarbonitrile 
(5CB) were purchased from Merck Japan and Aldrich, respectively. NMR spectra 

were recorded on a Varian VXR‐300, a Varian Unity AS 400, or a Varian Unity 

Plus 500, operating at 299.97, 399.93 and 499.85 MHz for 1H NMR spectroscopy, 

respectively. Chemical shifts are denoted in δ‐unit (ppm) relative to CDCl3 (7.26) 

for 1H NMR spectroscopy and relative to CDCl3 (77.16) for 13C NMR 
spectroscopy. The splitting parameters for 1H NMR and 19F NMR spectra are 

denoted as follows: s (singlet), d (doublet), t (triplet), q (quartet), dd (double 
doublet), dt (double triplet), m (multiplet), and b (broad). For 13C NMR spectra, 
peaks are assigned as q (primary carbon), t (secondary carbon), d (tertiary 
carbon), and s (quaternary carbon). Melting points were determined with a 

Büchi B‐545 melting point apparatus. Mass spectra (HRMS) were obtained using 
a Thermo Scientific LTQ XL and LTQ Orbitrap XL spectrometer. Reactions were 

carried out under a nitrogen atmosphere. Column chromatography was 

performed on SiO2 (SiliCycle SiliaFlash, 230‐400 mesh) using methodology 

described by Still and coworkers.26 
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Spectroscopy and photochemistry 
UV/vis spectra were recorded at room temperature using a JASCO V-630 
spectrophotometer in 1 cm pathlength quartz cuvettes. CD spectra were 
recorded on a JASCO J-815 spectropolarimeter using a custom built sample 

holder for liquid crystal cells, at normal incidence. The cells purchased from 
EHC (Japan) had the following specifications: thickness 8 μm, planar alignment, 
antiparallel, with capillary fill. UV irradiation experiments were performed with 

a Spectroline ENB-280C/FE UV lamp (range: 320–380 nm with a maximum at 
365 nm). Irradiation experiments with visible light were performed with a 
Thorlabs OSL1-EC fiber illuminator together with a long pass filter (range: 450–

750 nm). 
 

Microscopy 
Liquid crystalline textures were observed by polarized optical microscopy. 

Pitches were determined by the Grandjean−Cano technique24 using a plan-
convex converging lens (radius = 25.119 mm).  
 

 
 

3,3’-(Perfluorocyclopent-1-ene-1,2-diyl)bis(5-(5-aldehyde)-phenylchloro-2-

methylthiophene) (6.4). 3,3’-(perfluorocyclopent-1-ene-1,2-diyl)bis(5-chloro-2-

methylthiophene) (6.2, 3.30 g, 7.55 mmol) was dissolved in a flame dried flask 
in anhydrous diethyl ether (150 mL). n-BuLi (11.7 mL, 1.6 M in hexane, 18.7 

mmol) was added slowly by syringe at rt and the mixture was stirred for 30 min. 
Tributylborate (5.22 mL, 19.3 mmol) was added dropwise and the mixture was 

stirred for 40 min at rt. In a second flask, a mixture of p-bromobenzaldehyde 

(2.82 g, 15.2 mmol), tetrakis(triphenylphosphine)palladium(0) (0.33 g, 0.29 
mmol), THF (60 mL), 2 M aqueous Na2CO3 (40 mL), and ethylene glycol (3 mL) 

was heated to 50 °C. The reaction mixture containing the crude boronic ester 6.3 
was added slowly by syringe after which the resulting mixture was heated at 
reflux for 16 h. The mixture was diluted with diethyl ether (150 mL) and washed 
with brine (100 mL). The brine solution was extracted with diethyl ether (100 

mL) and the combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and concentrated 
in vacuo. Purification by column chromatography (SiO2, pentane/ethyl acetate 

5:1, Rf = 0.3) yielded dialdehyde 6.4 as a brown solid (2.4 g, 55 %); mp 199–200 

°C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 10.01 (s, 2H), 7.90 (d, J = 8.2 Hz, 4H), 7.70 (d, J 
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= 8.3 Hz, 4H), 7.44 (s, 2H), 2.01 (s, 6H); 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3) δ 191.4 (d), 
143.5 (s), 140.9 (s), 138.9 (s), 135.6 (s), 130.7 (d), 126.4 (s), 125.9 (d), 124.4 (d), 

14.9 (q); HRMS (APCI): calcd for C29H17F6O2S2 ([M – H]–): 575.0569, found: 
575.0537. 
 

 
 

 

N,N'-(((4,4'-(Perfluorocyclopent-1-ene-1,2-diyl)bis(5-methylthiophene-4,2-

diyl))bis(4,1-phenylene))bis(methanylylidene))bis(1-phenylethanamine) 

(6.1). L(-)-α-methylbenzylamine (0.12 g, 1.0 mmol) was added to a mixture of 
4,4’-(4,4’-(perfluorocyclopent-1-ene-1,2-diyl)bis(5-methylthiophene-4,2-

diyl))dibenzaldehyde (6.4, 0.20 g, 0.35 mmol), MgSO4 (0.42 g 3.5 mmol), and 
anhydrous dichloromethane (100 mL) in a flame dried flask. The resulting 
mixture was stirred for 16 h at rt. The MgSO4 was removed by filtration and the 

filtrate was concentrated in vacuo, yielding a dark brown oil which after 

crystallized from EtOH afforded diimine 6.1 as a brown solid (140 mg, 50 %); 

mp 68.4–70.0 °C; 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ 8.37 (s, 2H), 7.79 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 

4H), 7.57 (d, J = 8.3 Hz, 4H), 7.44 (d, J = 7.1 Hz, 4H), 7.39−7.31 (m, 6H), 7.25 (t, J 

= 7.3 Hz, 2H), 4.56 (q, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 1.99 (s, 6H), 1.61 (d, J = 6.6 Hz, 6H); 13C 

NMR (126 MHz, CDCl3) δ 158.8 (d), 145.2 (s), 142.1 (s), 141.8 (s), 136.0 (s), 135.3 
(s), 129.1 (d), 128.6 (d), 127.0 (d), 126.8 (d), 126.1 (s), 125.7 (d), 123.1 (d), 80.0 

(d), 25.0 (q), 14.8 (q); 19F NMR (376 MHz, CDCl3) δ 110.0 (t, J = 5.1 Hz, 4F), 

131.8–131.9 (m, 2F); HRMS (ESI): calcd for C45H37F6N2S2 ([M+H]+): 783.2297, 

found: 783.2287. 
 

 
 

Diarylethene 6.1c. 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3) δ	8.38 (s, 2H), 7.82 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 

4H), 7.60 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 4H), 7.44 (d, J = 7.5 Hz, 4H), 7.36 (t, J = 7.6 Hz, 4H), 
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7.30–7.23 (m, 2H), 6.73 (s, 2H), 4.58 (q, J = 6.6 Hz, 2H), 2.20 (s, 6H), 1.62 (d, J = 

6.6 Hz, 6H). 
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Chapter 7 
 

Computational studies on 

molecular switches and motors  
 
 

 
 
This chapter describes several computational studies on molecular switches and motors. 

First, a methodology is presented that is capable of providing an accurate description for 

the thermal E−Z isomerization displayed by various overcrowded alkenes and molecular 

motors. The validity of the method is tested against experimental data, after which it is 
used to predict energy barriers to isomerization for several systems. Secondly, the 
thermal switching behavior of a double azobenzene system is studied. Computational 

chemistry is also used to elucidate spectroscopic data. Finally, a study into the 
spectroscopic and thermochemical properties of four hemithioindigos is presented.* 

 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
* Parts of this chapter have been or will be published as: a) Robertus, J.; Reker, S. 

F.; Pijper, T. C.; Deuzeman, A.; Browne, W. R.; Feringa, B. L. Phys. Chem. Chem. 

Phys. 2012, 14, 4374−4382. b) Robertus, J.; Ivashenko, O.; Pijper, T. C.; Rudolf, 

P.; Browne, W. R.; Feringa, B. L. manuscript in preparation. c) Kistemaker, J. C. M.; 

Pizzolato, S.; van Leeuwen, T.; Pijper, T. C.; Feringa B. L. manuscript in 

preparation.  
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7.1 Introduction 
In previous chapters, computational chemistry (introduced in chapter 2) was 
occasionally used in order to explain the behavior of photochromic systems or 
complement spectroscopic studies. In chapter 3, it was used to provide a 
rationale for differences in photochemical quantum yields between two 

dithienylethene photoswitches. Furthermore, in chapters 4 and 5, it was used to 
predict and elucidate the Raman spectra of various dithienylethene 
photoswitches. 

 
In this chapter, three computational studies on molecular switches and motors 
are presented. First, a method is presented for predicting the energy barrier to 

the thermally driven E−Z isomerization of overcrowded alkenes and motors. 

Next, a study into the thermochromic switching and spectroscopic features of a 
double azobenzene system is presented. The final study details the spectroscopic 

and thermochemical properties of four hemithioindigo photoswitches. Overall, 
it will be shown that computational chemistry is a powerful complementary tool 
for use in physical organic chemical studies. 

 

7.2 Thermally driven backwards rotation of molecular motors 
7.2.1 Introduction 
Rotary molecular motors, introduced in chapter 1, are sterically crowded stilbene 
type systems capable of performing unidirectional rotation around a central 
olefin.1 A full rotation takes place in four steps as is depicted in Scheme 7.2.1a 

for the second-generation system 7.2.1. First, photoirradiation of the ‘stable’ 
isomer effects an E−Z isomerization of the central olefin and results in the 

formation of an ‘unstable’ isomer that lies higher in energy and is of opposite 
helicity. This species is then capable of lowering its energy by performing a 

thermally driven helix inversion in which the naphthalene upper half flips over 
the lower half of the system. At this point, the system has undergone a 180º 
rotation. Repeating the two steps completes the full rotation and regenerates the 

original isomer. It should be noted that when the system’s lower half is 

symmetric (such as when the methoxy group on 7.2.1 is replaced with a 
hydrogen atom) the two stable isomers, and similarly the two unstable, isomers 
become identical. 
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Scheme 7.2.1 a) Rotary cycle of second-generation molecular motor 7.2.1. b) The two 

relaxation pathways possible. 

The rotation described above is typically unidirectional because the energy 

barrier of the thermal helix inversion is lower than that of the thermal E→Z 

isomerization (i.e. the reverse reaction). However, there are systems for which 

rotation does not strongly favor one direction. For many of such systems, it was 
found that the reduced directional preference was the result of thermal 
accessibility of the unstable form, causing the helix inversion to be reversible.2,3 

More recently, however, systems have been discovered that exhibit a reduced 

directional preference because of a different reason, namely thermal E→Z 

isomerization in the reverse direction. An example of such a system is motor 
7.2.1.4 For this motor, it was found that, starting from the unstable E isomer, 

relaxation would result in an almost 1:1 ratio of the stable Z isomer and the 

stable E isomer (Scheme 7.2.1b). This indicates that the energy barriers for the 

E→Z isomerization and the helix inversion are comparable in height. 

 
In previous years, research on molecular motors has to a large extent been 
supported with computational quantum chemistry (see chapter 1). It has for 

example been shown that the energy barrier of the thermal helix inversion can 
be predicted with reasonable accuracy through the use of density functional 
theory (DFT) at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) level.5 Indeed, this method has been 
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utilized in motor design in order to predict the helix inversion energy barriers of 
motors prior to their synthesis in order to find out whether their rotation rates 
would be of the desired order of magnitude. However, to date a method has not 

been available that can accurately predict the energy barrier of the potentially 
competing thermal E−Z ‘back-isomerization’. As a result, on occasion, effort has 

been put into the synthesis and characterization of a potentially interesting 

system (such as motor 7.2.1) only to find out during spectroscopic studies that 
its ability to rotation was limited by the competing E−Z back-isomerization. 

 
The reason for the lack of such a method for investigating the E−Z back-

isomerization is that the transition state involved cannot be accurately described 
by single determinant methods such as Hartree−Fock and Kohn−Sham DFT. For 
this reason, a multideterminant method has to be employed instead. One 

popular multideterminant method potentially capable of providing an accurate 
description is the CASSCF theory in which the orbitals of interest are treated as 
in a full configuration interaction (CI) calculation (the active space).6 Such an 

approach can be very effective in describing the ‘static correlation’ (see chapter 
6) that often cannot be accounted for effectively by a single determinant 
method. Unfortunately, the use of CASSCF is limited by the number of orbitals 
that can treated in this way as full CI calculations are computationally 

demanding (see chapter 6). In practice, the size of a complete active space 
should not exceed 14 electrons in 14 orbitals (~2.7 million configuration state 
functions or CSFs) in order to keep the calculation manageable. This poses a 

challenge as the π system of a molecular motor is typically larger. As such, if 
CASSCF or a related theory is to be used for studies on molecular motors, it is 
necessary to limit the number of CSFs in some way. 

 
In this section, a study is presented that focusses on finding an effective method 
for describing thermally driven E−Z isomerization reactions by means of CASSCF 

and related theories. One method that is found to provide accurate results is 
subsequently benchmarked by comparison with experimentally determined 
energy barriers reported in literature. Finally, the method found is used to 

determine thermal E−Z back-isomerization energy barriers for a number of 

systems. 
 

7.2.2 Calculation details 
All quantum chemical calculations were performed with Firefly 8.0.0 RC unless 
noted otherwise,7 which is based partially on GAMESS (US) source code.8 
CASSCF calculations were performed with the Fully-Optimized Reactive Space 

MCSCF (FORS-MCSCF) model,9 which is identical to the CASSCF model in its 
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principles and only differs in its technical implementation.10 Both the 
determinant based MCSCF code (ALDET) and CSF based MCSCF code (GUGA) 
were used. For MCSCF calculations employing a single active space with a 

limited excitation number (‘incomplete active space MCSCF’) the CSF based 
code was used. MRMP2 calculations were performed with the (X)MCQDPT2 
code.11 An energy denominator shift of 0.02 Hartree was hereby used to avoid 

intruder states. For active spaces of the size (10,10) and larger, MRMP2 
calculations were sped up through the use of the resolvent fitting approach.12 In 
addition, for MRMP2 calculations with active spaces of the size (14,14), CSF 
selection was used to reduce the number of CSFs in order to bypass memory 

constraints. MRMP2 calculations with ‘incomplete active space’ MCSCF 
references were performed with the GMC-QDPT code13 in GAMESS (US) version 
2012-05-01 (using the same energy denominator shift as before).8 

 
Initial minimum geometries were obtained at the RHF or B3LYP14 level, using 
the 3-21G and 6-31G basis sets.15,16 Initial transition state geometries were 

obtained at the GVB-PP(1) level (which gives results identical to CASSCF(2,2,)) 
using the basis sets mentioned before. The initial geometries were refined at the 
CASSCF/6-31G(d) level (active space sizes are discussed in section 7.2.3). In cases 

where more than one transition state geometry was found, subsequent 
calculations were performed for all geometries in order to determine their 
energies. Hereby, only the lowest energy geometries are discussed. The 

geometries found were also subjected to a vibrational analysis in order to verify 
that they truly correspond to minima on the PES (or first-order saddle points in 
the case of TS geometries). However, as the geometries obtained were found to 
vary little with changes in the size and composition of the active space, this 

analysis was for most systems only performed for CASSCF(10,10) optimized 
geometries. The vibrational analysis at the CASSCF(10,10) level was also used to 

calculate a thermochemical correction (at T = 298.15 K and p = 1 atm) that was 

used on all calculated SCF energies. MRMP2/CASSCF/6-31G(d), CASSCF/cc-

pVTZ,17 and MRMP2/CASSCF/cc-pVTZ energies were calculated from the 
CASSCF/6-31G(d) optimized geometries. 
 

7.2.3 Results and discussion 
Investigating different active space compositions 
One simple way to reduce the number of CSFs in a CASSCF calculation is by 
limiting the excitation number within the active space. The rationale behind 

this approach is that truncated CI methods such as CISDT are already able to 
account for part of the static correlation. In order to investigate this approach, 
the stilbene molecule was used as a benchmark system (Figure 7.2.1). A (14,14) 
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active space was used and the excitation number within the active space varied 
from 2 to 6. Results obtained with this ‘incomplete active space’ MCSCF 
calculation were then compared with the CASSCF(14,14) result (which uses the 

highest excitation number, i.e. 14). A 6-31G(d) basis set was used for all of these 

calculations. 
 

 

Figure 7.2.1 Gibbs energy barrier for the cis to trans isomerization of stilbene as 

calculated with a (14,14) active space with varying excitation numbers and a 6-31G(d) 
basis set. Squares represent the zeroth order results, circles the results obtained by a 

follow-up MRMP2/6-31G(d) calculation. 

The results presented in Figure 7.2.1 show that excitation numbers up to and 

including 4 are not sufficient for an appropriate description of the system. 
Contributions from at least Quintuples need to be included as well in order to 
obtain a calculated energy barrier that is close to that obtained with a full 
CASSCF(14,14) calculation. Unfortunately, while such a calculation is 

manageable with active spaces that are slightly over (14,14) in size, for a system 

such as motor 7.2.1 (which requires at least a (22,22) sized active space when 
excluding lone pairs on heteroatoms) an excitation number of 5 would result in 
a calculation with as much as ~44 million CSFs. As such, this strategy is not 

feasible for calculations on molecular motors. 
 
A second strategy toward reducing the number of CSFs that has been studied is 

to include only part of the π system in the active space. The central question 
hereby is which orbitals are important to consider in order to recover as much of 
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the static correlation as possible. For this reason, the effect of the composition of 
the active space on the calculated E→Z isomerization energy barrier was studied 

with overcrowded alkene 7.2.2 (Scheme 7.2.2) for which a Gibbs energy barrier 
of 104.6 kJ/mol has been observed experimentally.18 An overview of the active 

spaces tested is presented in Scheme 7.2.2b. 
 

 

Scheme 7.2.2 a) The Z→E isomerization of overcrowded alkene 7.2.2 that was studied 

by CASSCF. b) The different active spaces that were tested. π bonds included in each 

active space are encircled. 

The smallest active space tested was a (2,2) active space which includes only the 

central π bond. For larger active spaces, it was decided to always include only π 
bonds that are in conjugation with the central π bond, as these are expected to 
be important in stabilizing the biradicaloid character of the transition state and 
may thus require a better description. For active spaces of the sizes (10,10) and 

(14,14), there was a choice whether to prioritize π bonds that are directly 
adjacent to the central π bond (denoted ‘branched’) or to prioritize a linearly 
conjugated system (denoted ‘linear’). For (14,14) active spaces, the latter choice 

involved the inclusion of two aromatic six-electron systems. 
 
The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 7.2.1 and show that 

increasing the size of the active space lowers the relative energy of the transition 
state geometry, bringing the calculated Gibbs energy barrier closer to the 
experimentally observed barrier. Results from ‘branched’ active spaces are hereby 
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generally closer to the experimentally observed barrier than those from ‘linear’ 
active spaces. Furthermore, it was found that results from a follow-up MRMP2 
calculation and/or an increased basis set size were not significantly different, 

though a combination of a (14,14) ‘branched’ active space and the larger cc-
pVTZ basis set resulted in an underestimation of the energy barrier. As 
exploratory studies with other systems also showed that an increase in basis set 

size would not lead to significantly different results, other calculations discussed 
herein were all performed with the 6-31G(d) set. 
 
Table 7.2.1 Calculated Gibbs energy barrier (kJ/mol) for the thermal Z→E 

isomerization of overcrowded alkene 7.2.2 (experimental value: 104.6 kJ/mol).18 

active space 
CASSCF/ 

6-31G(d) 

MRMP2/ 

6-31G(d) 

CASSCF/ 

cc-pVTZ 

MRMP2/ 

cc-pVTZ 

(2,2) 125.7 111.5 123.1 108.9 
(6,6) 117.9 115.1 115.3 113.0 

(10,10) ‘linear’ 112.1 109.8 110.2 107.1 
(10,10) ‘branched’ 106.7 108.6 104.0 105.0 

(14,14) ‘linear’ 107.2 112.2 105.4 110.9 
(14,14) ‘branched’ 102.1 104.7 100.3 100.2 

 

The strategy used above was also tested with molecular motor 7.2.1, which has 
been reported to have a Gibbs energy barrier of 117.1 kJ/mol for the thermal 

back-isomerization reaction.4 An overview of the active spaces tested is provided 
in Scheme 7.2.3 and the results of these calculations are presented in Table 7.2.2. 

The results show a similar trend as was observed with 7.2.2 in that increasingly 
larger active spaces lead to lowering of the relative energy of the transition state 

geometry. It was also observed that, for the (14,14) active spaces, active space 2 
(the most ‘branched’ one) provided a calculated barrier that is close to the 
experimentally observed one. Finally, follow-up MRMP2 calculations were found 

not to provide significantly different results. 
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Scheme 7.2.3 a) Thermally driven unstable E→stable Z back-isomerization of 

molecular motor 7.2.1. b) The different active spaces that were tested. π bonds included 

in each active space are encircled. 

Table 7.2.2 Calculated Gibbs energy barrier (kJ/mol) for the thermal unstable

E→stable Z isomerization of molecular motor 7.2.1 (experimental value: 117.1 

kJ/mol).4 

active space CASSCF/6-31G(d) MRMP2/6-31G(d) 

(2,2) 145.0 146.3

(8,8) 124.1 127.3
(10,10) 117.0 123.1

(12,12) – 1 118.9 124.0
(12,12) – 2 123.0 123.9

(14,14) – 1 117.3 121.1
(14,14) – 2 116.0 113.3
(14,14) – 3 120.7 122.7
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In addition to the two strategies tested above (limiting the excitation number 
and describing only part of the π system) it was also attempted to use RASSCF- 
and QCAS-like methods. In these, the full π system was considered but the 

number of CSFs was limited by dividing the system into smaller active spaces 
with limited excitation numbers. Unfortunately, it turned out not to be possible 
to find an appropriate composition with a number of CSFs low enough to make 

the calculation feasible. As such, these strategies were unsuccessful. 
 
Verifying the accuracy of the approach 

To recapitulate, the most promising strategy towards studying the thermally 
driven E−Z isomerization of overcrowded alkenes was by including only part of 

the π system. By doing this, it was found that ‘branched’ active spaces provided 

results that were the closest to those determined empirically: for overcrowded 

alkene 7.2.2, this was the ‘branched’ (14,14) active space and for motor 7.2.1 
this was the (14,14) active space no. 2. However, it was not determined whether 
this approach would be widely applicable or whether it is only effective for the 

two systems examined here. 
 
For this reason, the strategy was tested with two additional systems, namely 

overcrowded alkene 7.2.3 and molecular motor 7.2.4 (Figure 7.2.3). For 7.2.3, 

the Gibbs energy barrier for the thermally driven E→Z isomerization is reported 

to be 71.5 kJ/mol.18 For 7.2.4, the Gibbs energy barrier for the back-
isomerization has been determined to be 100.5 kJ/mol.19,5 It should be noted 

that 7.2.4 does not truly function as a motor as the barrier for the thermal helix 
inversion has been determined to be >120 kJ/mol, and hence the back-

isomerization process dominates and the system functions as a switch.5 
 

 

Figure 7.2.3 Overcrowded alkene 7.2.3 and molecular motor 7.2.4. 

The results of the calculations on 7.2.3 and 7.2.4 are summarized in Table 7.2.3. 
The calculated barriers are found to differ from the empirically determined 
barriers by a only few kJ/mol. It is furthermore observed that, in contrast to 

earlier results, the follow-up MRMP2 calculations provide significantly lower 
energy barriers than the CASSCF calculations. This indicates that it is more 
important to consider dynamic correlation for systems with xanthene moieties. 
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Table 7.2.3 Calculated Gibbs energy barrier (kJ/mol) for the thermal isomerization of 

overcrowded alkene 7.2.3 and molecular motor 7.2.4. 

Compound CASSCF/6-31G(d) MRMP2/6-31G(d) Experimental 

7.2.3 (E→Z) 91.0 73.4 71.5 

7.2.4 128.2 103.8 100.5 

 
Studying other systems 

The strategy utilized above has been demonstrated to be able to provide results 

that correspond well with empirical data. For this reason, it was used to study 
the height of the E−Z isomerization energy barrier for molecular motors 7.2.5–

7.2.9 (Figure 7.2.4). The results of these calculations are summarized in Table 
7.2.4. For structures with (thio)xanthene moieties, it is seen that the MRMP2 
calculations predict significantly lower energy barriers than the CASSCF 

calculations. 
 

 

Figure 7.2.4 Molecular motors 7.2.5–7.2.9. 

Table 7.2.4 Calculated Gibbs energy barriers (kJ/mol) for the thermal isomerization of 

molecular motors 7.2.5–7.2.9. 

Compound CASSCF/6-31G(d) MRMP2/6-31G(d) 

7.2.5 (E→Z) 121.5 119.4 

7.2.5 (Z→E) 120.1 117.7 

7.2.6 (E→Z) 135.5 127.7 

7.2.7 (E→Z) 130.4 105.8

7.2.8 131.0 124.5

7.2.9 77.2 76.7

 
With respect to the thermochemical behavior of the molecular motors studied, 

examination of the thermal isomerization barriers for 7.2.1 and 7.2.4–7.2.9 (as 
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calculated with MRMP2) provides some new insight into the performance of 
these systems. First of all, the calculations indicate that the desymmetrization of 
a motor with a methoxy group (a modification commonly used to study the 

unidirectionality of the symmetric motor) does have an effect on the 

isomerization energy barrier. Specifically, it is seen that the energy barriers for 

the asymmetric motors 7.2.7 and 7.2.6 differ from those of their symmetric 

counterparts 7.2.4 and 7.2.8 by a few kJ/mol. This implies that, depending on 
the relative energy barriers of the back-isomerization and the thermal helix 

inversion, a methoxy desymmetrized system may behave differently from a 
symmetric system, i.e. one may rotate unidirectionally whereas the other may 

not. It is hereby also seen for 7.2.5 that the E→Z and Z→E processes have 

slightly different energy barriers. Furthermore, it is seen that systems with 

(thio)xanthene moieties exhibit much lower back-isomerization energy barriers 
than systems with fluorene moieties. It should be noted that this trend may not 
hold when the upper half does not contain a six-membered ring. A further 

observation is that systems with a sulfur atom in the upper half (7.2.6) display 

higher barriers than those with an oxygen (7.2.1) or all-carbon (7.2.5) upper 

halve. Finally, for motor 7.2.9 an energy barrier as low as 76.7 kJ/mol was found. 
This implies that this system will most likely not behave as a motor as back-
isomerization will be faster than helix inversion. 
 

7.2.4 Conclusion 
In conclusion, a strategy was developed for calculating the energy barrier for the 
thermal E−Z isomerization of overcrowded alkenes and second-generation 

molecular motors. By including the most important π bonds in the active space, 

it is able to provide energy barriers that are in close agreement with those 
observed experimentally. A follow-up MRMP2 calculation has hereby be shown 
to be important for some systems while an increase in basis set size (from the 6-

31G(d) set) was found to be of lesser importance. The strategy was shown to be 
capable of predicting the back-isomerization energy barriers for different 
systems. 

 
It should be stressed that from a theoretical standpoint the proposed strategy has 
a few deficiencies. Most importantly, the π system is only partially incorporated 

within the active space and the potential influence of hetero atoms is left 
unconsidered. As such, the accuracy of the proposed strategy is to some extent 
attributed to a favorable cancellation of errors. Caution should thus be exercised 

when applying this strategy to other overcrowded systems capable of E−Z 

isomerization, such as first- and third-generation motors. 
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7.3 Switching behavior and spectroscopic properties of an 

asymmetric double azobenzene switch 
 

7.3.1 Introduction 
Azobenzenes are photochromic molecules with the general structure Ph–N=N–
Ph (see chapter 1). Irradiation with UV light causes them to undergo an E to Z 

isomerization while irradiation in the visible region causes the reverse process.20 

In addition, the Z isomer is usually able to revert back to the E isomer thermally. 

Double azobenzenes are systems consisting of two azobenzene moieties 
connected to a central phenyl ring in a meta orientation relative to each other. 

Though a few examples of such systems have been reported,21 their 
photochemical behavior has been studied little. 
 

When a system is comprised of two or more photochemical moieties in close 
proximity, it is possible for these units to influence each other. This has been 
reported by Spada and co-workers for a double azobenzene,22 but has also been 

reported for other types of photochromic switches such as dithienylethenes.23 In 

this section, the thermal relaxation mechanism of double azobenzene 7.3.1 

(Scheme 7.3.1a) is investigated. Because 7.3.1 contains an ester moiety that is 
situated ortho or para relative to the two azobenzene units, these two units are 

chemically inequivalent and are thus expected to have different energy barriers 

for the thermal Z to E relaxation process. This gives rise to multiple possible 

pathways for the full Z,Z to E,E relaxation (Scheme 7.3.1b) as the system could 

relax through either an intermediate o-Z,E isomer (in which the para-substituted 

azobenzene relaxes first) or an intermediate p-Z,E isomer. DFT will be used to 

calculate the energies of all isomers as well as the transition state geometries 

connecting these on the potential energy surface. In addition, DFT will be used 
to calculated theoretical 1H NMR data of the o-Z,E and p-Z,E isomers in order to 

assign experimentally obtained spectra to the correct isomers. 
 

 

Scheme 7.3.1 a) The reversible E,E to Z,Z isomerization of azobenzene 7.3.1. b) 

Thermal relaxation to E,E-7.3.1 can take place via two intermediate isomers. 
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7.3.2 Calculation details 
Quantum chemical calculations investigating the thermal relaxation pathway of 
Z,Z-7.3.1 were performed with Firefly 7.1.G,7 which is based partially on 

GAMESS (US) source code.8 Geometry optimizations and energy calculations 
were performed using the B3LYP hybrid functional24 (with VWN 1 RPA 

correlation24c) and a 6-31G(d,p) basis set.15 The validity of the transition state 
geometries found was verified by both a vibrational analysis and an IRC analysis. 
NMR calculations were performed with Gaussian 09 revision B.0125 using the 

GIAO method. For these calculations, each geometry was first optimized at the 
OPBE/6-311G(d,p) level (gas phase) after which the isotropic magnetic shielding 
tensors were calculated at the OPBE/6-311G(d,p) level with the IEFPCM 
solvation model (solvent: 1,2-dichloroethane). The calculated spectra were 

referenced by setting the signal of the CH3 of the ester substituent of Z,Z-7.3.1 

(‘d’ in Figure 7.3.1) at 1.00 ppm (its experimentally observed shift).26 
 

7.3.3 Results and discussion 
For azobenzenes, the thermal Z to E relaxation can take place by two different 

mechanisms (Scheme 7.3.2). In the rotation mechanism, the relaxation takes place 

by an out-of-plane rotation around the central N=N double bond. In the 
inversion mechanism, the relaxation take place through an in-plane inversion on 

one of nitrogen atoms. As experimental27 and computational studies28 have 
shown that for unsubstituted, neutrally substituted, and sterically constrained 
azobenzenes the thermal Z to E isomerization takes place via the inversion 

mechanism, we presumed that the inversion mechanism would also be the 
dominant mechanism for the thermal relaxation of Z,Z-7.3.1.29 This makes the 

mechanism investigable with Kohn−Sham DFT as there is no degeneracy to be 
expected (which would most likely not be the case for the rotation mechanism). 

 

 

Scheme 7.3.2 Thermal relaxation of an azobenzene via the rotation and inversion 

mechanisms. 
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Investigation of the inversion mechanism is complicated by the fact that, for 
each azobenzene unit, inversion can take place on either of its two nitrogen 
atoms. As such, all possible inversion pathways, eight in total, were investigated, 

the results of which are summarized in Table 7.3.1. From these data, it can be 
seen that inversion is most likely to take place on nitrogen atoms 2 and 4. 
Furthermore, it can be seen that the thermal relaxation takes place with little 

interaction between the two azobenzene units – relaxation of one unit causes 
only a small change in the barrier for the relaxation of the other unit. Finally, it 
should be noted that the calculated barriers are in reasonable agreement with 
the experimentally determined barriers, this despite the calculations not taking 

thermochemical contributions to the energy into account. 
 
Table 7.3.1 Calculated energy barriers (kcal/mol) for the relaxation of Z,Z-7.3.1 to 

E,E-7.3.1. 

 
Z,Z-7.3.1 → ortho-Z,E-7.3.1 ortho-Z,E-7.3.1 → E,E-7.3.1 

inversion over ΔESCF exp. ΔG‡ inversion over ΔESCF exp. ΔG‡ 

N1 26.8
24.8 ± 4.9 

N3 26.2
25.6 ± 4.8 

N2 25.6 N4 22.2

Z,Z-7.3.1 → para-Z,E-7.3.1 para-Z,E-7.3.1 → E,E-7.3.1 

inversion over ΔESCF exp. ΔG‡ inversion over ΔESCF exp. ΔG‡ 

N3 25.5
25.1 ± 6.3 

N1 26.9
25.2 ± 2.2 

N4 22.6 N2 25.1

 
The calculated 1H NMR spectra of ortho-Z,E-7.3.1 and para-Z,E-7.3.1 (Figure 

7.3.1) show a high degree of similarity, save for a few important differences. For 
ortho-Z,E-7.3.1, the shifts of hydrogens ‘i’ and ‘j’ are predicted to be at 7.68 and 

7.14 ppm, respectively. For para-Z,E-7.3.1, these shifts are predicted to be 7.28 

and 8.26 ppm, respectively. In addition, for para-Z,E-7.3.1, the signal of 

hydrogen ‘h’ was predicted to be much further upfield than for ortho-Z,E-7.3.1 

(6.61 vs 8.07 ppm). These differences were also observed for the experimentally 

obtained 1H NMR spectra. On this basis, the experimental spectra could be 

assigned to their corresponding isomers. 
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Figure 7.3.1 Calculated (upper) and experimental (lower) 1H NMR spectra of a) ortho-

Z,E-7.3.1 and b) para-Z,E-7.3.1, recorded at 500 MHz in CDCl3 (*: ethyl acetate, **: 

water, ***: CH2Cl2). An amount of E,E-7.3.1 is present in both experimental spectra 

(15 % in a, 44 % in b). 

7.3.4 Conclusion 
From the DFT calculations, it was found that the thermal relaxation from Z,Z-

7.3.1 to E,E-7.3.1 most likely proceeds through inversion on the two nitrogen 

atoms that are situated the furthest from the central phenyl unit. It was 
furthermore found that there is little interaction between the two azobenzene 
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units during this process – when one unit relaxes, the energy barrier for 
relaxation of the other unit changes minimally. This is in agreement with 
experimental observations. Finally, the ortho-Z,E-7.3.1 and para-Z,E-7.3.1 

isomers were identified by correlating calculated 1H NMR spectra to 

experimentally obtained ones. 
 

7.4 Spectroscopic and thermochemical properties of four 

hemithioindigos 
7.4.1 Introduction 
Hemithioindigos are photochromic compounds that consist of a thioindigo part 
and a stilbene part connected at the double bond (see chapter 1). They are 

capable of undergoing a Z→E isomerization upon irradiation with UV light 

whereas the reverse process can be achieved by irradiation at a longer 

wavelength. Also, for some systems, the reverse process can be driven thermally. 
In this section, the IR absorption spectra and Raman scattering spectra of the Z 

and E isomers of hemithioindigos 7.4.1–7.4.4 are calculated (Figure 7.4.1). These 

four hemithioindigos are structurally analogous but differ in their substitution 

patterns. Spectra of their Z and E isomers will be compared in order to identify 

spectral features unique to each isomer. In addition, the thermal isomerization 

process of hemithioindigo 7.4.1 will be studied in order to determine the 
thermal stability of its E isomer. 

 

 

Figure 7.4.1 The four hemithioindigos that were studied. Depicted are their Z isomers. 

7.4.2 Calculation details 
Vibrational spectra were calculated with Gaussian 09 revision C.01.25 The 
minimum energy geometries, force constant matrices, IR intensities, and Raman 

activities were all calculated by DFT with the B3LYP hybrid functional14 and a 
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‘cc-pV(T+d)Z-PP’ basis set. cc-pV(T+d)Z-PP hereby refers to a combination of cc-
pVTZ for hydrogen and first-row elements,17a cc-pV(T+d)Z for sulfur,30 and cc-
pVTZ-PP for bromine.31 Vibrational data were processed and plotted using a 

locally modified version of GaussSum 2.2.5 using Lorentzian curves with the full 
width at maximum height set to 10 cm–1.32 Wavenumbers were scaled by 0.976, 
a factor which was determined to provide the most optimal match between 

calculated and experimental results. Calculated Raman activities were converted 

to Raman intensities using the formula described in paragraph 2.8.4 (using λ = 

785 nm and T = 293.15 K). 

 

Calculations on the thermal isomerization pathway of hemithioindigo 7.4.1 
were performed with Firefly 8.0.0 RC,7 which is based partially on GAMESS (US) 
source code.8 CASSCF calculations were performed with the Fully-Optimized 

Reactive Space MCSCF (FORS-MCSCF) model9 using the determinant based 

MCSCF code (ALDET). Unfortunately, the complete π system of 7.4.1 is too large 
to fully include in the active space. As such, only the central π orbital and 4 
neighboring π orbitals were included, resulting in an a (10,10) active space 

consisting of 5 π bonding orbitals and the corresponding 5 π* antibonding 
orbitals (Figure 7.4.2). MRMP2 calculations were performed with the 

(X)MCQDPT2 code11 whereby an energy denominator shift of 0.02 Hartree was 
used to avoid intruder states. In addition, the resolvent fitting approach was 
used in order to speed up these calculations.12 Geometry optimizations and 

thermochemical analyses (at T = 298.15 K and p = 1 atm) were performed at the 
CASSCF/6-31G(d) level.16 Subsequent single point energy calculations were 

performed at the MRMP2/CASSCF/cc-pV(T+d)Z level (using cc-pVTZ for 
hydrogen and first-row elements).17a,30 The validity of the transition state 
geometry found was confirmed by an IRC analysis. 

 

 

Figure 7.4.2 CASSCF calculations on hemithioindigo 7.4.1 were performed with a 

(10,10) active space. π bonds included in the active space are encircled. 

7.4.3 Results and discussion 
Vibrational spectral features of hemithioindigos 7.4.1–7.4.4 

Calculated and experimental Raman spectra of the four hemithioindigos are 
shown in Figure 7.4.3. The calculated spectra were found to resemble the 
empirical spectra closely which suggests that the level of theory employed is 
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suitable for predicting vibrational spectra. Comparing the Raman spectra of the 
Z and E isomers, a few significant differences were seen with all four 

hemithioindigos. Most importantly, the region 1500–1650 cm–1 was found to 

contain two discernable bands in the spectra of the Z isomers whereas three 

bands could generally be distinguished in the spectra of the E isomers. 

Calculations indicate that these bands originate primarily from C=C stretching 

vibrations either localized in a part of the molecule or active in the complete 
molecule. Differences between the Z and E isomers in this region are hereby 

attributed primarily to changes in the Raman cross-section as the vibrational 

modes involved were generally found to shift only slightly. A second difference 
between Raman spectra of the two isomers is an increase in the relative 

intensities of bands in the region 1375–1500 cm–1 upon Z→E isomerization. In 

the spectra of the E isomers, these are attributed to rocking vibrations of the 

olefinic hydrogen. 
 
Calculated IR spectra of the Z and E isomers of the four hemithioindigos studied 

are shown in Figure 7.4.4. Comparing the spectra of Z and E isomers, various 

differences were observed for all four hemithioindigos. However, the presence of 
certain spectral features was found to depend strongly the substitution pattern. 

As such, it was not possible to identify any features attributable to only one 
isomer that were shared by all four hemithioindigos. 
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Figure 7.4.3 Calculated (blue) and experimental (red) Raman spectra of 

hemithioindigos 7.4.1–7.4.4. 
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Figure 7.4.4 Calculated IR spectra of hemithioindigos 7.4.1–7.4.4. 

Thermally driven E→Z isomerization of hemithioindigo 7.4.1 

The So potential energy surface of 7.4.1 was investigated at the MRMP2/cc-
pV(T+d)Z//CASSCF(10,10)/6-31G(d) level to study the thermal stability of the E 

isomer of hemithioindigo 7.4.1 (7.4.1E), (Figure 7.4.5). It was found that E→Z 

isomerization most likely takes place by rotation around the central alkene. This 
is in agreement with computational studies on an unsubstituted hemithioindigo 
performed at the MS-CASPT2//CASSCF(14,13) level.33 The Gibbs energy barrier 

from 7.4.1E to the transition state geometry was calculated to be 147.9 kJ/mol. 
This is lower than the value of 175 kJ/mol reported for the unsubstituted 

hemithioindigo,33 though this study did not apply thermochemical corrections 

(which lowered the barrier by 10.7 kJ/mol in the case of 7.4.1). The energy 

difference between 7.4.1E and 7.4.1Z was calculated to be 23.2 kJ/mol. 

The calculated Gibbs energy barrier indicates that thermally driven E→Z 

isomerization should be not observed for 7.4.1 at room temperature. However, it 
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should be emphasized that the above calculations were carried out in the gas 

phase. As such, the E→Z isomerization rate could be different in solution as 

solvent may be able to stabilize the biradicaloid character of the transition state 
geometry, thus lowering the height of the energy barrier. 
 

 

Figure 7.4.5 Relative energies of hemithioindigos 7.4.1Z, 7.4.1E, and the transition 

state geometry for the thermally driven isomerization of 7.4.1E into 7.4.1Z. 

7.4.4 Conclusion 
Computational chemistry was used to the predict the vibrational spectra of four 
hemithioindigos and study the thermochromic behavior of one. Comparison of 
the Raman spectra of the Z and E isomers showed that these contain distinct 

spectral features that can be used to identify each isomer. Furthermore, these 
features were found to be largely independent of the substitution pattern. In 
contrast, IR spectra were found to vary wildly with substitution pattern.  

A study of the ground state potential energy surface of hemithioiindigo 7.4.1 

suggests that this system will not undergo any observable thermal E→Z 

isomerization at room temperature owing to a high energy barrier. However, as 
the study was carried out in the gas phase, actual solution phase behavior may 
prove to be different. 

 

7.5 Conclusion 
In this chapter, the thermochromic behavior and spectroscopic characteristics of 
various molecular switches and motors was studied. The information obtained 
from these studies proved useful in explaining and even predicting the behavior 
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of various system. Also, the information found was useful in elucidating spectral 
features in 1H NMR and vibrational spectroscopy. Owing to the nature of the 
different chemical problems, different approaches had to be taken for the 

different systems studied – some systems could be described well by a single-
reference method such as Kohn−Sham DFT whereas other required multi-
determinant descriptions. Overall, computational chemistry was found to be a 

useful tool that provides information complementary to that obtained by 
spectroscopic studies. 
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Chapter 8 
 

Concluding remarks 
 

 
 
 

 
 
In this chapter, the findings presented in this thesis are further evaluated and 
suggestions are provided on how research on these topics may be continued. 
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8.1 Functionalization of dithienylethenes 
Photochromic molecular switches continue to receive attention as they can be 
used to control molecular systems by means of external stimuli.1 The use of 
photochromic switches in such applications will often require them to have 
certain functionalities, such as linkers for attachment to surfaces or 

biomolecules. Unfortunately, experimentation with several structures and 
functionalities has demonstrated that photochromic switches are delicate 
systems whose properties can change significantly upon changes in substitution 

pattern or chemical environment.2,3  
 
In the work described in this thesis, this ‘delicateness’ was also observed. In 

chapter 3, the photochemical behavior of a phenyl-substituted asymmetric 

dithienylperhydrocyclopentene (3.1) was investigated and compared to that of a 

perfluorinated analogue (Figure 8.1). Dithienylethene 3.1 displayed a 
significantly lower quantum yield for ring closing owing to an unfavorable 
population distribution over the four possible open form conformers. 

Furthermore, the functionalization of both systems with a thioacetate group, 
described in chapter 4, was found to result in a change in photochemical 

behavior as well. Specifically, the functionalization of 3.1 (providing 

dithienylethene 4.3) caused the ring closing and ring opening quantum yields to 
change from 0.20 and 0.25, respectively, to 0.16 and 0.43, which represents a 

decrease of its photochromic performance. On the other hand, for the 

perfluorinated analogue, this functionalization (providing dithienylethene 4.2) 
caused the ring closing and ring opening quantum yields to change from 0.37 
and 0.23, respectively, to 0.65 and 0.07; an increase of its photochromic 

performance. An unexpected change in photochromic behavior was also 
observed in chapter 5, where the functionalization of a dithienylethene with a 

tripodal structure resulted in a system (dithienylethene 5.1) that displays 
noticeable switching fatigue in solution. 
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Figure 8.1 Quantum yields for the ring closing and ring opening processes for 

dithienylethene 3.1, the perfluoro analogue of 3.1, and the two functionalized 

dithienylethenes 4.2 and 4.3. 

The above implies that, when modifying a photochromic molecular switch for 
use in a particular application, one should carefully consider how both the 

functionalization and the chemical environment in the application will affect 
the behavior of the switch. To some extent, this is often already done; for 
example, use has been made of heteroatom4 or transition metal5 spacers when 

linking molecular switches in an attempt to limit undesired chemical 
interactions. However, currently limited knowledge on (photo)chemical reaction 
mechanisms and how these are affected by changes in functionality makes it 

difficult to predict the resulting behavior. This significantly complicates the 
design of photoresponsive systems. Gaining more insight into photochemical 
reaction mechanisms is thus one of the main challenges this research area faces. 

 

8.2 Immobilization of dithienylethenes 
As with functionalization, the immobilization of photochromic systems can lead 
to changes in photochemical behavior. In chapter 4, a study of self-assembled 
monolayers of three thiol functionalized dithienylethenes on a gold surface was 

presented. These dithienylethenes are 4.2 and 4.3 (Figure 8.1) and the symmetric 
analogue of 4.3, i.e. dithienylethene 4.1. Found was that 4.1 displayed reversible 

photoinduced switching while 4.2 and 4.3 only displayed photoinduced ring 

opening. The reason for the ring closing of 4.2 and 4.3 being inhibited on gold 
is not known, but it is presumed that the photoexcited compound is quenched 
by the gold surface. Adsorption was furthermore found to affect the ring 

opening rates for 4.2 and 4.3 at low temperature. Specifically, these systems did 
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not display ring opening at 100 K and 200 K when adsorbed on gold whereas 
ring opening in solution at 120 K was rapid. 
 

Interaction between the photochromic system and the surface can likely be 
reduced by incorporating a linker that increases the distance between the two as 
well as reduces through-bond interactions. An example of such a system was 

presented in chapter 5 as dithienylethene 5.1. Through use of a rigid tripodal 
structure, the dithienylethene unit was separated from the surface by ~7 Å with a 
well-defined orientation. A silicon atom was hereby incorporated in order to 
reduce through-bond interactions. Studies into the behavior of this system 

revealed that it could be switched photochemically as well as electrochemically, 
both in solution and after self-assembly on gold. A minor difference in behavior 

between these two phases was observed though: in solution, 5.1 displayed a 
noticeable degree of switching fatigue upon repeated switching, but this was no 

longer observed after self-assembly. This suggests that despite the attempted 
separation of surface and photoswitch, some interaction between the two 
remains. 
 

For future investigations into this topic, it may be attempted to further reduce 
interactions by employing a linker that increases the distance between surface 
and the photoswitch further. Alternatively, the tripod linker can be modified to 

incorporate fewer aromatic moieties in an attempt to further reduce through-
bond interactions. A drawback of such an approach is however that the 
substitution of aromatic moieties with aliphatic ones can lead to more structural 

flexibility6 and thus a less well-defined orientation of the photoswitch. This may 
be remedied by the use of rigid aliphatic structures such as adamantane, which 
has used in related tripodal structures.7,8 It is acknowledged that the 

modification of the linker in these ways poses a significant synthetic challenge. 
 

8.3 Photochromic dopants for liquid crystalline phases 
In the past years, the use of photochromic molecular switches in liquid crystals 
(LCs) has been a topic of continuing interest as it allows for the creation of 

phototunable LC phases. There have been examples of cholesteric LC phases 
that are formed from photoswitchable mesogens.9 However, a more cost 
effective approach is to employ chiral photoswitchable molecules as dopants 

that are capable of inducing chirality in a non-chiral LC phase. In chapter 6, an 
example of such a dopant was presented, i.e. dithienylethene 6.1. 6.1 was found 

to be able to induce cholesteric phases in E7 and 5CB matrices, hereby 
displaying the highest helical twisting power observed for a dithienylethene 
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dopant so far (–50 μm–1 in E7). Furthermore, it was observed that the pitch could 

be controlled photochemically, whereby irradiation with UV light effected the 

lengthening of the pitch (to –35 μm–1 in E7) while irradiation with visible light 

effected the pitch to shorten to its original value. 
 
Since the publication of these findings, a series of binaphthyl substituted 

dithienylethene dopants that display significantly higher helical twisting powers 

(up to –188 μm–1 in 5CB)10d was reported by Li and co-workers.10 Another 

noteworthy report is by Akagi and co-workers, who also designed a series of 
binaphthyl substituted dithienylethene dopants, some of which effected a 
reverse of the chirality of the LC phase upon irradiation.11 These findings show 

that, like azobenzenes, dithienylethenes can be potent dopants depending on 
the choice of substituents. 
 

8.4 Calculating thermal E−Z isomerization energy barriers 
Earlier, it was stated that the functionalization and application of photochemical 

switches is currently complicated by the limited knowledge of their switching 
mechanisms. As such, methods that gain insight into these mechanisms are 
valuable as they allow for a better prediction of the behavior of a photochromic 

system. Such a method has been presented in chapter 7; a quantum 
computational method for calculating the energy barrier of the thermal E−Z 

isomerization of overcrowded alkenes and second-generation molecular motors. 

The energy barriers calculated were close to those observed experimentally. The 
method was subsequently used to predict the direction of the thermal relaxation 
step (back-isomerization or thermal helix inversion) for various second-

generation molecular motors. For some of these systems, back-isomerization was 
the dominant process, causing the ability of these systems to rotate to be 
partially or fully impaired. 
 

Unfortunately, from a theoretical standpoint, the presented method suffers from 
a few deficiencies. Most importantly, the description of the π system is 
incomplete and the potential influence of hetero atoms is not considered, both 

in order to keep the computational cost affordable. The accuracy of the method 
is therefore attributed to a favorable cancellation of errors. Conversely, care 
should be taken when applying the method to systems very different from those 

it was tested on, such as xylene-derived motors or first-generation motors. For 
calculations on such systems, it is recommended to explore a different 
computational approach. Two approaches that are likely to be much more 

robust are density matrix renormalization group (DMRG) CASSCF/CASPT212 and 
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spin-restricted ensemble-referenced Kohn–Sham (REKS).13 The first approach 
allows for near-exact CASSCF calculations with active spaces much larger than 
possible with conventional CASSCF. The second approach is a DFT method 

capable of treating static correlation. Unfortunately, the implementation of 
these theories in QC software is, as of yet, very rare. 
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Summary 
 

Molecular switches are molecules that can be switched back and forth between 
two or more states (called isomers) by the use of external stimuli. A special class 

of molecular switches are the photochromic switches. These molecules can be 

switched by irradiating with light (photoinduced isomerization) whereby their 

isomers have different colors due to different light absorption characteristics 

(chromism). Figure 1 shows a general scheme for photochromism whereby isomer 

A can be converted to isomer B and back by irradiating with light. Hereby, the 
light used for converting A into B is commonly of a shorter wavelength 

(typically ultraviolet light) than that used for the reverse process. In addition, 
several types of photochromic switches are able to convert from B back to A by 
heat. 
 

 

Figure 1 General mechanism of photochromism. 

Over the last decades, the phenomenon of photochromism has received much 
interest from researchers because of its potential applications. This is because, in 
addition to a color change, photochromic switching takes place with a change in 

various other molecular characteristics such as shape, conductivity, redox 
potential, and polarity. This creates many possible ways in which the switch can 
interact with its environment and allows for the design of large molecular 

systems that can be influenced by means of irradiation with light. 
 
There are several types of photochromic molecular switches. Figure 2 shows 

three types that are featured in this thesis. Dithienylethenes (also referred to as 

diarylethenes, Figure 2a) are able to undergo ring closing upon irradiation with 

UV light, a process that can be reversed by irradiation with visible light. It is 

hereby important to note that typically both isomers are thermally stable (i.e. 

they will not isomerize due to heat). Azobenzenes consist of two groups 

connected by a central N=N group and are able to undergo cis−trans 

isomerization upon irradiation. Finally, hemithioindigos also undergo cis−trans 

isomerization upon irradiation. Owing to chemical nomenclature though, these 
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isomers are typically referred to as E and Z. For azobenzenes and 

hemithioindigos, the isomer that is obtained after irradiation with UV light is 
generally able to revert back to the original isomer by heat. 

 

 

Figure 2 Three types of photochromic switches that are featured in this thesis: a) 

dithienylethene, b) azobenzene, and c) hemithioindigo. 

A fourth type of switch that is featured in this thesis is shown in Figure 3. This 

type differs from the other types in that it has four isomers that can be addressed 
only in a certain order (clockwise in Figure 3). Starting from the stable isomer in 

the top left, irradiation with UV light results in the formation of the unstable 

isomer on the top right. This isomer is referred to as unstable as it is able to 
undergo a thermally driven ring flip, called the thermal helix inversion, in which 

the top half of the molecule slides over the bottom half. By repeating these two 

steps, the original isomer is obtained. Because of the unidirectionality of this 
process, this type of switch is referred to as a molecular motor. 
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Figure 3 The rotation of a molecular motor. 

The first two chapters of this thesis serve as an introduction. In chapter 1, the 
concept of photochromic switching is explained and important types of 
photochromic molecules are presented. For each type, the mechanisms involved 

are discussed based on theoretical or experimental data. The chapter concludes 
with a short discussion on the switching of photochromic molecules attached to 
a surface. Chapter 2 provides an introduction into computational quantum 
chemistry, which is used as one of the tools for studying switching behavior in 

this thesis. The aim is hereby to introduce basic concepts in quantum chemistry, 
explain the most popular theories for the study of individual molecules, and 
discuss applications that are potentially useful for a (physical) organic chemist. 

 
In chapter 3, the behavior of a dithienylethene molecular switch is studied. This 
switch has an asymmetric design whereby the two thiophene groups have 

different orientations. The switch is structurally similar to one that was studied 
earlier and is different only in that the fluorine atoms on the central 5-
membered ring are replaced with hydrogen atoms (Figure 4). It is found that this 

change results in mostly identical switching behavior. One significant difference 
is that the new switch is able to ring close less efficiently. This difference is 
rationalized by part of the switch molecules adopting a conformation that is 

unable to undergo ring closing. 
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Figure 4 The dithienylethene photochromic switch that is the focus of chapter 3 (left) 

and its fluorine substituted counterpart (right). 

Chapter 4 focusses on the immobilization of three dithienylethene 
photochromic switches on a gold substrate (Figure 5). Two of these are the 

switches discussed in chapter 3, functionalized with a thiol group for attachment 
to the gold surface. The third is a switch with a symmetric structure. It is found 
that attachment to the surface leads to a few important changes in 

photochromic behavior. First, after attachment the two asymmetric switches are 
no longer able to undergo ring closing while ring opening is unaffected. In 
contrast, the symmetric switch is able to undergo both ring closing and opening. 
Secondly, it is found that the two asymmetric switches are not able to undergo 

ring opening at low temperatures whereas the symmetric switch is. This second 
observation is opposite to what was observed for the solution phase, where the 
symmetric design would undergo slow ring opening while the asymmetric 

designs would undergo fast ring opening. 
 

 

Figure 5 The three dithienylethene switches that are discussed in chapter 4. 

The findings described in chapter 4 indicate that, using a thiol linker, there is 

significant interaction between the photochromic switch and the surface it is 
attached to. In chapter 5, it is attempted to reduce these interactions by the use 
of a tripodal anchoring group (Figure 6). This group is designed to limit through-

space interactions with the surface by increasing the distance between the 
switch and surface as well as limit through-bond interactions by means of the 
inclusion of a silicon atom. In addition, it is designed to give the photochromic 
unit a well-defined orientation with respect to the surface. Experimentation 

reveals that, as intended, this anchoring group attaches to a gold surface with all 
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three legs. The photochromic switch was hereby found to display switching in 
both directions (open and closed). 
 

 

Figure 6 The dithienylethene with a tripodal anchoring group that is the focus of 

chapter 5. 

Chapter 6 presents a dithienylethene with chiral side groups that is used as a 
dopant in a liquid crystal. It is found that when the switch is incorporated in an 

achiral liquid crystalline phase, a chiral (helical) phase is formed. The efficiency 
with which the switch is able to induce this chiral phase was at the time of the 
experiment the highest reported thus far for a dithienylethene based dopant. 
Furthermore, it is found that switching of the dithienylethene causes the pitch 

of the phase to shorten upon ring closing and lengthen back to its original 
length upon ring opening (Figure 7). 
 

 

Figure 7 Liquid crystalline phase doped with a chiral dithienylethene, as presented in 

chapter 6. The images show the phase a) before irradiation with UV light and b) after 
irradiation with UV light. 

Chapter 7 is a medley of three computational studies. First, a method is 

investigated for studying the thermal E−Z isomerization of sterically 
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overcrowded alkenes and second-generation molecular motors. Secondly, the 
spectroscopic properties and thermally induced switching behavior of a double 
azobenzene photochromic switch are investigated (Figure 8). Finally, the 

spectroscopic properties and thermochemical behavior of four hemithioindigo 
photochromic switches are investigated. 
 

 

Figure 8 The double azobenzene photochromic switch that is investigated in chapter 7. 
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Samenvatting 
 

Moleculaire schakelaars zijn moleculen die heen en weer kunnen worden 
geschakeld tussen twee of meer vormen (genaamd isomeren) door middel van 

externe stimuli. Een speciale categorie van moleculaire schakelaars vormen de 
fotochromische schakelaars. Deze moleculen kunnen worden geschakeld door 

middel van light (fotogeïnduceerde isomerisatie) waarbij de isomeren 

verschillend van kleur zijn doordat ze verschillende lichtabsorptie-
eigenschappen hebben (chromisme). Figuur 1 is een algemeen schema voor 

fotochromisme, waarbij isomeer A in isomeer B kan worden omgezet en vice 

versa door bestraling met licht. Het licht dat wordt gebruikt voor het omzetten 

van A in B is daarbij vaak van een kortere golflengte (gewoonlijk ultraviolet 
licht) dan het licht dat wordt gebruikt voor het omgekeerde proces. Verder geldt 

voor veel types fotochromische schakelaars dat B kan worden omgezet in A door 
middel van warmte. 
 

 

Figuur 1 Algemeen mechanisme voor fotochromisme. 

In de laatste decennia is er veel aandacht geweest voor het fenomeen 

fotochromisme vanwege de potentiële toepassingen. Dit omdat, behalve de 
kleurverandering, fotochromisch schakelen gepaard gaat met een verandering 
van veel andere eigenschappen van het molecuul, zoals de vorm, de 

geleidbaarheid, het redoxpotentiaal, en de polariteit. Er ontstaan hierdoor vele 
manieren waarop de schakelaar een effect kan hebben op zijn omgeving. 
Schakelaars kunnen hierdoor worden gebruikt voor het ontwikkelen van grotere 

moleculaire systemen die kunnen worden beïnvloed door licht. 
 
Er zijn verschillende types fotochromische moleculaire schakelaars. Figuur 2 

geeft drie types weer die in dit proefschrift worden behandeld. Dithienylethenen 

(ook wel diarylethenen genoemd, Figuur 2a) zijn in staat om te ringsluiten 

wanneer ze met UV licht worden bestraald, een proces dat kan worden 

omgekeerd door ze te bestralen met zichtbaar licht. Hierbij moet worden 
vermeld dat normaal gesproken beide isomeren thermisch stabiel zijn (d.w.z. zij 
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kunnen niet schakelen onder invloed van warmte). Azobenzenen bestaan uit twee 

groepen die gebonden zijn aan een centrale N=N groep en zijn in staat om een 
cis−trans isomerisatie te ondergaan wanneer ze met licht worden bestraald 

(Figuur 2b). Hemithioindigoën ondergaan bij bestraling ook een cis−trans 

isomerisatie, maar in verband met de scheikundige naamgevingsregels worden 
deze isomeren vaak aangeduid met E en Z (Figuur 2c). Bij azobenzenen en 

hemithioindigoën is het isomer dat bij bestraling met UV-licht wordt verkregen 
vaak in staat om terug te schakelen onder invloed van warmte. 
 

 

Figuur 2 Drie types fotochromische schakelaar die in dit proefschrift worden 

behandeld: a) dithienyletheen, b) azobenzeen, en c) hemithionindigo. 

Een vierde type schakelaar dat in dit proefschrift wordt behandeld is 
weergegeven in Figuur 3. Dit type verschilt van de andere types omdat het vier 

isomeren heeft die alleen in een bepaalde volgorde kunnen worden verkregen 
(met de klok mee in Figuur 3). Beginnende bij het stabiele isomeer linksboven 

geeft bestraling met UV-licht het instabiele isomeer rechtsboven. Dit isomeer 

wordt instabiel genoemd omdat het in staat is een door warmte aangedreven 
‘ring-omklapping’ (de thermische helixinversie genoemd) te ondergaan, waarbij de 

bovenste helft van het molecuul over de onderste helft glijdt. Wanneer deze 

twee stappen worden herhaald wordt het oorspronkelijke isomeer weer 
verkregen. Vanwege de unidirectionaliteit van dit proces wordt dit type 
schakelaar een moleculaire motor genoemd. 
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Figuur 3 De rotatie van een moleculaire motor. 

De eerste twee hoofdstukken van dit proefschrift dienen als introductie. In 
hoofdstuk 1 wordt het concept fotochromisme uitgelegd en worden de 
belangrijkste types fotochromische moleculen beschreven. Voor elk type worden 

de mechanismen die bij het schakelen een rol spelen besproken op basis van 
theoretische en experimentele gegevens. Het hoofdstuk sluit af met een korte 
discussie met betrekking tot het schakelen van fotochromische moleculen die 
aan een oppervlakte zijn gebonden. Hoofdstuk 2 biedt een introductie in 

computationele quantum chemie, die in dit proefschrift gebruikt wordt als een 
van de methodes om schakelgedrag mee te bestuderen. Het doel is hierbij om 
basisconcepten in quantum chemie te introduceren, de meest populaire 

theorieën voor het bestuderen van individuele moleculen uit te leggen, en 
toepassingen te behandelen die mogelijk van nut zijn voor een (fysisch)-
organisch chemicus. 

 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt het gedrag van een dithienyletheen moleculaire schakelaar 
beschreven. Deze schakelaar heeft een asymmetric ontwerp, waarbij de twee 

thiofeengroepen een verschillende oriëntatie hebben. Qua structuur is deze 
schakelaar vergelijkbaar met die van een schakelaar die in een eerder onderzoek 
is bestudeerd; hij verschilt met laatstgenoemde in zoverre dat de fluoratomen op 

de centrale ring zijn vervangen door waterstofatomen (Figuur 4). Er wordt hierbij 
vastgesteld dat dat deze verandering in substitutie tot weinig verandering in het 
schakelgedrag leidt. Het enige belangrijke verschil is dat voor nieuwe schakelaar 
het ringsluitingsproces minder efficiënt verloopt. De verklaring hiervoor is dat 

een deel van de schakelmoleculen zich in een conformatie bevindt waarbij ze 
geen ringsluiting kunnen ondergaan. 
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Figuur 4 De dithienyletheen fotochromische schakelaar die wordt beschreven in 

hoofdstuk 3 (links) en zijn fluorgesubstitueerde tegenhanger (rechts).  

Hoofdstuk 4 behandelt de immobilisatie van drie dithienyletheen 
fotochromische schakelaars op een goudoppervlak. De eerste twee van deze 

betreffen de schakelaars die in hoofdstuk 3 zijn besproken, maar dan met een 
thiolgroep om binding met het goudoppervlak mogelijk te maken. De derde 
betreft een schakelaar met een symmetrisch ontwerp. Vastgesteld wordt dat de 

binding met het oppervlak tot een aantal belangrijke veranderingen in het 
schakelgedrag leidt. Ten eerste wordt voor de twee asymmetrische schakelaars 
waargenomen dat ze, na binding aan het oppervlak, niet langer in staat zijn om 
ringsluiting te ondergaan terwijl ringopening nog wel mogelijk is. De 

symmetrische schakelaar is hierbij echter nog wel in staat om zowel ringsluiting 
als -opening te ondergaan. Ten tweede wordt waargenomen dat de twee 
asymmetrische schakelaars niet in staat zijn om ringopening te ondergaan bij 

lage temperaturen terwijl de symmetrische schakelaar dit wel kan. Deze tweede 
observatie staat in contrast met wat is waargenomen in oplossing; hier waren de 
asymmetrische ontwerpen bij lage temperaturen in staat om snel te openen 

terwijl dit proces bij het symmetrische ontwerp juist relatief langzaam was. 
 

 

Figuur 5 De drie dithienyletheenschakelaars die worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 4. 

De bevindingen die worden beschreven in hoofdstuk 4 wijzen erop dat er, bij 

binding door middel van een thiolgroep, een significante hoeveelheid interactie 
is tussen de fotochromische schakelaar en het oppervlak waaraan het is 
gebonden. In hoofdstuk 5 wordt beschreven hoe is gepoogd om deze interactie 
te verminderen door het gebruik van een driepotige verbindingsgroep (Figuur 6). 

Deze groep is ontworpen om interacties door de ruimte te verminderen door de 
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afstand tussen de schakelaar en het oppervlak te vergroten, en om interacties 
door de chemische bindingen te verminderen door het gebruik van een 
siliciumatoom. Ook is de groep ontworpen om de schakelaar een goed 

gedefinieerde oriëntatie ten opzicht van het oppervlak te geven. Experimenten 
wijzen uit dat, zoals bedoeld, deze verbindingsgroep zich met alle drie de poten 
aan het oppervlak bindt. De fotochromische schakelaar blijkt hierbij te kunnen 

schakelen in beide richtingen (open en dicht). 
 

 

Figuur 6 De dithienyletheen met een driepotige verbindingsgroep die wordt beschreven 

in hoofdstuk 5. 

Hoofdstuk 6 bespreekt een dithienyletheen met chirale zijgroepen die als 

doteerstof voor een vloeibaar kristal wordt toegepast. Waargenomen wordt dat 
wanneer de schakelaar in een achirale vloeibaar kristallijne fase wordt opgelost, 
een chirale (helische) fase wordt verkregen. De efficiëntie waarmee de schakelaar 

hierbij in staat is om deze chirale fase te induceren was ten tijde van het 
experiment de hoogste die tot dan toe was gerapporteerd voor een 
dithienyletheen-doteerstof. Verder wordt waargenomen dat het schakelen van 

de dithienyletheen naar het gesloten isomeer resulteert in een verlenging van de 
spoed van de fase, waarna het terugschakelen naar het open isomeer de spoed 
weer verkort tot zijn oorspronkelijke waarde (Figuur 7). 
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Figuur 7 Vloeibaar kristallijne fase gedoteerd met een chirale 

dithienyletheenschakelaar, zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 6. Afgebeeld zijn de fase a) 
voorafgaand aan bestraling met UV-licht en b) na bestraling met UV-licht. 

Hoofdstuk 7 is een verzameling van drie computationele studies. Eerst wordt 

beschreven hoe een methode wordt onderzocht voor het bestuderen van de 
thermische E−Z isomerization van sterisch sterk gehinderde alkenen en 

tweedegeneratie moleculaire motoren. Daarna volgt een beschrijving van een 

onderzoek naar de spectroscopische eigenschappen en het thermisch gedreven 
schakelgedrag van een dubbele azobenzeenschakelaar (Figuur 8). Tot slot wordt 
een onderzoek naar de spectroscopische eigenschappen en het thermochemische 

gedrag van vier hemithioindigoën beschreven. 
 

 

Figuur 8 De dubbele fotochromische azobenzeenschakelaar die wordt onderzocht in 

hoofdstuk 7. 
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